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Introduction
The aim of the present work is the experimental study of formation 
times of corona discharges and to clear up some probable formation 
mechanisms of corona discharges on the basis o f these measurements. 
The experiments are performed at high pressures (near atmospheric 
pressure) in inhomogeneous point-to-plane discharge gap.
This study is o f significance as the formative processes of high pres­
sure coronas are not sufficiently investigated yet and there are still sev­
eral open and unsolved problems in understanding and explaining of 
the formation processes of corona discharges at high pressures.
Besides to the general understanding of the fundamental processes 
of the formation of discharge, there are at least two subjects o f a great 
practical value in this field:
a) High pressure bulk discharges, which are often used as an active 
medium of gas lasers. It has been observed in a number o f situ­
ations that the cathode region of a high pressure glow discharge 
plays a central role in the development o f instabilities, formation of 
hot spots, which give rise to filaments. As it is established, there 
are striking similarities between corona formation and develop­
ment of these instabilities [1, 2]. In a point-to-plane gap in molecu­
lar gases the discharge is localised near the point electrode and the 
influence of the processes on the opposite electrode as well as in 
the gap is considerably suppressed. It gives an opportunity to study 
separately the processes near the cathode and anode. Thus the 
corona discharge can be consider a good model for studies of insta­
bilities in the case of high pressure bulk discharges.
b) High pressure gas spark gaps that are used for rapid commutation of 
a powerful electrical systems. The study of initiating and triggering 
corona discharges enables us to model similarly the initial proc­
esses in spark switches, and thus clarify the processes responsible 
for triggering them. It is also very actual to minimise the jitter o f
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triggering and increase the reliability of spark switches. Optical 
triggering of switches has a special relevance in this sphere
The thesis consists of:
1) the introductory part where a short review of the literature about the 
problems under observation is given;
2 ) the experimental part, where the descnptions of experimental 
apparatuses, of those experimental results which are not included 
into the five papers in the last chapter of the thesis, and main 
results are presented;
3) five most essential articles, where the main results, discussions and 
conclusions of the thesis have been published
In the chapters 1.1 - 1.2 of the main part a short surv ey of the forms 
of gas discharges in inhomogeneous discharge gap is represented, and 
the models for describing coronas are discussed. The most attention is 
focused on the initiating methods and difficulties of the triggering of 
corona discharges as well as to the common problems like triggering of 
spark gaps A short overview of methods of optical triggering spark 
switches are given as supplementary, the methods of adequate initiat­
ing of gas discharge in the case of homogeneous field are quite well 
elaborated. The purpose of such an accent is to collect all recent avail­
able results dealing with the problems of initiation of gas discharge.
In the chapter 2 the experimental conditions, used apparatuses and 
gas mediums are described. In this chapter these details of experimen­
tal technique and results of measurements that have not been reflected 
in the papers included into the thesis are brought forward.
In the chapter 3 are represented the results of measurements, more 
details are given about these results that have not been reported in the 
included papers.
In the chapter 4 the main conclusions are given and the supposed 
models of corona formation are discussed. Moreover, the further pos­
sible directions for corona formation studies in the light of present 
work are proposed
The results which are in conjunction with the subject matter of the 
thesis have been published in the following papers [A1 - A ll  ] (see 
publications in page 72 of the thesis).
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1. General
1.1 Corona discharges
The first studies of corona discharge were performed in the beginning 
of this century by Townsend. The discussions of physical processes of 
corona discharges were started by Loeb and his school in thirties. Re­
views of corona discharge have been published by Loeb [7], Nasser [8 ] 
and Sigmond [9 - 11]. The present thesis is concentrated on the initial 
stages o f negative and positive DC coronas. Corona events will be ob­
served and discussed on the example of point-to-plane discharge gap.
Corona occurs in strongly inhomogeneous fields. The definition of 
corona given in [10] is: A corona is a self-sustained electrical gas dis­
charge where the geometrically determined (Laplacian) electrical field 
confines the primary ionisation processes to region close to high-field 
electrodes.
Consequently, the corona is possible when one or both electrodes 
have considerable curvature, and ionisation processes can occur near 
the electrode at much lower voltages than is needed for the breakdown 
of the whole gap. Thus a corona discharge system must have a high- 
field active electrode which is surrounded by ionisation region where 
ionisation processes take place. A low field passive electrode is insu­
lated from the active electrode by the drift region of low conductivity. 
In low-field drift region charged particles drift and can react. A DC co­
rona is called positive or negative according to the polarity of active 
electrode.
We will very briefly discuss some most important processes in gas 
discharges. Significant role in gas discharges is played by electron ava­
lanches, which were first studied by Townsend and are often called 
Townsend processes after him.
If N eo electrons are released in a gas in an electric field £(r), they 
will drift with velocity v = -\i^E up the electric field line (це is the
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mobility of electrons), each producing a  new electron-ion pairs and 
suffering r| attachment per unit drift length. So we can write
dNe -  N e -(a  -  rj) dr = N e a ' d r , ( 1)
where a  is the first Townsend ionisation coefficient and a ' = a - T j  is 
the net primary ionisation coefficient. After integrating we g e t :
N e(r) = N eo&ap J a 'd s . (2)
The exponential in the equation ( M  = exp J a'ds  is the electron
ro
multiplication of the gap neglecting ail electrons liberated by detach­
ment process) can easily reach the values 1 0 ^-1 0  ^ across the ionisation 
region [10]. The self-sustained discharge needs feedback process to 
maintain the number of initial electrons. Secondary processes are 
summarised by secondary ionisation coefficient y, which is the number 
o f replacement electrons produced by an ionisation collision in the ion­
isation region. ( Yp-feedback to cathode by photons, yj- by positive 
ions, ym- by metastables,
ypg - feedback to the gas by photons). The Townsend's criterion for 
self-sustained discharge is
« Л
f.j r = / j  a 'd x  exp J  a 'd s  = 1 (3),
X
where ц г is the reproduction factor. The integral J  a  'ds is known as
0
ionisation integral.The values of y, a  and rj depend quite strongly on 
the electric field.
In the case of positive corona the cathode is separated from the ioni­
sation region by the drift region, which delays and often even blocks
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the cathode processes according to attaching-detaching properties of 
the gas. In negative coronas the cathode is surrounded by the active 
zone and the negative coronas become self-sustained by the Townsend 
cathode feedback mechanism, while photon feedback (Ypg) to the gas 
bordering on the ionisation region often predominates in positive coro­
nas. In negative coronas in even weakly electron attaching gases, the 
current pulsations known as "Trichel pulses" are usually observed , 
which at higher currents transit to the continuos corona. Positive point- 
to-plane corona may typically pass through the following stages as the 
gap voltage is increased: dark current, burst pulse and onset streamer 
corona (this phase probably exist only in electron-attaching gases), 
positive glow and pre-breakdown streamers, transition to spark and 
spark breakdown [9]. The burst pulses may join together at higher volt­
ages, becoming a positive glow (Hermstein glow) that covers the active 
electrode. Bursts that occur in non-self-sustained positive coronas in 
gases that have some electronegative constituents, seem to be trains of 
avalanches connected by photon feedback to the gas just outside the 
ionisation region. At slightly higher voltages than the onset o f burst 
pulses may occur streamers that develop far into the discharge gap. 
Burst pulses are also formed between the succeeding streamers. The 
studies by Miyoshy and Hosokawa [12] show that there has to be time 
interval т >50 jus between the streamer start and the preceding burst 
pulse. It is supposed to be due to the space charge field influence. The 
influence of previous corona pulse to the propagation of subsequent 
discharge is experimentally confirmed in works [13, 14].
If the corona current density causes sufficient thermal ionisation 
across the gap, its differential resistance turns negative, which results 
in a breakdown of the gap.
1.1.1 Positive point-to-plane corona.
In the case of hemispherically capped rod-plane gap it has been estab­
lished that the positive corona in air starts always with burst pulses, 
followed at slightly higher applied voltage, by onset streamer pulses [9, 
15 - 18]. The positive streamer formation and propagation in non-uni­
form field have been investigated experimentally and theoretically in
[6 , 19 - 23]. Mathematical-physical models for calculating the onset 
streamer pulses have been presented by the authors of [25 - 30]
Above threshold, self-sustained discharges maintain themselves but 
it is impossible to start them without initial or triggering electrons in 
the gap to start the primary multiplication. Time lag is defined as the 
time delay between the corona voltage turn on and establishment o f a 
specified corona form. It can be divided into the statistical time lag be­
fore the appearance of the first seed electron, and the formative time 
lag. Several sources of initial electrons might be active in atmospheric 
air:
1. Natural production of electron ion pairs by natural radioactivity or
cosmic rays (»20 ion electron pairs /cm^ per second [7])
2. Electron detachment from negative ions under the influence of
applied electric field. In [9] the detachment process is considered to 
be not a secondary ionisation mechanism, but a rapid release 
mechanism for stored secondary electrons.
3 . Field emission of electrons from the cathode
4. Field emission electrons through the oxide films on the cathode.
Drift velocities, diffusion coefficients, photon absorption, electron
attachment might be affected by impurities of gas [31]. The production 
o f significant amount of metastables in the streamer channel is sup­
posed by Hartmann [32]. The energy storage by metastables, negative 
ions and the electric field will contribute to streamer formation and 
propagation. In gases with a metastable energy level Um , a 10'^ - 10'^ 
admixture of impurities with ionisation potentials £/,■ < Um will have 
remarkable effects on the effective ionisation coefficient [4]. The 
influence of previous discharge to subsequent is explained by metasta­
bles in [13], but in [14] negative ions are found to be responsible for 
this influence.
The first explanations to positive coronas have been given by Loeb 
[7]. The field at any locus is composed of the field components caused 
by the electrodes (Laplacian field), and by the electrons and ions space 
charge. At the ionisation zone boundary at the distance of rQ from the 
point electrode the ionisation coefficient a  equals to the attachment 
coefficient 77. The avalanches increase in size as the applied voltage V  
on the positive point is raised. An electron moving from rQ to a in the
2
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a
gap creates ex p j a (x )-d x  new electrons. The primary avalanche pro-
'o
ceeds towards the point electrode and ends at its surface. During this
m o tio n /ex p  \ a  dr photons are emitted in all directions. The photons
are absorbed by the gas and some of them lead to photoionization. Pho­
toelectrons produced too far ( outside of a sphere rQ) from the centre, 
suffer attachment in electronegative gases, inside this sphere they will 
produce auxiliary avalanches. The magnitude of r0 is dictated by the 
field intensity. The positive space charge, as it accumulated after sev­
eral avalanche generations, will soon extinguish the corona. Loeb has 
set the condition for the onset of positive burst pulse corona as
where /  is the ratio of the number of ionising photons to the number of 
ions in the electron avalanche, f j  is the chance for the photons to ionise 
the molecules, when they are absorbed, r - the distance from the tip of 
the positive point along the axis, r0 - the optimum distance within 
which the most ionisation occur (the radius of ionisation zone) and ц  - 
the absorption coefficient of ionising radiation.
The electrons suffer diffusion because of the high random velocity 
of the electrons, having a diffusion coefficient D during the avalanche 
The diffusion radius will be г -  у/бD t . In order to estimate the electric 
field of the space charge is assumed that the space charge at the head 
of the avalanche is contained in a sphere of radius p. The radius of the
a
[7,p.55],
( 4 )
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avalanche head p is determined by the diffusion and can be calculated
as: ( 5 )
(the ratio of D/p. is usually known) [33].
The field produced by this charge at the head of an avalanche is :
This field parallels and adds to the Laplacian field E{z).
Amin [15, 16] has investigated the positive point-to-plane corona in 
air in the same electrode configuration as ours (r -  0.5 mm, d  = 4 cm). 
Corona discharge at the threshold appeared in the form of burst pulses. 
In all cases the sequence of pulses began with a larger pulse followed 
by a number of secondary pulses. At slightly higher voltage streamers 
occurred, burst pulses were active simultaneously. Streamer was gen­
erally followed by a burst pulse. In this case the initial large pulse was 
absent, and the burst pulse consisted of many small pulses following 
the streamer. The repetition rate o f the onset streamers increases with 
the voltage up to a certain critical value at which the negative space 
charge develops that chokes off this form of discharge. Amin explained 
such an occurrence by the following model.
As soon as the field conditions are proper, an electron appearing
into the gap forms an avalanche according to a  dx law. Air is a
good photoabsorbent of its own photons, and this helps the initial pulse 
to spread over the point by photoionization. Once the initial pulse has 
spread over the p o in t, it is choked off by its own space charge. Due to 
the nonuniformity of the field the point will be partially cleared and a 
second pulse, triggered by the photons, is permitted to form and spread. 
Because of the presence of the space charge of the initial pulse, the 
second pulse is not permitted to spread very far, and is quickly 
quenched, i.e. has a smaller amplitude. This process is repeated until 
the space charge accumulated in the relatively lower field region of the
(6)
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gap will choke the whole pulse. No other pulse can take place until this 
space charge is cleared sufficiently. When the space charge has moved 
far enough across the gap to the cathode, another burst can occur. This 
qualitative model has generally been accepted up to now.
The steady glow is formed when the density of the space charge be­
comes high enough to completely suppress the onset streamers. The 
glow forms an ionised layer adhering to the electrode surface. The re­
sulting corona current at higher voltages is a direct current with some 
ripples. With increasing voltage the breakdown streamers originate 
from spots of higher activity on the ionised Hermstein layer. Break­
down streamers resemble the onset streamers but they are deviated 
from the axial position by the space charge, they start from the 
periferic part of the glow. Their amplitude is of the same order as the 
amplitude of the onset streamers. The length, amplitude and repetition 
rate of these streamer pulses grow with the voltage and further increase 
in voltage leads to breakdown.
Weissler in his early experiments in pure gases and gas mixtures 
[34] found that the onset potential is usually higher for positive corona 
than for negative corona in the same electrode configuration. It was 
assumed to be probably due to the more efficient cathode secondary 
ionisation processes in case of negative corona. He found that the low­
ering of the positive corona onset potentials by small additions of 
to N 1 could be the indication of the importance photoionization feed­
back. Neither preonset streamers nor burst pulses were observed in 
pure N 1. Adding traces of О2 to jV-> instantly produced weak preonset 
streamers and at higher concentration produced also burst pulses. Fully 
developed burst pulses were found only in the О2 N2 mixtures (not in 
other gas mixtures used by Weissler). The whole basic behaviour of 
discharge in pure nitrogen observed by Weissler has been confirmed by 
Korge [35, 36]. In pure nitrogen the threshold is considerably higher 
than for the same electrode configuration in air. At the onset estab­
lishes a steady discharge presenting a channel bridging the discharge 
gap, this steady discharge is usually formed after the streamer has 
passed [36]. Increasing the potential resulted in a brighter corona that 
extended further towards the cathode in form of a continuous luminous 
channel. Further increase in gap voltage caused the appearance of
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streamers. They could go across the gap at relatively low potentials 
without causing the breakdown of the gap. At higher potentials the 
number of streamers increased considerably until they became strong 
enough to initiate the spark breakdown. Evidently the efficiency of 
photoionisation as a secondary mechanism is considerably lower in 
nitrogen , which is proved by the absence of burst pulses at voltages 
that exceed the threshold of burst pulses in the air more than 2  kV; and 
by a considerable increase in the streamer threshold compared with air. 
Raether has predicted the possibility of avalanche development up to 
amplification 108 and more in N 2 [37].
The streamer mechanism was first proposed by Raether [37] to ex­
plain the electrical breakdown of strongly overvolted spark gaps at near 
atmospheric pressure. He has suggested that a streamer can start when 
the electron avalanche grows to a size that it is capable of partially 
shielding itself from the applied field that is estimated to occur when 
the avalanche reaches about 1 0 8 electrons.
A large avalanche will leave a positive space charge near the point 
electrode. The field outside of this spike is increased because of the 
geometry, leading to the formation of still larger avalanches in front 
and leaving weakly conducting plasma filament behind, forming a 
positive streamer. This streamer might propagate straight through posi­
tive glow drift region, make contact with the cathode, and then turn on 
active у processes on the cathode, resulting in the background current 
[9]. For the formation of the streamer the secondary electron liberation 
near the ionisation region boundary must take place. One must always 
take additionally into account the possible effects o f stepwise ionisa­
tion in streamer propagation [38]. If the external field is sufficient the 
growth continues and a streamer forms. If  not, a localised or laterally 
spreading burst will form, depending on the mean free path of the gas 
ionising radiation. The burst is quickly quenched by its own space 
charge, and a new burst or streamer, will not form until this space- 
charge has drifted away sufficiently.
The electric field everywhere is the sum of the applied Laplacian 
field and the field from the space charge created by discharge. Ap­
proximation often used assumes that a Laplacian field distribution 
across the ionisation region of a strength is determined by the geometry
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and the applied voltage, and the cross effect of the space charges with 
Laplacian field in the drift region. Raether's estimation gives that when 
the number of electrons in a single avalanche exceeds 1 0 ^ -1 0  ^ , the 
space charge of an avalanche equals to the applied electric field and 
the previous approximation would be invalid.
In their calculations Ibrahim and Singer [25, 26] have assumed one 
electron to start the first avalanche at the initial boundary of the ionisa­
tion zone. According to the calculation, they found that the distortion 
of the field strength starts with the beginning of rapid current rise. Af­
ter about 2.5 ns the field strength decreases quickly. Through this drop 
of field values, the secondary avalanches will be broken for some time, 
and therefore the current will drop. In this way a step at the beginning 
of the leading part of the corona pulse that was observed in experi­
ments will be built up. In their simulations a superposition of several 
generations of electron [26] avalanches is assumed.
In their streamer breakdown criterion Pedersen et al [22] have pre­
sumed that the streamer breakdown is caused by a single avalanche of 
critical size initiated by one or more electrons. They suggested that the 
streamer breakdown would occur when the ionisation integral attained 
a certain value К (usually K*18, which is consistent with the Raether 
criterion for homogeneous field gap). At the same time they have 
stressed that one must always take into account the variation of E  and 
a  with z. In the earlier work by McAllister [39] it has been suggested 
that this criterion requires the use of measured values of the variation 
of a (z )  with field strength and gas pressure p , the data which are not 
always available for inhomogeneous discharge gap. In contrast to 
Pedersen, McAllister et al in [6 ] have affirmed that in the streamer 
formation the basic feature was the multiple avalanche process. In this 
work it was supposed (as the ionisation created by the first avalanche is 
low) that the subsequent avalanches space charge would overlap the 
primary space charge. They have got a "clear evidence that at onset the 
corona discharge (streamers) does not result from the formation of a 
single critical avalanche, but from the accumulative effects of multiple 
avalanche process". The net positive charge 108 required at the 
streamer onset is not realistic. For preonset streamers in point-to-plane 
inhomogeneous field, however, there are only 1 0 5 electrons in a single
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avalanche, rg « 0.2 mm [8 ]. As point potential increases, rQ also in­
creases and avalanche size increases exponentially. It does not advance 
as a streamer until successive avalanches have fed into the space 
charge field of the initiating avalanche head at the anode. Moreover, in 
[23] it is found that at corona onset the number of carriers associated 
with the accumulation of space-charge is «  4*107. They have drawn a 
conclusion that the general form of the avalanche pulse (burst pulse) 
leading to streamer formation was similar to that recorded in uniform 
field studies. As a result of this study McAllister et al concluded that 
nevertheless the critical avalanche carrier number suggested by 
Raether was in consistent with the streamer inception criterion, the 
concept o f a critical charge density had more physical relevance and 
the ionising radiation was the mechanism responsible for the genera­
tion of streamer. This statement is in consistence with Raether assump­
tion that the streamer formation is determined rather by the critical 
density of charged particles than by the size of a single avalanche [37]. 
As it was determined by the field probe measurements by McAllister 
[6 ], the streamer development suppressed the field strength at the point 
electrode, and field changes were to be associated with the motion of 
ionic charges. Crichton and Williams [3] confirm the concept o f criti­
cal charge density for streamer criterion. Unfortunately the papers cited 
here have not reported a number of essential parameters and experi­
ment conditions as gap voltage, field probe construction and method of 
field measurements, experimental set-up.
After the streamer is initiated, its active head is normally the only 
visible part with optical radius measured by Bastien and Marode to 
about 20 ц т . at 40 kPa [40]. At 1 atm the radius is probably 10 ц т  af­
ter Marode [21]. At the same time Dawson and Winn have given a 
theoretical estimation of 60 ц т  [9], Kunhard and Tzeng have found the 
diameter of cathode directed streamer to be of 50 ц т  in plane-plane 
gap [41]. In recent studies of Gibert and Bastien [42] have been meas­
ured as large diameter as 170 ц т  for point-to-plane gap (d =2.1 cm, r = 
50 (j.m).
An explanation of formation of steady glow bases on the movement 
of space charge of positive ions left by avalanches. As long as the 
space charge has not sufficiently cleared away after preliminary ava­
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lanches, burst pulse or streamer, the appearance of new streamers is re­
stricted. The excited atoms from primary avalanches radiate photons 
causing so secondary avalanches. The formation of avalanches will 
continue until the high field region near the point electrode is occupied 
by positive ions. Electrons from avalanches are drawn rapidly into the 
anode, positive ions drift slowly to the cathode, restricting the forma­
tion of larger
In another model given by Loeb [7] negative ions are found be re­
sponsible for the establishment of steady glow Before reaching the
high field region, the electrons form О2 ions by attachment to О 
molecules. Other O' ions are created by dissociative attachment in the 
streamer. Between the positive ion cloud and the point a rapidly in­
creasing and nearly equal cloud of slowly moving negative ions is cre­
ated . The negative ion cloud increases the field near the anode and 
slows the movement of positive ions. The increased field near the an­
ode is, however, o f shorter length than the original high field region 
which started the streamer. Thus once a negative space charge of ade­
quate size can form, the avalanches diminish in length. They cause a 
number of avalanches simultaneously in different places and the net 
field will decrease. The discharge spreads over the cathode surface.
The simplest set of equations containing the basic physics necessary 
for describing streamer formation and propagation is the set o f continu­
ity equations for electrons and ions coupled with Poisson's equation for 
electric field. Several analytical solutions of these equations based on 
the following well-accepted physical processes have been reported.
Most of these models have been essentially one dimensional, Dhali 
and Williams [27 - 30] have recently published a series of papers 
where the two-dimensional approach for streamer modelling is used. 
Their method allows to solve numerically transport equation under 
strongly dominating space-charge conditions. It can be considered the 
first application of two-dimensional model.
Dawson and Winn [43] state that a positive streamer head may 
propagate into zero Laplacian field region, without any streamer chan­
nel connection to the anode. The propagation of streamer is possible on 
the account of energy stored in the streamer head. In an inhomogene­
ous field a streamer tip consists of a limited volume of plasma with
16
about 10^" 1 0 ^ positive ions in a limited volume of the order of 3*10'^ 
cm in radius which propagates by its own space charge field and pho- 
toicnization in advance of it, guided only slightly in the low gap field 
region by the Laplacian field. It gradually loses energy by ionisation 
and excitation as well as by branching. Its initial energy is gained in 
the high field region of the anode from the field which determines its 
charge. Their model does not take into account the conductivity of the 
streamer channel. The calculation based on the ideas of this model 
have been made by Gallimberti [19, 20] He improved the previous 
model proposing that if the streamer head was like an insulated sphere 
of space charge, where a  was corrected for the self retarding field of 
the avalanche.
Badaloni and Gallimberti [44] simulated the corona streamer 
branching, taking into account the probability of the developing of two 
equivalent avalanches simultaneously. The model proposed by 
Femslers [45] confirmed that the advance of the streamer was largely 
controlled by its self-fields with little guiding effects from the elec­
trodes. The main goal of this model was to determine the streamer ve­
locity v as a function of applied potential and initial electron conduc­
tivity
Different approach was made by Wright [46]. It was assumed in this 
work that the streamer filament is conducting with almost equal densi­
ties of positive ions and electrons and with negligible attachment rate. 
This modei allows to calculate the streamer tip potential as a function 
of the anode potential. Marode [21, 22] has interpreted the positive 
streamer development in terms of glow discharge. He describes the 
streamer as a filamentary track of transient glow discharge positive 
column with a moving active head. The gas plays the feeding role of 
the cathode in the formative phase. A true cathode region is formed 
when the primary streamer arrives the plane. The arrival of the 
streamer on the cathode marks a turning point in the discharge devel­
opment. The differences in potential are then redistributed along the 
streamer filament through the rapid propagation of a potential wave 
from the cathode towards the anode: the return wave, which is ob­
served [47] at low pressures.
3
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1.1.2. Negative point-to-plane corona
In the electronegative gases the corona current consists o f series of 
pulses which are very regular in air and in some other electron attach­
ing gases over a wide range of applied voltages, and are called Trichel 
pulses after G.W. Trichel, who carried out the first systematic study of 
negative corona [49]. An important characteristic of these Trichel 
pulses is very short rise time of order 1.4-1.5 ns at atmospheric pres­
sure in air, and is fairly independent of cathode material and tip radius 
[30]. Although much experimental and theoretical work has been done 
on this subject, a basic physical description of the fast pulse rise is far 
from complete. The phenomena causing such a regular sequence and 
shape of Trichel pulses have not been explained satisfactorily yet. In 
non-attaching gases under the same electrode configuration only a con­
tinuous glow corona occurs. Sigmond has drawn attention [51] to the 
fact that in free electron gases an external circuit can cause pulses that 
are almost indistinguishable from genuine Trichel pulses.
After Trichel the studies of negative corona were continued by 
Loeb and his school [52 - 57]. The first survey of the effects o f gas 
type and impurities on short point-to-plane gap coronas was presented 
by Weissler [58]. Weissler recorded the appearance of Trichel pulses 
whenever the free electron gas (A^) contained even the faintest traces 
of electronegative gases. The smallest percentage (0.1%) of О2  in N 2 
resulted immediately in Trichel pulses. Exhaustive surveys of coronas 
have been published by Loeb [7] and Sigmond [9,10].
The semiqualitative explanation for the discharge type is given by 
Loeb. In recent years Morrow and his colleagues have been developed 
the theory of negative corona and proposed the computing model for 
Trichel corona. Cernak and Hosokawa have further developed this the­
ory and for higher pressures have pulled forward the assumption of 
negative streamer-like mechanism responsible for the rapid initial cur­
rent rise of negative corona.
When a negative DC voltage is applied to the point electrode in an 
electronegative gas like air, the corona current at the threshold in­
creases abruptly from « 10' 12 to * 10~6 A [59, 61]. The Trichel pulse 
corona is preceded by a low-current (i < 10 9 A) quasi-steady discharge
as it was described by Loeb et al [52], later the low-current discharge 
was observed by Weissler [58] in pure nitrogen, and recently studied 
by Korge [35,36] also in pure nitrogen.
The pulse repetition frequency of Trichel corona is nearly propor­
tional to the average discharge current and extends from some kHz up 
to some MHz at atmospheric pressure. At a point electrode the dis­
charge originates at the point tip, but it continuously changes its posi­
tion. At a hemispherical electrode the discharge may be yielded simul­
taneously at several spots changing their position in the course of time. 
The constancy of pulse shape when varying the average current indi­
cates that the pulses are formed and decay under conditions independ­
ent to the actual gap voltage [9].
When the current is raised, the time intervals between Trichel pulses 
are shortening, at the same time their plateau is lengthening. When 
they nearly touch each other, trains of pulses may join in long, steady 
plateau pulses with separate Trichel pulses between. A very small fur­
ther increase in current makes all pulses join in one continuous plateau 
- the continuous glow The transition is accompanied by the change of 
the visual appearance of the discharge The wandering of the discharge 
ceases and it becomes fixed at one point. The entire luminous area 
shows a contraction. Physically, the pulsless corona shows the same 
characteristics as that of glow discharge. It has a small bright spot of 
negative glow adjacent to the point, a short but well-defined Faraday 
dark space, and a positive column. The negative pulsless corona is con­
sidered to be a kind of abnormal glow discharge under high pressure 
[61]
Loeb explained the occurence of Trichel pulses as following. An 
electron emitted from the cathode under proper field conditions forms 
an avalanche The photons created in this process strike the cathode 
and liberate secondary electrons by photoelectric action (yp). The sec­
ondary electrons form a number of successive avalanches that give rise 
to a very rapidly growing pulse. The positive ions formed by the ava­
lanche are created in a dense cloud at some distance x q  from the point 
electrode. They move slowly into the cathode The moving electrons 
form via the dissociative attachment a space charge of negative ions 
(£>') near the negative point. It will choke the pulse when the accumu-
3 *
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lated space charge becomes sufficient. If after a certain time when 
positive ions reach the cathode the field is still reduced, the secondary 
electrons created by positive ion bombardment (yj) are not capable of 
forming any more excitation and ionisation. Thus, the discharge is 
completely choked until the space charge has cleared and another pulse 
can start. But if upon the arrival of positive ions at the point the re­
duced field has not developed because of insufficient density of elec­
tron attachment (lower pressure, higher field, weakly electron attaching 
gas), the liberated secondary electrons are capable of forming more 
avalanches, and the discharge continues via the liberation of secondary 
electrons by ions striking the cathode (y^ until enough space charge is 
formed to choke the discharge completely. The next pulse must wait 
for the drifting away of the negative ions, consequent rising of the gap 
voltage, and also wait for a new seed electron.
By their measurements Sigmond and Torsethaugen have found that 
the ionisation in the cathode region never ceases at all [62]. Current is 
still flowing from the cathode, exciting and ionising the ionisation re­
gion They supposed that this weak decreasing electron current from 
the cathode during the interpulse period is caused by diffusing me­
tastables formed by the pulse. When the negative ions are cleared away 
sufficiently to raise the ionisation region voltage to the self-sustaining 
value, a new negative glow pulse occurs immediately since the seed 
electron is always available. As a result, the Trichel pulse corona in air 
has a very regular, voltage dependent repetition frequency. In strongly 
electron attaching SF^ on the other hand, pulses are randomly delayed 
and irregular in their appearance and in amplitude - that is due to the 
lack of initiatory electrons.
Amin first present the assumption that the tail of Trichel pulse is due 
to the ion motion across the gap [53]. The fact was confirmed by 
Gardiner [63]. He found that the Trichel pulse frequency near the 
threshold involved a full transit time of negative ion space-charge 
layer. O' predominates in air particularly for high pressures. As the 
Loeb's avalanche mechanism was too low for the observed very short 
Trichel pulse rise times, Aleksandrov [64] extended Loeb’s theory by 
multiple avalanche mechanism, presuming nearly parallel development
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of many avalanches initiated by Yp effect at the cathode. He succeeded 
in predicting much faster rise time for the main pulse.
The systematic study of the leading edge of negative corona 
current pulse was made by Zentner [65, 6 6 ]. He discovered that the 
current pulse had a complex structure - there was a step before the 
current reached its peak value.
Cemak and Hosokawa studied mainly the first pulses of negative 
corona and found the existence of hump or step on the leading edge of 
the current pulse.
Explanation for the complex rise of current pulse by only one 
secondary (y) mechanism is impossible. On the bases of studies of dou­
ble peaked corona pulses by [67 - 69], Morrow established a theory 
[71, 72] which described only the first pulse and like Loeb's assump­
tion incorporates two processes that cause electron emission from the 
cathode secondary emission due to photon impact on the cathode (yp) 
and secondary emission due to positive ion impact (yj). Morrow pro­
posed that the initial current growth due to prompt photons and delayed 
current growth due to the arrival of slower ions at the cathode was re­
sponsible for the formation of the step on the leading edge of the co­
rona current pulse. As the number of electrons created by positive ion 
impact is about three orders of magnitude larger than that produced by 
photons, a step on the leading edge of the current pulse will occur. Af­
ter the initial rise in current due to the photoemission, space charge ef­
fects lead to a reduction in the electric field near the point and to the 
formation of a cathode sheath causing a fall in current. The discharge 
is then maintained by ion secondaries, and further current amplification 
occurs until the number of positive ions in the cathode-fall region be­
gins to be depleted. This decline, and the consequent decrease in the 
electric field causes the current to reach the maximum and then de­
crease to the transient glow discharge stage, i.e. the current peak is 
generated.
The next current pulse occurs only after the space charge has drifted 
far enough from the point to allow the field increase to a value that al­
lows the avalanche formation at the point. This theory has no explana­
tion for the trailing edge.
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Since the ionisation phenomena associated with negative corona 
current pulses are localised in the immediate vicinity of the cathode, 
any question of the actual mechanism for the rapid negative corona 
current pulses rise is immediately connected with the question of the 
role played by cathode secondary photoemission Yp in the steep dis­
charge current growth. On the basis of their experiments Cemak and 
Hosokawa [73 -75] concluded that Morrow's model was valid at lower 
pressures, but at higher pressures the observed waveforms were caused 
by a cathode-directed ionising wave As it was observed, the glow co­
rona formation was preceded by a peaked current signal, of conspicu­
ous similarity to the Trichel pulse rise and its initial decay. They sug­
gested that the two phenomena had a common mechanism. This opin­
ion is in contrast to the conventional Trichel pulse model [7], which 
presumes, that the initial steep Trichel pulse decay is due to the fast 
electron attachment.
The measurements show that the steep pulse rise is not dependent 
on cathode secondary emission processes for pressures above 30 kPa. 
Considering the secondary emission at the cathode due to ionic impact 
too delayed to play any role in the time scale of interest here, it could 
be explained that the rapid pulse rise associated with the Townsend 
mechanism must be sustained by released yp electrons. The quenching 
properties of methane CH4 molecules over the exited states of nitrogen 
are well-known [37] - the addition of CH4 to AS greatly reduces the yp 
emission. Comparing the results of measurements in N 2 and AS + Ar 
and AS + CH4 , the mixtures indicate that the yp emission does not play 
an important role in feeding the rapid Trichel pulse rise at higher pres­
sures [76].
It is supposed that for higher pressures the feedback to the cathode 
mechanism is supplanted by a faster streamer-like mechanism. Ex­
perimental studies have shown that during the pulse current rise a lu­
minous region of discharge moves towards the cathode with the veloc­
ity of the order of 1 0 ^ cm/s at low pressures and 1 0 ^ - 1 0  ^ cm/s at at­
mospheric pressure. Ikuta and Kondo [77, 78] suggested that the lumi­
nous region was related to the cathode-directed streamer. It seems to be 
confirmed by experiments [79, 80], which indicate that a transition 
from precorona avalanche to the Trichel pulse - i.e. negative corona
onset occur when space charge of positive ions created in the ava­
lanches gives rise to a critical field for the formation of streamer. The 
initial current rise is due to the ionisation fed by yp^ emission. The 
current rise is further enhanced by the formation of cathode - directed 
streamer -like ionising wave [73 - 75], which results in an observed 
step on the pulse leading edge. The pulse maximum is attained just as 
the wave reaches the cathode, and subsequently, the current begins to 
fall because of the rapid field decrease behind the wave. When the 
positive ions generated prior to the ionising wave ignition reach the 
cathode , the current being fed by yi emission rises temporarily again , 
and the hump on the pulse trail is generated.
The streamer is not initiated immediately after the critical space 
charge is formed. During some certain period, the critical space-charge 
partially shields itself from the external field, creating a quasi-neutral 
plasma region. The positive ion space charge that appears in front of 
the cathode-faced surface of the plasma region to shield the interior 
unavoidably enhances the field there and a cathode directed streamer 
head is formed.
All these proposed models do not explain the nature of prepulse 
steady discharge and its role in corona pulse formation as well as a step 
dependence on point electrode material.
The measurements by Korge [35, 36] indicate that two types of 
quasi-steady modes of point-to-plane discharge exist in nitrogen. De­
pending on voltage, it may be a low-current or a strong current dis­
charge. We can also distinct a transient mode between low-current and 
strong current modes that proceeds very similarly to the Trichel pulse 
in air as it is described by Cemak and Hosokawa [81]. The low-current 
i < 10"9 A steady discharge stage was at first studied by Loeb in air 
[52] and by Weissler in pure nitrogen [58]. Some Korge’s results have 
been referred to here [35, 36]. The discharge in nitrogen arises as a dif­
fuse glow covering the point tip, that is time dependent, its current and 
brightness decay in the course of time. When the current falls below 
10~10A, the discharge presents a little luminous spot wandering on the 
point tip, which is accompanied by current fluctuations. Analysis of 
the I-U curve indicates that the low current discharge is determined by 
the field emission. The field emission of electrode surfaces has been
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studied in detail for pre-breakdown current in vacuum as well as in 
case of high pressure [I, 82 - 84]. After increasing the voltage over 
certain value, the current increases about three orders of magnitude 
and a steady strong current i > 10' 4 A discharge establishes . This 
current is controlled by circuitry resistance [36]. Visually the strong 
current has a cathode spot, a sting like bright glow region that gives 
origin to the diffuse channel bridging the gap.
At negative voltage the threshold of discharge is considerably lower 
than in air. The lowering of threshold is explicable by the greater value 
of the ionisation coefficient in nitrogen compared with the air as well 
as by enhancement of secondary processes on the cathode. If to con­
sider the emissivity of the cathode as a secondary mechanism у , the 
low-current discharge is a self-sustained discharge.
The time-spatial distributions of both the light and the current pulse 
during the first ten nanoseconds of this transition are very similar to 
that of Trichel pulses in air [36]. The difference lies in the fact that in 
pure nitrogen this transition ends with the establishment of a steady 
state strong - current discharge controlled by circuitry resistance, while 
in air the discharge is pulsing. Korge has suggested that the change of 
mechanisms of excitation and ionisation must take place in transient 
discharge. It can be supposed that the disbalance of generation and loss 
of charged particles in cathode layer here predetermines the type of 
discharge: if generation will prevail losses, the steady self-sustained 
discharge establishes as in pure nitrogen, if losses will prevail, the dis­
charge can be only pulsative as in air. Considerable field reduction in 
this region, as presumed in [72], presumes the replacement of direct 
ionisation by another mechanism that supports the steady-state dis­
charge.
1.2 The initiating of discharge.
Two conditions must be simultaneously satisfied in order to enable 
an electrical discharge can occur in gas. At first, at least one free elec­
tron must be available in a discharge gap in a suitable location Sec 
ondly, the electric field must be of sufficient strength and duration to 
ensure the avalanche generation by this electron. It is confirmed that
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gas discharges are always preceded by a waiting period that is known 
as the total time lag or simply delay time of discharge (At). It com­
prises of two well-defined parts - the initiatory or statistical time lag s^t 
and the formative time lag /f., i.e. At = fst+ t f  [85]. The statistical time 
lag is determined by the appearance of the first seed electron into the 
discharge gap after applying voltage. Naturally free electrons are pro­
duced by cosmic rays or natural radioactivity and ?st depends on the 
statistical nature of the electron liberating processes at cathode or in 
gas. The secondary ionisation processes responsible for avalanche in­
itiating determine the duration of the formative time. In experimental 
studies the measured time lags are always the total time lags At . If the 
information concerning the formation process of discharge is required 
then the statistical time lag must be minimised. It is possible to do in 
homogeneous field gaps as the first electron that appears leads to 
breakdown there. It is achieved practically by the illumination o f the 
cathode by strong ultraviolet or soft x-ray and a-radiation. In the case 
of inhomogeneous field this kind of initiation usually does not enable 
the reduction of statistical time lag or jitter o f initiation. In 
electronegative gases as, for example, in air, electrons liberated in low 
field region suffer attachment to the electronegative molecules as O-y , 
H2 O . The formed negative ions have a long drift time and the places 
and time moments of attachment and detachment in the gap is also un­
known. Thus creating of initiating electrons at suitable time moment in 
suitable location of discharge gap is impossible using traditional initiat­
ing methods Intense a-particle initiating could even suppress the for­
mation of corona pulses as it was observed in several studies [7, 8 6 ].
For the described reasons the formative times of the formation of co­
rona pulses are not well known and the initial stages of corona dis­
charges haVe not been studied sufficiently. The discharge current dur­
ing the formative time of discharge is not adequately detectable - only 
integrated current pulse waveforms can be detected. The formative 
time /f can give us some information about the discharge before the 
visible discharge occurs. Due to the counted experimental difficulties 
the formative times of corona pulses have not been determined with 
sufficient precision and the adequate corona fonnation models have not 
been worked out as yet.
4
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With the development of lasers it becomes possible to initiate dis­
charge or breakdown by laser radiation and even to perform the optical 
breakdown o f gas by a powerful laser flash. The first known perfect 
experiment with discharge initiating and then adequate discharge curr­
ent measurement with nanosecond time resolution was performed by 
Verhaart and van der Laan [87].
1.2.1 Optical breakdown of gases by laser radiation
The gas breakdown by laser radiation became possible after developing 
the Q-switched lasers and using them in giant impulse regime. The first 
report of gaseous breakdown in the high intensity laser beam focus was 
made in 1963 by P. Makers and his colleagues. After that term the in­
fluences of laser radiation on the gas discharge and laser radiation in­
teraction with matter have been the objects of permanent interest of 
many researchers.
The first experiments were made using giant pulses of Q-switched 
ruby lasers, the peak power of which was of tens of megawatts [8 8 , 
89]. The concentration of electrons produced in laser focus during the 
breakdown was of 1 0 ^  -1 0 ^  cm '3. Minck has achieved in his work 
[89] that the maximum light energy density that can be transmitted 
through the air without causing optical breakdown is 7 x 1 0 ^  W/cm^ 
at all pressures, for which the electron mean free path is small com­
pared with the beam diameter.
Several discrepancies were found in optical breakdown with known 
breakdown mechanisms in static and microwave fields. The electric 
field strength (10^ V/m) in the laser beam focus was less by an order of 
magnitude than that required for direct electric field to strip an electron 
from an atom [90,91]. At the same time the surprising fact is that the 
quantum of energy associated with ruby laser is only hv = 1.78 eV, 
which is much lower than ionisation and excitation energies of inves­
tigated gases (24.6 eV and 15.8 eV for He and Ar, respectively), but 
which can be ionised by the action of light. The plasma with electron 
densities > 1 0 1 3  cm"3  was readily produced.
Experiments in comparison with theory have shown [8 8 ] that mul­
tiple photon absorption alone cannot be responsible for the breakdown.
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When a high power laser beam of intensity /  interacts with gas, elec­
trons can be generated by two main mechanisms: direct multiphoton 
ionization (MPI) and electron impact ionisation. In the first process, an 
atom or molecule of ionization energy Ux absorbs simultaneously n 
photons of energy hv, subject to the condition k h \  > C/j and thereby 
becomes photoionised. The ionization rate varies as and the electron 
density for a constant intensity pulse increases linearly with time. In 
the second process electrons gain energy from the laser field through 
inverse bremsstrahlung (IB) collisions with neutrals involving absorp­
tion of the laser beam photons by a free electron in the presence of 
third body (atom or ion). This latter process leads to avalanche growth 
o f free electron and ion concentration in the same manner as under 
static and microwave fields applied to gases. A free electron is required 
in the lens focus when the flash occurs to initiate the cascade growth 
process.
The electrons can readily ionise gas when their energy exceeds E y 
At sufficiently high fields , ionising collisions will cause an electron 
cascade to occur with the electron density increasing exponentially 
with time. Cascade breakdown is the dominate mechanism at long 
wavelengths (X > 1 ц т ). - As the wavelength is shortened below 1 ц т , 
multiphoton effects are expected to play an increasingly important role 
in the breakdown process.
The initiatory process is assumed to be the multiphoton ionisation of 
the gas (or gas impurities) followed by an avalanche growth of ioniza­
tion.
The optical breakdown threshold is defined as the power level at 
which a visible spark was obtained The state of breakdown is defined 
in rather an arbitrary fashion [92]: as the attainment of the electron 
concentration of about 1 0 ^  cm ’ 3 in the focal region at the pressure of
I atm., which is common breakdown criterion found in literature [9 3 ], 
or as the ionisation of a fraction of 8  ~I O' 3  [92] (or 10~2 in [93]) o f the 
gas atoms in the focal region. In [94] the gas breakdown is defined as a 
sudden onset of high electrical conductivity in a normally non conduct­
ing gas. This, of course, occurs due to the appearance of free electrons 
in the medium and is generally accompanied by the emission o f bright 
light and by a strong absorption of the incident laser light. In [93]
Rosen and Weyl have given an additional breakdown determination 
criterion: detectable (5%) absorption of incident laser beam energy in 
created plasma. As the actual threshold appears to be very sharp [89]. 
the onset is normally very well defined and there is little ambiguity in 
the meaning of that term.
The appearance of laser produced plasma in gases can take many 
forms depending on laser and focusing optics. The appearance of 
plasma fireballs is often connected with the presence of microparticu­
late matter - dust or aerosols in the atmosphere [92].
After Morgan [95] the transformation from neutral gas into plasma 
can be divided into three distinct phases, firstly initiation, secondly 
formative growth and the onset o f breakdown and thirdly plasma for­
mation. We shall mainly be concerned with the physical processes in­
volved in the first two stages.
The initiatory phase occupies a period of time during which the laser 
flash releases free electrons so initiating the growth of free electron 
concentration in gas. This phase is very brief, significant initiatory time 
lag has not been found there and the initiatory phase is completed at a 
very early stage of the flash [92, 95]. Recent theoretical and experi­
mental studies of the initiating phase have shown that the initial ioniza­
tion is achieved during at least the first two nanoseconds of the laser 
pulse [93, 96]. Rosen and Weyl assumed that the multiphoton ionisa­
tion alone was active during the development time of one cascade. 
Then, after initiating electrons have been created, a more effective in­
verse bremsstrahlung absorption could dominate.
As soon as the conditions for the onset of breakdown are satisfied 
the ionization growth will continue as long as the irradiation continues. 
Then follows the rapid plasma development stage. The gas will remain 
heated for substantially longer than the duration of the laser flash 
which created it; local thermodynamical equilibrium with the 
surrounding gas is re-established in times > 1 0 '-  s .
The precise determination of the intensity of the laser radiation in 
the focus is not easy because of the difficulty in accurately defining the 
extent of the focal region. In many papers the laser beam intensity in 
focus is estimated using expression
l = 4 P / n f 2 & ,  ( 7 )
where P  is the beam power, /  the focal length and 0 the beam diver­
gence. The formula has been derived on the basis of assumption that 
the beam can be focused to a diffraction limited spot of diameter d = 
fO  [92]. There is a need to determine the axial extent I and the volume 
V of the focal region. The length / is often taken as the distance be­
tween points along the beam axis at which the intensity is half o f that 
at the focal plane
where D is unfocused beam diameter. Important complications arise 
due to the effect of spherical aberration by focusing optics - phase 
changes cause interference of the monochromatic laser light in the 
focal region. This causes the substantial variation of intensity over 
quite large distance. The extent of lateral and radial energy distribution
caused by spherical aberrations are proportional to f l ß  and f 2D 2 re­
spectively, so the focal volume V  increases sharply with increasing D. 
The extent of the focal region is also influenced by the homogeneity of 
the laser beam, and existence of hot spots. In practice it is possible to 
estimate the dimensions of focal region by the dimensions of hole 
burned into metal folio or pattern on the surface of photo-plate.
1.2 .2 .  Ionization of gas by laser radiation
The surprising fact that gases with high ionization potentials Uj are 
readily ionised by intense laser beam implies that these atoms absorb 
simultaneously к = U\!hv quanta and ionization results in a process 
known as multiphoton ionization (MPI). An analyse shows that prob­
ability Wfc for ionisation of atoms with ionisation potential Uj in the 
unit time is given by
I = (4 2  - \ ) f 20 l  D, ( 8)
thus
К ^л< л/2  - 1 ) / V / 2 Z ) , (9)
(10)
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where A and A ’ are constants for a given atomic species and radiation 
wavelength Ä, a - photon absorption cross section into a virtual state. F  
is photon flux of identical quanta of energy hv, I  - corresponding beam 
intensity. Here к is the next integer larger to Uj/h\. If  a volume V of 
gas at pressure p  containing pN^V  atoms (Nq =Loschmidt's number / 
760) is illuminated for a time x by a constant uniform photon flux F, 
the number of electrons and ions created by multiphoton ionization is
Nj = A F kp N 0V T , that can be rewritten for practical case as
N, = AFq рМ^Ук тк , where V and т are replaced with effective volume 
V^ and effective flash duration x^ and F  with peak flux F q, thus 
W - Nj The rate of MPI depends on the photon statistics in
the laser beam and in an incoherent beam it is k\ times larger than in a 
coherent beam. If  the is the cross section for multiphoton ionisation
in a coherent beam, then the incoherent MPI rate is Wu - k \  ^ , . If
(hv)k
there are very many temporal modes in the laser output the fluctuations 
may approach to characteristics of a thermal light source so that 
F &!<F>k and Wj. are increased in /c!-fold [92]. Thus experimental 
values of W can range between and k\ depending on whether
single or multimode output is used.
On the other hand the number of electrons liberated by multiphoton 
absorption in a time x is [92]
N{ = A ^ p F x A A v ^ O t-l)!  . (11)
If a free electron in a gas undergoes scattering collisions with atoms 
during the period of laser irradiation it may gain sufficient energy to 
excite and ionise the atoms so that the plasma formation can proceed 
into an avalanche or cascade process. Gamal et al in the studies [97, 
98] have developed the microwave breakdown theory considering addi­
tionally the collisional ionisation of excited atoms, the photo-ionisation 
of excited atoms and some other effects. In [98, 99] they developed the 
cascade model for molecular gases as AS and O i at a wide range of 
pressures. The rate of ionization growth and the plasma formation 
threshold intensity are sharply pressure dependent, in contrast to the
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weak pressure dependence characteristics of multiphoton processes. A 
very rough rule of the thumb for the separation of multiphoton ioniza­
tion from inverse bremsstrahlung absorption regimes is the following: 
multiphoton effects dominate for values px < 10"^ Torr-sec. If the 
condition for the onset of breakdown is the release of a certain number 
Nc o f electrons in the time x, then the breakdown threshold flux will
be: F,h - ( v / o x y - p y » if ^ c > 1 0 1 3 cm - 3  (12) 
NQpV Tv
It depends weakly upon the gas pressure p as and flash duration x 
as x '^ k
When MPI dominates, the number density of electrons at the end of 
the pulse is
n „ = N \ w j kV)dt=NWml l grp , ( 13)
—oo
where I  are the average intensity and g  a numerical factor of order 1 
that takes into account the particular temporal profile of the pulse. If 
the pulse had a constant intensity , the electron density would increase 
linearly with time. In the case of IB breakdown , however, the electron 
density grows exponentially with time. The diffusion effects are not 
important in MPI dominated breakdown since electrons are generated 
from neutral particles which remain in the focal volume. One must, 
however, consider the effects of the diffusion of electrons out o f the 
focal volume for cascade dominated breakdown case. Diffusion losses 
are expected to be quite important at the small focal diameters 
(<50 ц т ).
Though many breakdown measurements have been carried out at the 
ruby laser wavelength (k= 0.69 ц т  and at longer wavelengths, there is 
much less data about shorter wavelengths. Threshold intensities 
Ah > 1 0 ^W /c m 2  are found for gases at atmospheric pressure, for 
flashes generated by Q-switched ruby or Nd glass lasers, or > 1 0 * 
W/cm^ for infrared-flashes from gain switched carbon dioxide lasers 
[92]. Weyl and Rosen in their paper [93] have collected most of the 
available data for shorter wavelengths and have carried out the
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theoretical calculation of laser induced breakdown thresholds as a 
function of pressure and pulse length. At visible and UV wavelengths, 
one must consider the fact that highly excited states can be readily 
photo-ionised over time much shorter than the laser pulse length. 
Rosen and Weyl used wavelengths 532 and 355 nm for gases like 
argon nitrogen and others. They assumed a diffraction limited 
focusing For nitrogen they found extremely high threshold (10 ]2 
Wcm^ for X = 0.35 ц т )  if compared with other gases. It was higher 
than in neon, even though neon has the ionisation potentials 21.6 eV 
compared with 15.5 eV for nitrogen. Argon and nitrogen have similar 
ionisation potentials but the threshold intensity in nitrogen for 0.53 ц т  
was about ten times higher than for argon in the same conditions. They 
studied the effect o f pulse duration on the breakdown threshold in 
nitrogen. The threshold was seen to vary as Tp'0-34 jn [9 5 ] Gamal has 
developed the theoretical model for investigating the influence of the 
laser pulse length on the threshold of breakdown (X = 0.35 ц т  ). They 
found that for short laser pulse 0.4 ns electrons are mainly generated 
by multiphoton ionisation of ground state of atoms. This process builds 
up the electron density to a value 1 0 9cm "3 in time of about 0 .1  ns. 
Above this time up to the end of the laser pulse breakdown proceeds 
via cascade ionisation
In other case with medium duration laser of 15 ns, during the early 
time up to 2.5 ns the growth of ionisation proceeds via MPI, which 
produces the electron density of 104 This higher electron density re­
sults in the increase in the rate of inelastic processes which lead to the 
catastrophic increase in electron density. As soon as sufficient electron 
density n is generated, cascade process starts to act effectively leading 
to exponential increase in n.
They found that stepwise ionisation process played an important role 
in explaining the observed threshold intensities.
A certain amount of the threshold intensities data as the function of 
the wavelength of irradiation are summarised in the book by Raizer 
[91]. Here it is shown that the optical breakdown intensity increases 
with decreasing the wavelength till the wavelength is about 550 nm. 
Further shortening of the laser wavelength causes the decrease in the 
threshold intensity. At longer wavelengths the breakdown threshold is
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proportional to v2, that is in accordance with the classical microwave 
breakdown theory [91, 100], at shorter wavelengths multiphoton proc­
esses will dominate. In [100] it is shown that a nonmonotonic depend­
ence of the optical breakdown threshold on the radiation frequency is 
related with the quantum character o f electron energy variations in the 
wave field. A drastic reduction in the threshold in the UV region is ex­
plicable with quantum effects. In all reports available [ 93, 96, 101] 
the same tendency was found: the lowering of breakdown intensity 
with the shortening of the wavelength, especially for UV lasers.
Resonantly produced plasma
The efficient laser produced ionization could be generated if  the laser 
quantum energy is in resonance with the energy differences between 
allowed atomic states. In this case the ionization can take place in two 
steps - firstly, multiphoton excitation to the relatively long-lived al­
lowed state involving a large number к  of photons and secondly, photo 
ionisation from the allowed level involving only few photons. The first 
step would have an ionization rate W j and the second and 
W^>>Wy. The ionization rate per atom is then approximately Wy and 
will be much larger than W. Frost et al in [ 102] have generated a long 
ionised current carrying channel using KrF laser (X = 248 nm) with en­
ergy of only 5 mJ. This plasma generation was induced by resonant 
two step photoionization of organic "seed" molecules, which were 
added in small amounts to buffer gas.
1.2.3 Laser triggered spark switches
Spark gaps are traditionally triggered by overvoltage or by internal 
auxiliary electrodes. The use of lasers as trigger sources has significant 
advantages. In laser triggered gaps the formative lag times and jitter 
can be minimised, and breakdown can be initiated at voltages signifi­
cantly below the self break value.
Numerous investigations have been made by the means of pulse la­
sers to control the time lag of sparking of gas and vacuum discharge 
switches [85, 103, 104, 105]. Using lasers makes it possible to produce
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controlled and very rapid breakdown in gaps even though the interelec- 
trode voltage V may only be a small fraction of the static breakdown 
voltage Vs.
In [103] Williams discusses the laser triggering of gas filled gaps. 
The laser triggered gaps were first time reported by Pendleton and 
Guenther in 1965. In [105] Guenther and Bettis have described many 
configurations of laser triggered switches and discuss the physical 
processes in triggering o f them. The laser triggered switches have a 
line of advantages as electrically uncoupled remote operation, short 
and variable delay with low jitter, low-voltage triggering of long gaps, 
etc. They are simple to construct and insensitive to electromagnetic 
interference. An exhaustive study by Kawada et al [106] shows that the 
breakdown characteristics in the uniform field are essentially different 
from those for point-to plane gap. Furthermore, the different character­
istics for positive and negative polarities o f the struck electrode in the 
homogeneous spark gaps have been shown.
In most o f the models the initial stages of gap breakdown are ex­
plained in terms of Raether streamer mechanism.
In laser triggered gaps the charged particles are liberated by the laser 
irradiation. They propagate across the gap under the influence of the 
applied field. By the Townsend mechanism the particles make a  colli­
sions per centimetre o f travel, the charge density increases across the 
gap until at some critical distance of propagation it achieves the critical 
value, forms a streamer that very rapidly crosses the remainder of the
gap-
Delay is defined as the time difference between the first arrival of 
the laser beam at the spark gap until the rise of breakdown signal. That 
and jitter, which is a measure of the reproducibility of delay, are the 
characteristics of prime interest.
Two types of laser triggered gaps are commonly used. In most laser 
triggered gaps the laser beam enters the gap through a hole in the cen­
tre of one electrode and traverses the gap along the gap axis 
(convenient geometry). The laser beam is focused onto a surface of the 
opposite electrode where it produces a small plasma fireball. This fire­
ball is found to be responsible for triggering the gap [104] (electrode 
surface triggering). In this case plasma production at electrodes is read­
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ily achieved with beam intensities and energies some orders of magni­
tude less than the threshold for gas breakdown. In the other type the 
laser beam is focused on a point in the centre of the gap and may pass 
out the gap through the hole in the opposite electrode. In this case the 
laser induces the optical breakdown of the gap fill gas, which triggers 
the gap (longitudinal volume triggering). Spark gaps can be volume 
triggered by inducing the laser beam into the gap also transversely. 
This is called transverse volume triggering.
Significantly different values of formative time t f , and consequent 
delay time can occur depending upon which conditions are used. If  
during the volume triggering the laser beam causes only the ionisation 
of the gas in the gap but does not create plasma, the electrons and ions 
produced by multiphoton absorption are amplified by inverse brems- 
strahlung absorption, which simultaneously provides initiatory elec­
trons in the gas, distort the electric field and as a result gives enhanced 
conductivity. This requires beam intensities just below the gas break­
down. In that case the time lag to breakdown is relatively long.
When a high intensity laser pulse causes the gas breakdown in the 
gap, then the laser beam creates a large concentration o f ionization ac­
companied by the emission of the intense ultraviolet radiation capable 
of photoionization of the gas, thus distorting the applied electric field 
and enhancing the liberation of additional free electrons at the cathode 
and in the gas. The duration of the lags for fixed V  depends on the 
position of the laser produced plasma in respect to the electrodes [85]. 
The lags are shorter than for previous conditions.
In the case of electrode surface triggering laser generates a plume of 
ionised metallic vapour which expands rapidly into the gap and leads 
to the breakdown in a very short time. In [ 107] the threshold of plasma 
formation on the metal target was studied. The threshold is defined as 
the intensity of laser beam at the moment when the rapid ionisation of 
created metal vapours begins. The experiments were performed with 
the XeCl  0.5 J excimer 20 ns laser and threshold for Al was got 220 
MW/cm^, for Си and W this was value 390 MW/cm^.
It was first suggested by Guenther and Bettis [105] that the electrode 
surface triggering was due to the formation and propagation o f a 
streamer across the gap and later they presented an evidence for the in­
5 *
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teraction of the propagating streamer with the laser. Dougal and Wil­
liams have given a model for longitudinal striking electrode geometry 
breakdown.
The focused incident beam rapidly heats the surface of the struck 
electrode, explosively evaporating electrode material which is then 
further heated and serves as a seed for heating the fill gas, probably 
through the inverse bremsstrahlung, cascade ionisation process [90]. 
The result is a small protrusion of relatively dense plasma on the elec­
trode surface which then shields itself from the applied field, thereby 
setting up a region of enhanced field at the tip. Electrons in this en­
hanced field region experience very high ionisation rates and rapidly 
extend the protrusion into the gap as a streamer. In regions of high la­
ser intensity the velocity of streamer is enhanced by interaction with 
the laser. This interaction may take a form of a direct ionisation rate 
enhancement due to inverse bremsstrahlung heating near the streamer 
head, or an indirect rate enhancement due to vibrational or electronic 
excitation of the gas in front o f the streamer. At some point the laser- 
streamer interaction will cease, either because the laser pulse ends or 
because the streamer reaches the vicinity of opposite electrode. After 
the streamer has crossed , the gap is bridged by a thin , weakly con­
ducting filament which is rapidly heated by ohmic heating. Due to this 
heating the gap current rises rapidly until a spark forms.
The model proposed in [110] shows that the expansion of the spark 
column is primarily caused by the convection of the hot ionised core of 
an ionised channel. The convective expansion of this core is aug­
mented by photo- and thermal ionisation of the neutral gas.
Bradeley have performed experiments [111] in which the velocity of 
streamer has been controlled over order of magnitude by introducing 
pulsed preionization ahead of an already propagating streamer. It has 
also pointed out that even very weak preionization of the order of 1 0 ^ 
cm '3 is sufficient to affect radically streamer propagation.
Aleksandrov [112], Akmanov [113], Norinski [114], Greig et al [115] 
and others have shown in their experiments that laser beam can guide 
streamer propagation. In [115] it was found that the discharge was laser 
guided even when the laser beam was arranged to be approximately 
normal to the natural breakdown path. Dougal and Williams in their
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experiments compared the laser triggered gap breakdowns with and 
without the laser assisted streamer with untriggered weakly overvolted 
gap [108, 109]. They did not find any qualitative differences between 
the breakdowns of untriggered gap and laser triggered gap where the 
streamer propagated without the assistance of the laser. Dougal and 
Williams have published evidence directly showing the interaction 
between the laser and streamer in laser triggered gaps. Preliminary es­
timations of the effect of the interaction between the laser beam and 
propagating streamer have been carried out by Dhali [94]. It is shown 
that laser increases the ionisation rate through an inverse brehms- 
strahlung, cascade ionisation process. Dhali's calculation demonstrates 
that this interaction between the laser and propagating streamer has an 
important effect in aiding the propagation of undervolted streamers and 
supports the role of laser streamer interaction in laser triggering of the 
gaps.
In the case of volume triggering the physical mechanisms responsi­
ble for the initial optical breakdown have been only partially under­
stood. A spark gap can be volume triggered by introducing the laser 
beam into the gap in either longitudinal or transverse geometry. Trans­
verse mode is not very well developed.
Gap triggering results from the formation of relatively high conduc­
tivity channel in the middle of the gap. The physical mechanisms re­
sponsible for the initial optical breakdown are only partially under­
stood. Several studies have reported very low jitters for UV laser trig­
gered gaps [93, 96]. It has been determined that if the delay is less than 
the effective pulse width of the laser, the jitter will be a minimum and 
essentially constant. If  the delay becomes longer than the laser pulse 
length, the jitter increases rapidly. It has been found that the impor­
tance of UV radiation provides the initial electrons needed for inverse 
brehmsstrahlung heating process.
All the available results indicate that the low jitter triggering in this 
geometry requires a two-step optical breakdown process. First, weak 
preionization of the fill gas must occur, followed by a rapid ionization 
growth process. The latter process is probably inverse bremsstrahlung 
heating. The details of the first process however remain unclear. In 
most cases the multiphoton ionisation is a relatively weak process. Di­
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rect photoionization of some impurities in fill gas seems to be more 
likely [92]. Gamal and Evans in their theoretical study [97] suggest 
that for the most used ruby lasers the IB is not capable of producing the 
initial electrons in a neutral gas. For the range of laser intensities used 
the multiphoton ionisation is very unlikely ( e.g. requires simultaneous 
absorption of 14 photons). In typical cases it is possible that a large 
number of impurity molecules are in the focal volume.
One would expect that focusing the laser on the anode should be the 
optimum discharge configuration. Then the rapid bridging of the gap 
due to the positive streamer is veiy efficient. One possible reason of 
easiness and quickness of gap breakdown might be the generation of 
soft x-ray radiation (0.5 - 3 keV) laser beam - target interaction re­
ported in [116 - 118]. The preionisation produced by this radiation 
leads rapidly to the total breakdown of the gap. The dependence of 
breakdown properties on the gap filling gas has been found and in 
[104] it has also been found that for laser triggered switches the mix­
ture of equal parts of nitrogen and argon is the best, and that Ar facili­
tates the breakdown in all investigated gas mixtures.
Another parameter o f interest is the electrode material which will 
primarily affect the term N q the number of initial electrons. Khan and 
Walsh [110], having assumed that electron and ion emission at the 
electrode are of thermoionic origin, have associated performance of 
various materials with the temperature rise after irradiation by a pulsed 
laser. The formula they derived considering the effect o f electrode ma­
terials is:
t = - a -  r ) 1/2 i, ( i4)
{крек)
where A is the fraction of incident light absorbed, I  the power per unit 
area of beam, p  the material density, с the material specific heat, к the 
thermal conductivity, t the time after laser heating starts and x the dura­
tion of laser pulse. Khan and Walsh in their experiments got good fit 
with this formula for brass and tungsten electrodes. With tungsten elec­
trodes the delay time was half of that for brass electrodes and observed 
peak currents were 160mA and 70 mA, respectively.
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The plasma generation by XeCl excimer laser pulse during laser 
photoablation process was studied in [119, 120], where three stages in 
generation of plasma plume during the laser irradiation were distin­
guished:
i) interaction of the laser beam with the target material resulting in 
heating of surface layers to the temperature of boiling 7^,
ii) the evaporation of the material of surface ,
iii) interaction of the laser beam with the evaporated materials and 
breakdown
iiii) interaction of the laser radiation with plasma of created plasma.
In [121] Vogel and Höft studied minimum conditions for the forma­
tion of surface craters by irradiation. The critical power for crater for­
mation was found to be of 10^ W crrf^ (according to this they con­
cluded that crater formation by ion bombardment will require an ion 
current density of 10^ A/cm^). By their calculations the surface tem­
perature of irradiated target reaches to a value of 3000° С within 1 
ns (Intensity of laser radiation was 2.5x10^ Wcm'^). This rapid in­
crease of the temperature can provoke the explosive ejection of matter 
o f target.
The validity of a number of models of corona discharges and 
of the formation of corona discharges can be proved experimentally 
with adequate spatially and temporally determined initiating
One purpose of the present work is to determine the formative 
time of corona pulses with the uncertainty of few nanoseconds. For this 
reason there is an ultimate need to work out the experimental methods 
enabling to initiate corona pulses with the same uncertainty and thus to 
determine the formative times.
2 Experimental
2.1 Experimental set-up and apparatuses
2.1.1 Experimental set-up
In this chapter mainly additional information to experimental results 
presented in papers [Al -A5 ] added in the appendix of this thesis is
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given. The Author's publications dealing with the problems o f corona 
discharges and initiating of corona pulses are presented in the list of 
publications as [A 1 - A l l ]
Figure 1 Experimental set -up.
1 - primary electrons are released at the probe electrode
2  - primary elections are created at the gap axis 
by a focused laser beam
R = 20 Ш , С = 2000 pF, Rpo=50, 470 Q, Rpr = 470 Q, 1.3 Ш  
HV - high voltage supply 
The experiments were carried out using two different experimental 
devices with nearly the same discharge gap geometry. The gap spacing 
was 40 mm and the point electrode was a hemispherically capped wire 
of diameter 1 mm. The opposite electrode was a disc with the diameter 
o f >150 mm. Point electrodes made of different materials (Al, Pt, Mo, 
Си) were used. The experimental device for corona studies in nitrogen 
was located in a stainless steel chamber, which was furnished with 
quartz windows, the plane had a probe electrode of diameter of 1.5 cm 
in its centre (Figure 1). In studies of discharge in ambient air the 
discharge gap was electrically shielded and the disk electrode had a 
hole of 4 mm in diameter in its centre for directing X-ray radiation
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through it along the gap axis to the point electrode. In this device the 
probe electrode in the centre of the plate was absent (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Experimental set-up in air.
X-ray - x-ray pulse generator
EM- electrometer; Rp =10 Ш ; ,C = 1 nF;
R - disc-like low inductance 50 Q  resistor
For the nanosecond resolution measurements of the current of 
streamer pulses a 350 MHz bandwidth oscilloscope of 50Q input 
resistance was used: a 50 Q  coaxial feedthrough of the gap was fitted 
with a 50 Q  transmission line. Light from corona was detected by an 
image intensifier and/or photomultiplier. It was possible to use different 
resistances in the plate and point circuits.
Mainly two different ways of corona initiation was used: With X-ray 
pulse directed along the gap axis, and with the ultraviolet light pulse 
from XeCl excimer laser (308 nm) directed perpendicularly to the gap 
axis and focused at the gap axis. In some experiments [Al] axial 
longitudinal triggering was used, where the laser beam was directed 
through the hole in the plate along the gap axis to the point electrode 
and focused on the distance of few millimetres from the point surface 
The gap configuration was almost the same as described above, the 
experimental set-up is described in [Al] and presented in Figure 1 of 
that paper.
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2.1.2 The X-rav source
The X-ray pulse generator with corona plasma cathode is based on the 
principles published in [122]. The X-ray generator is presented 
schematically in Figure ЗА. The cathode of the device (Figure 3B) 
consists of a fine (diameter d = 0.05 mm) W wire which is helically 
wound around the quartz tube of 8  mm in diameter and 5 cm in length. 
The inner surface of this tube is covered with AI folio which is 
connected to the circuit ground.
The negative HV pulse from the output of pulse generator is 
delivered to the helical winding. The amplitude of applied HV pulse 
can be regulated from 6  to 30 kV, the halfwidth of the pulse is about 
120 ns. The anode made of Та is placed at the distance of 4 cm from 
the cathode. The X-ray tube has a lavsan window and can be evacuated 
with silica-gel trapped rotatory vacuum pump to a residual pressure of 
10" 3 Torr.
The HV pulse causes the liberation of electrons due to the field 
emission and the formation of a plasma sheath under the effect of 
displacement current [122]. Electrons from the plasma sheath are 
accelerated in the electric field between the cathode and anode , thus 
forming an e-beam which, reaching the anode causes the X-ray pulse. 
The generated X-rays, after passing the lavsan window, can be directed 
through the hole in the plate electrode into the discharge gap. The X- 
ray pulse is detected with the PM tube supplied with scintillator in front 
of its window. Detected X-ray pulses were about twice shorter in 
duration than the applied voltage pulse.(60 - 70 ns). The quantum 
energy of the X-ray radiation is determined by absorption 
measurements. Two different detector systems were used in these 
measurements: the PM tube with scintillator coupled with oscilloscope 
and the ionisation chamber coupled with electrometer. In all meas­
urements both the devices gave the mean quantum energy within the 
limits 5 - 6  keV. The intensity of X-ray radiation depends on applied 
voltage and vacuum in the chamber of X-ray tube. During the 
measurements the value of residual pressure was held constant « 1 0 " 2  
Torr, which corresponded to the maximum intensity of radiation. The 
intensity of X-rays can be attenuated stepwise by putting AI  folios
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between the window of the tube and discharge gap The used repetition 
rate of X-ray pulses was 10 pps.
helical winding Quartz tube
Figure 3 A - The scheme of the X-ray generator tube 
В - The construction of the cathode
The number of electron-ion pairs created by a single X-ray pulse was 
measured by the help of ionising chamber. The measuring device 
consists; of electrometer, which worked at the charge measuring regime, 
and of ionising chamber of 1 0 0  cnP  volume. The front and back sides 
of the chamber are made of stainless steel grid, fine wires are placed in 
the central part of the chamber, which are insulated from the sides and 
can be stressed relatively to the sides by the galvanic voltage supply of 
32V; the polarity can be changed. The measured number of electron-ion 
pairs was 1 0 7  for the maximum pulse intensity. To eliminate the 
number of electrons created by photoeffect from the walls of the 
chamber, the polarity of applied voltage was changed Only negligible 
effect was registered.
6*
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2.1.3 The excimer lasers
The XeCl excimer lasers used have been constructed at the Laboratory 
of Gas Discharges of Tartu University [123] and have the following 
output parameters. The wavelength к  =308 nm, the maximum energy 
per pulse I0 « 80 - 100 mJ, the duration of pulse of a long pulse laser is 
< 100 ns and that of short pulse laser is about 10 ns. The waveforms of 
the laser pulse intensities are presented in Figure 4. The cross section of 
the laser beam is approximately (1 x2 ) cm^, the divergence of the laser 
beam is estimated to be in the order of 1 mRad. The laser beam can be 
directed into the discharge gap using surface coated mirrors and quartz 
optics and it can be attenuated stepwise by the help of calibrated metal 
grids and gradually by a diaphragm of changeable size.
The number of charged particles generated by a single laser pulse 
was measured at first as in the case of X-rays, by the help of the 
ionisation chamber-electrometer. The laser beam was focused through 
the small hole in the wall of the chamber on the centre of it and the 
generated charge was measured. Another way to determine the charge 
created by laser was focusing the laser beam between two parallel plates 
( l x l  cm“) which were placed at the distance of 5 mm from each other. 
Voltage 100 - 600 V was applied between the plates. The generated 
current pulse was registered with the help of the oscilloscope and the 
number of charged particles was determined from it. The third method 
of determining of the number of charged particles was measuring 
current pulse parameters in point circuit of the discharge gaps. In this 
case the laser beam was focused on the midgap above the point 
electrode tip and the charge of current pulse in the gap circuit was 
determined as a function of gap voltage. The current was detected by 
the help of oscilloscope of higher sensitivity (0.1 mV/cm, 1 MHz 
bandwidth) as a drop of voltage over the resistor R ( 1.3 Ш  -1MQ). So 
the circuits were mismatched and the recorded signals were integrated. 
During these measurements the gap voltage was low U < 3 kV. From 
1.5 to 3 kV the measured charge does not depend on voltage, thus the 
avalanche multiplication did not take place. From this value of charge 
the number of charge carriers was calculated. At higher gap voltages 
the increase in charge was registered, consequently thedetectable 
avalanche multiplication took place. This last method enabled to
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measure the number of charged particles originated by a laser pulse in 
nitrogen. The number of charge carriers which
Time t. ns
Figure 4 A - Waveform of the long pulse laser 
В - Waveform of the short pulse laser
corresponds to the maximum laser intensity Im both in air and nitrogen 
was nearly the same and had the order of magnitude of 108 However, 
the number of carriers created by a 1 0  ns pulse is somewhat less than 
that produced by a 1 0 0  ns pulse. Registered generated charges are in 
accordance with results reported in [124] for analogous lasers and ex­
perimental conditions.
2.1.4 Gases.
Gas mediums chosen for experiments are air and nitrogen. The most 
available and usual discharge medium in laboratories is ambient air. 
Most of the studies have been up till now carried out in air. That gives 
us a good chance to compare experimental results with a number of 
earlier studies. Moreover, air has from a practical point of view a great 
importance. On the other hand, air is a mixture of gases which, from 
the viewpoint of discharge, have very different electrical properties. To 
simplify the matter under the study it seems to be reasonable to get rid
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of attachment problems originating from the electronegativity of 
oxygen Consequently, there is a necessity to carry out a series of 
experiments for comparison in the other main component of air, in 
nitrogen. Shortly, the choice of nitrogen is based on the following 
arguments:
1) Both air and nitrogen are molecular gases
2) Nitrogen appears to be one of the main components of air
3) As nitrogen is a free electron gas, it enables to suppress the influence 
of negative ions on the discharge. Consequently it gives a possibility 
to estimate the role of negative ions in the discharge processes
4) The efficiency of photoionisation as a possible secondary mechanism 
is much lower in nitrogen than in air.
Nitrogen of purity of 99,996 % was used for filling the discharge 
chamber, the pressure was set at atmospheric pressure.
The stabilised high voltage power supplies in use had an output range 
of voltages 400 V -1 5  kV and allowed to vary the voltage with the 
smallest step of 10 V.
2.2 Experiment
2.2.1 Positive point.
The formation of spontaneous streamers and initiating streamers 
with X-rays is discussed in more detail in the paper [A2], the laser 
initiation of streamers is the subject of studies in papers [A3], discussed 
in [A4], some of the results are published in [A5] and [A.6 ] Mainly 
only additional experimental data to those presented in the articles in 
the appendix of the thesis are presented in this chapter
X-rav initiating. air.
Both spontaneous (noninitiated) and initiated positive corona pulses 
were under observation. In air the sequence of different nonimtiated DC 
corona types does not differ from that described earlier by several 
investigators [7 Ch. 13, 15,16]. The first detectable discharge type is 
burst pulses which are registered ~ 200 V below the onset potential U0  
of preonset streamers. This form of discharge spreads along the point 
surface Visually a very weak illumination on the point electrode tip
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surface can be seen. The area covered by the luminous layer on the 
point electrode is nearly 0.2 mm^ Current pulses of very small 
amplitude and corresponding light pulses can be registered Light and 
current pulses were recorded by a 250 MHz bandwidth oscilloscope. 
With voltage increase their amplitude and duration as well as their 
repetition rate rises. At voltages close to U q  the amplitude of larger 
burst pulses achieves 0.2 mA and their duration is nearly l(is , the 
corresponding light pulse is considerably shorter ( ®  7 0  ns) ( Figure 
1A in [A2]). At voltages U  >  U q both burst pulses and streamers exist 
simultaneously. The onset potential Щ  depends on humidity and 
pressure of ambient air and varies for different days of experiment from 
7.8 to 8.0 kV. The peak value of the largest current pulses of streamers 
is 9 mA and their halfwidth is ~  Ю0 ns. The noninitiated streamers 
are recorded in the range of *  200 V. They have a branched structure 
and some of the branches develop up to »10 mm from the point. At 
higher voltages the discharge exists in the form of steady glow, its 
current increases from 0.5 |iA at 8.5 kV up to 9 Ц.А at 14 kV.
In the narrow range of voltage near the inception voltage the burst- 
to-streamer transition is observable: the steep current rise of a streamer 
pulse is preceded by a step (Fig IB in [A2]). The recorded current 
waveform is very similar to the avalanche-to-streamer transition in 
homogeneous field, (Figure 5 - this is a reproduction of a figure 5.14 
from 37). The magnitude of the step is close to that of burst pulses and 
its duration does not exceed 20 ns. With the voltage increase the 
duration of step diminishes quickly and already of 50 volts above U q  it 
is difficult to separate the step from the main pulse. With the increase 
in voltage the amplitude of the step decreases. The corresponding light 
pulses are presented in Figure 6. Similar temporal development of 
luminosity near the point electrode has been registered by several 
authors [125J. In homogeneous field the observed delay is supposed to 
correspond to the radial development of discharge, what will be 
followed by originating of a streamer from this area [126]. At the onset 
a prepulse starts about 20 ns before the streamer rise. The light pulse of 
a streamer has a comparatively long rise time. With the increase in of 
voltage only 10 V the rise time of a streamer pulse shortens to about 10 
ns, and further increase in voltage results in the further shortening of 
the rise time, at the same time the shortening of the time interval 
between the prepulse (burst pulse stadium) and the rapid growth of the
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Streamer can be observed. At about 50 V above UQ the burst stage is 
not detectable already.
Time t, ns
Figure 5. The transition to streamer in homogeneous field. 
(Figure 5.14 from [37])
Time t, ns 
0 20 40 60
Figure 6. Light pulses of burst-streamer transition 
1 - U = 7.78kV; 2 - U = 7.79 kV; 3 - U = 7.80 kV
When the X-ray pulse generator is switched on the initiation of 
bursts occurs at «  400 V below U0 . The current amplitude of these 
burst pulses about 100 V below U0 is eight-fold compared with the 
current of spontaneous ones at the same voltage. Area covered by the 
light of initiated burst is nearly 1 mm^. In case of initiation the burst- 
to-streamer transition occurs at 90 V below U0 . The transition from 
burst pulse to streamer has similar features as in the noninitiated case - 
it has a step or prepulse before the rapid current rise. It was convenient 
to study this phenomenon because of a low jitter in relation with the 
triggering X-ray pulse and good reproducibility. Near U0 one X-ray 
pulse initiates more than one streamer The average number of initiated
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streamers per laser pulse determined with the pulse counter is presented 
in figures 2A and ЗА in [A2], and it mamly depends only on the gap 
voltage, not so much on the X-ray intensity. The first of these streamers 
is quite well related to the X-ray pulse, the next one follows randomly 
with delay time of 1 ms and more. Time intervals between the X-ray 
pulse and corresponding corona pulse were registered by the digital 
timer with 10 ns resolution or on the oscilloscope screen with somewhat 
higher time resolution. The accuracy of measurements of delay time 
was determined by the relatively slow risetime of X-ray pulses. At 
voltages above IJ0 initiated as well as spontaneous streamers exist. In 
Figure 2A in [A2] the first initiated streamer delay time /^distribution 
for different voltages and mean delay time t j  dependence on voltage 
are presented; in Figure ЗА in [A2] and t j  dependencies on X-ray 
intensity are presented.
Laier initiating. Air.
The laser initiation of discharge has been under investigation in the 
papers [Al], [A3], [A6] and [A7], and discussed in [A4].
Primary electrons are created by the radiation of excimer laser beam 
directed perpendicularly to the gap axis and focused on the gap axis at 
some distance x q  from the point electrode (See Figure 1). With 
transverse triggering one can neglect additional effects caused by the 
laser radiation at the electrodes as they occur in experiments described 
in [А1]. The maximum used intensity Im near the beam focus does not 
exceed 5x1010 Wem"2 . This intensity Im is considerably lower than 
needed for optical breakdown ( / -  1012 Wem-2 for X = 350 nm , [93]). 
In air the distance x q  is established with the accuracy of some a tenth 
of millimetre. Due to the laser instabilities the position of the focal 
point varies from pulse to pulse within the same limits. In the case of 
experiments in nitrogen the accuracy is less than in the experiments 
carried out in air as in chamber the direct measurement of xq is 
impossible. Near the beam focus the dimensions of the trace created by 
the radiation at a photo plate are ® 0.01x0.02 cm2 and it remains 
nearly constant within limits of 0.6 cm along the beam axis It is 
supposed that the ionisation by laser radiation mostly takes place within
7
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this volume and thus the guessed value of the concentration of charged 
particles of a plasma ball in the beam focus is ~ 10 ^ c m '3 . In [124] 
the experimental conditions and gap parameters were very similar to 
ours, also the registered characteristics as the number of electron 
created by laser, were close to those we obtained.
It was possible to initiate streamers already at U = 0.75 UQ (onset 
potential of spontaneous streamers U0 = 7.8 kV) as well as in the 
region of steady glow. The onset potentials of initiated streamers for 
different initiation intensities I and distances are presented in Figure 7.
Delay time t j  was measured from the rise of the laser pulse At every 
applied voltage
Distance x, mm
Figure 7. The onset potential U of initiated streamers 
as a function of initiating intensity /  and distance x
U delay time t j  depended both on the distance x and intensity I and 
varied from 10 ns for x = 1 mm up to 350 ns for x = 8 mm (Figure 8, 9, 
10) and Figure 5 in [A3]. In [127] was determined the critical gap 
length, where the rapid triggering transited to the long term triggering 
(10 - 11 mm). In our case the upper limit of triggering distance was 8 
mm, what corresponds to the rapid triggering by the released electron 
The initiation of a streamer by electrons detached from ions is not 
sufficiently effective. It is confirmed in experiment, where electrons 
were released from the cathode plate. After a quite long time lag (3.5
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ms), what corresponds to the negative ions drift time across the gap, 
they were able to initiate only a burst pulse.
For all distances under observation the behaviour of curves t j  = f(U) 
is similar. At every intensity I = constant below
Figure 8, Delay time as a function of the triggering distance x
the inception voltage of non-initiated streamers U q the delay time de­
creases with the voltage increase and achieves its minimum near the 
potential Uq. Further increase in voltage leads to the increase in delay 
time, too In the region of steady corona the delay time remains nearly 
constant. At every voltage the decrease in intensity causes the increase 
in delay time The distance x = 8 mm was the maximum distance, 
where the initiating was observed in air The dependencies of delay 
time on intensity of initiation are presented in Figure 8. Regardless of 
quite a long delay time tj  , the starting moment of the streamer had a 
very small jitter (< 2 ns) in relation with the triggering laser pulse. By 
appearance, as it was fixed by an image mtensifier camera, there was 
no principal difference between streamers initiated at any voltages and 
spontaneous streamers, (Figure 11).
7*
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Intensity /, arb. units
Figure 9 Delay time t j  as a function of the initiating 
intensity I for different distances x
Voltage U, kV
Figure 10. Delay time t j  as a function of gap voltage U 
for different triggering distances x
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Figure 11 Photos of initiated streamers in air
A. A typical photo of a initiated streamer 
Transversal triggering, 
x0 = 2 mm , laser intensity I0 U = 7.9 kV
B. - x0 = 6 mm, laser intensity I = Io/2
, the gap voltage U = 7.5 kV
C. x0 = 1 mm, laser intensity 1 = lo /2,
the gap voltage U =  10.6 kV
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Laser initiating. Nitrogen
Noninitiated and laser initiated discharges in the case of positive point 
in nitrogen have been studied in papers [Al, A3, A4 and А7]. Experi­
ments were carried out at atmospheric pressure. The problems concern­
ing the purity and ageing of nitrogen gas are discussed in [A3 ]
The discharge chamber was evacuated by the help of an oil diffusion 
pump trapped by the liquid nitrogen and supported by a rotary pump 
When the chamber was evacuated, it was wanned up to about 100°C 
during some hours. As the drift velocity of electrons depends on the hu­
midity of nitrogen, the ageing of nitrogen gas was assumed to be also 
caused by the effect of humidity. To reduce that influence the gas was 
dried by the means of a bakeable silica-gel cell, which was placed into 
the discharge gap and during evacuating it was warmed up to some 
hundred degrees The discharge gap was evacuated to the residual pres­
sure of 10-5 t oit before filling with fresh gas, and the pumping period 
with silica-gel trap heating lasted about 3 hours. The measurements 
were performed after the discharge Chamber and silica-gel trap were 
cooled down to ambient room temperature.
In nitrogen the onset potential of the discharge is considerably higher 
than in air: at 9.7 kV the first pulses of 0.25 \xA in amplitude are re­
corded, their duration « 10"^ s is determined by the time constant of 
the recording system. The number of electrons N > 106 in a pulse is 
close to the calculated number of charge earners in an avalanche at this 
voltage. According to the static picture from several pulses (observed by 
the image intensifier) a large area of the hemispherical part of the point 
electrode is covered by a very faint luminous layer
At 9 9 kV a steady discharge establishes. Together with the voltage 
increase the DC cunent of steady discharge increases gradually from 1 
цА at the onset up to the 8 цА at 14 kV At the point surface near its 
tip a more intensive luminous spot with sharp borders is observable 
The area of the spot is (1.2-5-1.5)10“4 cm2 and above it a faint luminous 
channel extends far into the gap. From time to time the spot jumps to 
another place. Only few jumps per minute occur. The jump is accom­
panied by a sudden change of DC cunent ( Figure 12 - the bars indicate 
the extent of the cunent jumps) as well as by the streamer formation It
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is difficult to say whether there are streamers also during the constant 
current or not.
Voltage U, kV
Figure 12. 1 - U curve of steady discharge in nitrogen.
Bars indicate the range of fluctuations
The height of the current pulse of a streamer varies from 16 to 20 mA 
and the halfwidth of pulses is « 800 ns. By appearance the streamers 
are less if any branched than in air. The length of a non-branched 
channel varies within the limits 0.8 -5- 1.5 cm and the channel is often 
deflected from the gap axis, the branching occurs mainly at the end of 
the streamer channel.
In dry nitrogen the extinction voltage differs from the inception one: 
the steady discharge exists down to 8.7 kV. The extinction current of 
discharge is « 0.12 цА. The same behaviour as at voltages above the 
inception voltage is observed: the sudden change of current is con­
nected with streamer formation, and the length of streamer channel is 
diminishing with voltage decrease.
In non-dried nitrogen the extinction voltage equals to the inception 
voltage and the streamer is branched like in air.
Drift time and experimental ionisation integral
The nomnitiated DC discharge as well the determination of drift time 
of electrons and finding of the experimental ionisation integral has 
been described in [A3]. The primary electrons are liberated from the 
probe by a 10 ns attenuated laser pulse. Analogous methods for releas­
ing electrons in drift time measurements have been used in [128 - 130, 
131]
The drift time tca is measured as a function of voltage (figure 3 in 
[A3]). The results for dry nitrogen are close to those calculated on the
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basis of data from the literature [132 - 134]. The presence of water va­
pour reduces drastically the drift time (measurements without silica-gel 
trap after discharge had run some times).
The number of electrons leaving the cathode Nc and reaching the
anode Na is determined from the areas j id t  of current pulses of the
probe and the point, respectively. During their drift the number of elec­
trons changes due to the losses as well as due to the ionisation multipli­
cation in a high field near the point.
Figure 13 Number of electrons reaching the anode ^ a  
as a function of the gap voltage U
Voltage U. kV
Figure 14. The ratio of N.d/Nc as a function of gap voltage 
dots - dried nitrogen 
diamonds - nondned nitrogen
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In Figure 13 the number of electrons reaching the cathode as a func­
tion of gap voltage is given Up to 4 kV in dry nitrogen within the lim­
its of experimental errors there is no difference between Nc and Na 
(in non-dried nitrogen < 1) (Figure 14). As the value of the cal­
culated ionisation integral J oc^dx is close to one in this range of volt­
age, it is possible to conclude that in this case the role of losses is neg­
ligible. At higher voltages (U = 5 -s- 8 kV) Na increases together with 
voltage but the waveform of current pulses does not change and the 
relation Na/Nc does not depend on laser intensity. So the curve 
InfNJN^ = f(U) may be treated as a dependence for experimental 
ionisation integral.
At voltages U > 8 kV the waveform of current pulses of the point 
circuit changes. The simple waveform is replaced by a more compli­
cated one (figure 2B in [A3]): there is a higher hump at the beginning 
of a current pulse. At higher voltages a steep current rise starts from 
this hump that is corresponding to streamer development as it is also 
confirmed by image intensifier observations. The onset voltage of an 
initiated streamer Uj depends on laser intensity, but independent of Uj
there is a critical total number of charge earners N*cr = (2 + 5)107 
(figure 2B in [A3]) near the point that must be achieved by the moment 
of transition.
Transversal triggering. Nitrogen
In the case of transfer triggering in nitrogen the dependencies = 
f(U) are recorded up to the distance xq = 1.6 cm (Figure 15). The long- 
pulse as well as the short-pulse laser are used, but the results do not 
depend remarkably on the pulse length. This maximum distance is lim­
ited by the dimensions of viewport of the discharge chamber and not by 
the jitter of tj . Like in air the initiation of streamers is possible at volt­
ages remarkably less than the inception voltage of non imtiated dis­
charge. Compared with air the dependence on laser intensity at U = 
constant is considerably less. A typical curve of t j  --- f(U) is presented 
in Figures 4 and 6 in [A3]: delay time diminishes gradually with volt­
age increase.
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Distance x, mm
Figure 15. Delay time as a function of triggering 
distance for different gap voltages
Spatial-temporal development of streamer was studied by the help of 
ICIC in framing mode. By appearance an initiated streamer had a 
branched structure, the length of branches increased with voltage in­
crease. At higher laser intensities the branches developing towards the 
laser beam would prevail (Figure 16, 17) [A6, А7].
Streamer channel starts from the point. When it reaches some dis­
tance x < x q  an intense branch parallel to the laser beam trace develops 
towards the laser. The position of this branch is well fixed from pulse to 
pulse and it has higher velocity of propagation vg than others. The 
length of the branches increases with the increasing of intensity of the 
laser beam as well as with the increasing of the gap voltage U. Typical 
length of horizontal branches is 2.5 cm. At the initial stages the 
velocity of branches which develop towards the plane electrode is 
less and they are randomly distributed in space. Increase in U causes 
the increase in length of these branches. If U  exceeds Uq they usually 
bridge the gap. The dependence of velocities vg  and v j  on the distances 
s from the point are presented in Figure 18 attenuating the laser pulse 
energy to /(/16 , the initiated streamer will not longer propagate along 
the preionised path, attenuation to /q/32 stops the initiating.
In the case of longitudinal triggering of sufficient intensity a streamer 
with straight axial channel forms, but the laser beam of low intensity 
initiates streamers the appearance of which is very similar to the spon­
taneous ones. The propagation velocity of streamer during laser pulse is 
much
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A В С
Figure 16 Initiated streamersin nitrogen
A - x0 = 4 mm, the gap voltage U = 8.2 kV, 
laser intensity I = 10 
В - x0 = 2 mm, the gap voltage U = 10.1 kV, 
laser intensity I  = Io/2 
С - x0 = 10 mm, the gap voltage U =14.4 kV, 
laser intensity I = Io
8*
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Figure 18 Photos of initiated streamers in nitrogen, 
laser intensity 1 = I0, initiating distance x0 = 2mm,
A - gap voltage U = 8.3 kV 
В - gap voltage U =  9.3 kV 
С - gap voltage U =  10.3 kV
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7  fthigher than after the termination of it - 8 • 10 and 3 10 cm/s , respec­
tively More information about this experiments can be found in [Al]
Distance s, cm
Figure 18. Velocities v j  and vg as 
functions of the distance from the point
2.2.2 Negative point 
Ambient a ir . X-rav initiation
Experiments were carried out in ambient air at atmospheric pressure 
Different samples of A l and Pt points were used. An X-ray pulse gen­
erator was used for corona initiation Previously the parameters of dis­
charge were measured without X-ray initiation. A low current I-U  curve 
was registered. I-U  curve depends strongly on the material of the point 
and its prehistory. Typical I = f(U) dependencies for Al and Pt points 
are presented in Fig. 1 in [А2]. The I-U  curve for Pt in air is similar to 
that of in pure nitrogen, but in case of Al point remarkable increase in 
current is registered only near the onset potential of'corona pulses v 0 
In case of Pt point diffuse light is visible already of 1 kV below the on­
set potential, but it is absent for Al point. The onset potential of sponta­
neous corona pulses varies in big limits (U0 = 7.5 - 7.9 kV) and de­
pends on point material as well as on prehistory of the point Corona 
current pulse has a rise time < 2 ns, its peak value near the U0 is prac­
tically the same for all points. To study the initiation of corona pulses 
by X-ray radiation the time intervals between the beginning of X-ray
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pulse and corona pulse (delay time ) are measured for different points 
and voltages. While at any voltages under observation there is also a 
chance of arising of spontaneous pulses, the mean number of 
spontaneous pulses per second (pps) nx is determined at every voltage 
as well as the mean number of pps in the presence of X-ray radiation 
n2. The repetition rate of generated X-ray pulses is 10 pps. The number 
of corona pulses per second is determined (Figure 5 in [A2J). Near the 
onset U0 where spontaneous corona pulses are almost absent (щ =
0.46) not every X-ray pulse initiates a corona pulse (n2 -  8.1) and trj  is 
distributed over a large time interval. Already at U = 7.60 kV each X» 
ray pulse initiates a corona pulse (nl = 5.8, n2 = 16.1) and 30% of 
pulses have l j  less than 30 ns. At more than 500 V above UQ sponta­
neous pulses prevail and it is difficult to determine the influence of X- 
ray radiation In the case of Al point (Fig. 5B in [A2]) X-ray initiation 
is more efficient. It is possible to create a corona pulse already below 
the onset U = 7.7 kV and at U -  7 85 kV each X-ray pulse initiates a 
corona pulse (щ = 0, n2 = 10.4). At a voltage 20 V higher than that, a 
single X-ray pulse creates even more than one corona pulse (n2 =
13.5). Delay time t j  distribution is presented only for the first corona 
pulse Strong effects are observed when a Pt point is coated with a thin 
layer of transformator oil Low current mode of discharge is practically 
absent (the current is at least two orders of magnitude less than in case 
of uncoated point). Onset potential of spontaneous pulses rises remark­
ably, in some experiments (it depends on the thickness of oil layer) it 
rises more than 3 kV, but initiated pulses start nearly at the same volt­
age as in case of noncovered point and initiation is effective (wj = 0, n2 
= 9.45; Fig 5C in [A2]). At higher voltages (U = 8.4 kV) a single X- 
ray pulse initiates a series of corona pulses ( n2 = 124 ). Beyond this, 
the following trends are observed: in case of Pt points the onset poten­
tial is systematically lower than that for Al point and a new oxidised Al 
point has higher onset potential than the used one.
I-U  curves for dried and nondried nitrogen were measured in addi­
tion to the results published in [ A2] (Figure 19) The extinction current
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for dried nitrogen was « lO fjA , for nondried nitrogen it was somewhat 
larger » 100 цА. The part of U-I curve with negative slope as in 
Korge's measurements was not observed, the low current region was not 
under observation any more.
Voltage U. kV
Figure 19. I-U  curve in the case of negative point in nitrogen 
1 - dried nitrogen ; 2 - nondried nitrogen
Corona pulses triggered by directing the laser beam to the point 
electrode surface indicate that in this case the thermal effects caused by 
laser radiation are dominating [А1]. In this case it is possible to initiate 
corona pulses with very low intensity of laser radiation .
3. Discussion 
3.1. Main results and open problems
3.1.1. Negative point
It is known that at high fields (E > 10^ V/cm) in a homogeneous gap 
at higher (few atmospheres) gas pressures the breakdown 
characteristics differ considerably from those at low pressures, and the 
most relevant features of this difference are [135]:
( i ) The sparking potential is not well defined even under well 
controlled experimental conditions. It trends towards some upper 
limit. This trend is known as conditioning.
( ii ) A marked departure from Paschen's law has been found; the 
applied E/p across the gap field at higher pressures became so low 
that it would give very little gas amplification.
( iii ) The sparking potential has a very marked dependence on the 
cathode material and state. Some cathode dependent processes or
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processes which are negligible at lower pressures are introduced at 
higher E/p values, and they dominate the breakdown mechanism.
Some evidence exist [136] that at these field strengths considerable 
field emission of electrons from the cathode occurs. The exact role 
played by this emission in the producing of breakdown is yet unclear, 
but it is made sure that in the development of the emission localised 
sites on the cathode and positive ions on cathode insulated layers 
participate in some cases.
Despite of the number of investigations there is no generally 
accepted theory or means of predicting the breakdown voltage The 
basic difficulty is that the surface-gas interface is a veiy complex 
physical system, and experiments in which a strict control of all 
possible relevant parameters such as thickness of the oxide layer, the 
presence and nature of inclusions, the size of dust particles and surface 
topography, are needed to ascertain the parameters which are 
significant. The problem has much in common with that of the vacuum 
breakdown [137].
In discharge gaps under observation the Laplacian field at the point 
surface is > 1(P V/cm. So, it is natural to suppose that processes 
leading to the formation of a corona are close to those taking place in 
the formation of a breakdown in homogeneous field at high pressures 
The latter is supported by the common characteristics of these 
discharges:
- field strength at the point is close to the breakdown field in 
homogeneous field
- there is a stage of low-current discharge, its current-voltage 
follows the Fowler-Nordheim type of dependence [35]
Taking into consideration above listed arguments and experimental 
results of the present work, the following evolution of discharge for 
negative point-to-plane corona is assumed: a low-current discharge 
determined by a Fowler-Nordheim type of emission precedes the corona 
pulse in electronegative gas as well as the transition to a strong current 
discharge in pure nitrogen. Corona pulse and the transition are both 
triggered by an electron emission due to the breakdown of dielectric 
layer. In the later stages the discharge is sustained mainly by yi 
secondary mechanism.
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Moreover, it is assumed that there is no principal difference between 
the triggering processes of corona at atmospheric pressure and 
mechanism of prebreakdown events in homogeneous field.
In pure nitrogen as well as in ambient air the low-current stage of 
discharge preceding the formation of strong-current discharge (in A^) 
or corona pulse (in air) was observed. Current-voltage (I-U) curve of 
this discharge followed the Fowler-Nordheim type of dependence [А5]. 
In the case of measurements in air the curve had a strong dependence 
on surface properties of the point [138]
According tc the results of measurements in the case of negative 
point electrode, a hypothesis that the negative corona formation takes 
place due to the dielectric switching mechanism like in vacuum 
breakdown [82] and arc formation in gases [139] has been established 
in the paper [А5]. Similarities between the breakdown events in 
vacuum and high pressure gas have been confirmed in several 
publications, detailed studies of the characteristics of electrode 
emissivity have been made for prebreakdown currents in vacuum [82]. 
The model of an emission site assumes a metal-insulator emission 
regime, i.e. the presence of foreign insulator inclusions on the 
electrode surface that are in intimate contact with the substrate of 
metallic cathode. Similar assumption was already given by Loeb [52] 
who stressed the decisive role of dust particles or other foreign 
inclusions on the point surface for the effective triggering of discharge.
In addition to the general sequence of discharge formation processes 
observed during the measurements at least two results, which support 
the proposed dielectric switching mechanism can be concluded.
Firstly, if the dielectric switching mechanism is valid then 
according to [82] the emissivity of a cathode must depend strongly on 
the surface temperature. Indeed, in experiments it was possible to 
initiate corona pulses by directing focused excimer laser beam to the 
point surface considerably below the onset potential [А1]. The 
initiation of a discharge with laser pulse in experiment shows the 
current peak imax dependence on the temperature (T ~ /) of the point 
surface. The amplitude of initiated pulse imax may be considered 
proportional to the quantity of emitted electrons at voltages below the
onset of corona pulses. Linear dependence ln(/max) --- /'( \ U )) (Fig 7
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in [Al]) indicates [137] that the height of initiated corona pulse is 
correlated with the emissive site temperature, thus being caused by 
field assisted thermoionic emission.
Secondly, according to [139] the charging of insulating layer 
must precede the discharge formation. The charge of positive ions will 
accumulate on the insulator surface, until the created electric field of 
this charge is sufficient to cause the breakdown of this insulating layer. 
In case of using X-ray radiation [Al ] the efficiency of corona 
initiation depends on point material and the presence of insulating 
layers. The presence of insulating layer leads to considerable increase 
in efficiency of initiation. In this tfase charging of an insulator on the 
point electrode surface is caused by photoeffect. Its efficiency is 
different for different points: charging of large oxide layers on Al point 
is more effective than that of microinclusions on Pt point. Oil layer on 
P t point plays similar role to oxide layer on Al. it suppresses low- 
current region, X-ray radiation charges the layer to high densities of 
positive ions causing the lowering of corona pulse onset potential.
These discussed experimental facts cannot be explained solely in 
terms of ionisation processes in gas, but electrode surface properties as 
well as the interaction of electrode surface with ambient gas must be 
taken into consideration.
Although the methods of initiating negative corona used in the work 
support the established hypothesis, it does not give unambiguous 
answer to the Trichel pulse formation mechanism because of the 
following arguments:
( i ) In the case of laser initiating, a significant heating of the electrode 
surface takes place, thus this case might not to be in consistent with 
the formation of noninitiated corona pulses
( i i ) In the case of x-ray initiating the jitter of delay times is too large 
for adequate determination of formative times.
The validity of the proposed corona formation model can be proved 
by correct and exact measurements of formative times and the 
comparison of obtained results with those estimated by the model. For 
this purpose an adequate initiating of discharge with low jitter is 
needed. It can be realised by irradiation of cathode surface with weak
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short-wave radiation, which is able to generate initial electrons by 
photoeffect.
Another possibility for proofing the model validity is the 
investigation of the sputtering of the electrode during discharge. The 
proposed mechanism of emission is substantiated by the electrode 
sputtering because of the forming of the conducting channel through 
the insulate layer [139]. The sputtering is observed in [140], but the 
moment of sputtering in correlation with corona pulse evolution has 
not specially investigated. If the time moment of sputtering will 
coincide with the corona pulse inception, it could be an evidence of 
validity of the proposed negative corona switching mechanism.
Although the first reports on the possibility of negative corona 
inception due to the dielectric film breakdown were published as 
earlier as ini 941 [52] , the systematic investigations, which could 
unambiguously prove the validity of proposed dielectric switching 
mechanism are still absent.
It is reasonable to suppose that the discharge formation 
characteristics depend on the surface properties of the cathode. The 
validity of the model can also be proved by investigation of the 
discharge formation characteristics on the cathode surface properties. 
During the measurements the next complications must be taken into 
account.
(i) The properties of emission sites at the electrode surface vary within 
large limits already in vacuum: there are point and extended sites, 
virgin and relaxed sites, I-U  - curve of a site has hysteresis, etc.
[1,82]
(ii) The presence of gas adds new complications^ is difficult to 
separate the initiating process from the ionization mechanism in gas
[2]. The emission ability of a site diminishes-with the pressure 
increase due to gas absorption [1]
(iii) previously existing dielectric layers may be destroyed by ion 
bombardment [138]. due to surface-discharge interaction the 
surface may be covered by the layers of decomposition products 
[141].
According to the above-mentioned difficulties the preliminary 
surface processing and choice of gas mixtures as well as the study of
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electrode surface before and after discharge runs play a decisive role. 
Furthermore, besides the traditional recording of current waveform a 
number of different characteristic dependencies must be recorded. The 
unsolved problems cannot be solved using only traditional methods of 
gas discharge investigation. The explanation of the effects of humidity 
and other impurities demands mass spectrometric investigations of the 
composition of gases. The influence of electrode surface effects forces 
us to use electron microscopy and Auger spectroscopy.
3.1.2 Positive point.
It has been experimentally proved that in the case of a large number 
of primary electrons a streamer forms at voltages considerably lower 
than the inception voltage as well as in the range of steady corona.
For streamer formation an ionisation instability must develop in a 
spatially localised region. The local increase in ionisation leads to the 
increase in the space charge field in this region. A streamer starts when 
the space charge field achieves a critical value . These conditions are 
common in different experimental conditions.
At the inception voltage of streamers in a homogeneous field the 
number of charge carriers in a single avalanche is high enough to reach 
the critical field but if the gap is undervolted a large amount of primary 
electrons and/or an accumulation period of space charge are needed for 
streamer formation.
In a highly divergent field in air even at the inception voltage a 
space charge accumulation precedes the streamer formation as the 
number of charge carriers of an avalanche is much less than the critical 
number and so the streamer formation has a multiavalanche nature. 
The increase in the inception voltage in nitrogen is caused by the low 
value of secondary emission coefficient.
Accomplished measurements and calculations enable us to 
determine the formative time of streamers with quite a good accuracy 
enabling to state the model of multiavalanche nature or streamer 
formation.
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For the positive point-to-plane corona a detailed discussion is 
presented in [A3] in the appendix of the thesis. The main results and 
discussed problems are only shortly listed here:
(i) It has been concluded on the basis of measurements that the steady 
discharge in nitrogen can be considered a typical glow. The 
problem of feedback mechanism of discharge in nitrogen has been 
discussed in the same chapter (Ch.4.1 in [A3]) and it has been 
found out that the photoionisation does not have a significant role.
(ii) In the case of laser initiating the space charge field occurring near 
the point electrode before streamer start has been estimated (Ch.4.2 
in [A3]). A disc-like approximation has been used in calculations. 
The results achieved for initiating conditions are in accordance with 
the general streamer formation criterion: the space charge field 
strength is close to that of the applied field.
(iii) The initiation of streamers in the region of steady glow in air has 
been achieved. Two initiation methods, optical with the laser pulse, 
and electrical, with supplying additional comparatively small but 
short voltage pulses to DC voltage, have been reported. The 
initiation of streamer in the case of steady glow in air has been 
assumed to be possible due to the formation of spatially localised 
region of increased ionisation rate (Ch. 4.2 in [A3]).
(iv) In the case of transverse triggering the measured delay times have
been found to be = At + t f  , where At is the electron drift time
from the place of its release to the border of the ionisation zone, 
and t j  is the formative time, i.e. the time needed for the 
accumulation of critical space charge in the ionisation zone. The 
measured and calculated values of t j  have been presented ( Ch.4.3., 
Figure 6 in [A3]).
(v) A model of space charge accumulation and calculation of formative 
time has been presented (Ch.4.4 in [A3]). Corresponding results 
have been represented in Figures 8 and 9 in [A3].
Nevertheless, in the case of longitudinal axial triggering (published 
in [Al]) due to the thermal effects we can say nothing about the 
formation processes of spontaneous corona pulses, the described 
method enables to get a discharge channel well localised in space and
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time. The obtained straight channel make it possible to investigate the 
processes in the discharge channel.
Open problems
There are several unsolved problems in this field. Some of the most 
essential are:
(i) The actual spatial distribution of charge carriers near the point 
during the space charge accumulation.
(ii) The mechanism of a streamer formation in the case of steady 
corona remains still obscure.
(iii) The mechanism of a non initiated streamer formation and 
development during the sudden change of current of steady 
discharge in nitrogen.
Related problems. Ageing
In experiments in nitrogen two striking effects of gas ageing were 
registered: firstly, the changes in current-voltage curve in the course of 
time, and secondly, the increase in drift velocity (Ch. 4. in [A3]. 
Similar drift velocity changes can be found from transient current pulse 
waveforms registered in [ 128 - 130], where the attaching properties of 
water vapours in nitrogen were investigated. Already Loeb and Miller 
[55 - 56] have assumed that operating discharge liberates gases like О2 
and H~>0 from the electrode. Van Brunt has suggested that the 
conditioning ( ageing ) effects in the gas may be due to the release of 
H~)0 during the discharge and the nature of the presence of H2 O can 
significantly affect the nature of negative ions through cluster 
formation [142]. It has also been confirmed in [131] that the presence 
of small traces of water vapour in nitrogen leads to the increase in the 
drift velocity. By these circumstances listed above it was assumed that 
the ageing was caused in a great deal by the liberation of water vapours 
from the electrodes and walls of the discharge chamber.
Inserting bakeable silica-gel cell into the discharge gap reduces the 
observed ageing effects remarkably (Figure 3 in [A3]). This reduction 
might be affected, of course, by the absorption of other impurities
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(pump oil vapour) in the chamber, but taking into account all above 
cited facts and opinions, the substantial role of water vapours is 
obvious.
Conclusions
The most important results of the present work are:
1. The methods of initiation of corona by x-ray and by excimer laser 
pulses were worked out;
2. The streamer initiation by laser radiation was found to be possible
2-3 kilovolts below the onset of spontaneous streamers as well as in 
the region of steady glow;
3. Using the initiation, the methods for measuring the times of 
formation of positive corona pulses were worked out;
4. The model of a streamer formation by multiavalanche mechanism 
was established;
5 The calculations of formative times according to this proposed 
model are in consistent with experiments;
6. In the case of negative point electrode, the "dielectric switching 
mechanism" was proposed to be responsible for inception of 
negative corona.
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Koroonalahenduse initseerimine
Peeter Paris 
Kokkuvõte
Käesolevas töös uuriti gaaslahenduse initseerimise võimalusi 
ja lahenduse formeerumise protsesse atmosfäärirõhu lähedastel 
rõhkudel mittehomogeenses väljas teravik-plaat lahendusvahemikus.
Töö eesmärgiks oli nii negatiivselt kui ka positiivselt 
pingestatud teraviku korral sobivate initseerimismeetodite leidmine ja 
lahenduse formeerumisaegsde mõõtmine ning mõõtmistulemuste 
põhjal koroona formeerumismehhanismide täpsustamine.
Formeerumisaegade mõõtmine on kõrgrõhulise gaaslahenduse 
korral praktiliselt ainus otsene informatsiooni saamise meetod nendest 
protsessidest, mis toimuvad gaasis algelektroni(de) tekkehetkest kuni 
detekteeritava voolu või valguse tekkimiseni.
Formeerimisaegade mõõtmine nõuab mittehomogeenses välja 
korral adekvaatset initseerimist, s.t., et algelektronid tuleb tekitada ajas 
ja ruumis hästi kontrollitult ja lokaliseeritult (vastavalt nanosekundilise 
ja kümnendikmillimeetrilise täpsusega.
Töö tulemusena:
1.Töötati välja koroona initseerimise viisid ja meetodid 
röntgenkiirguse ja eksimerlaseri välke abil. Laseriga initseerimisel 
oli initseeritavate koroonaimpulsside värin (jitter) initseeriva 
laservälke suhtes väiksem kui 2 nanosekundit.
2. Positiivselt pingestatud teraviku korral leiti eksperimentaalselt, et 
striimereid on võimalik initseerida nii pingetel allpool spontaansete 
striimerite läve (kasutatud laservälke energiatel kuni paar kilovolti 
allpool läve), kui ka pideva koroona esinemise piirkonnas. 
Nimetatud eksperimentaalse tulemuse põhjal oletati, et neis pingete 
piirkondades on striimereid võimalik esile kutsuda suure arvu 
algelektronide tekitamisega lahendusvahemikus. Töös põhjendati
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seda striimeri formeerumise paljulaviinse iseloomuga 
mittehomogeensete väljade korral. Erinevate laviinide kattumisel 
toimub teraviku lähedal positiivse ruumlaengu akumulatsioon, mis 
peale seda kui ruumlaengu tihedus ruumiliselt lokaliseeritud 
piirkonnas on ületanud kriitilise väärtuse, kutsub esile striimeri 
tekke.
3. Kasutades leitud initseerimisviise töötati välja meetod lahenduse 
formeerumisaegade mõõtmiseks. See on esimene teadaolev 
formeerumisaegade mõõtmine antud tingimustes.
4. Töös leiti positiivse koroona korral kvantitatiivne mudel, mille 
põhjal arvutatud formeerumisajad on kooskõlas eksperimendiga.
5. Püstitati hüpotees, et negatiivselt pingestatud teraviku korral on 
lahendust käivitavaks mehhanismiks teravikelektroodi pinnal oleva 
dielektrikukile (oksiidikile) läbilöök ("dielectric switching 
mechanism), mille tulemusena lahendusvahemikku emiteeritav 
elektronide purse käivitab lahenduse. Edasisel lahenduse arengul on 
alalhoidvaks sekundaarmehhanismiks teraviku pinna 
ioonpommitamine.
Oletati, et negatiivse koroona formeerumine toimub 
analoogselt läbilöögi formeerumisele vaakumis ning et puudub 
põhimõtteline erinevus atmosfäärirõhk koroonalahendust 
käivitavate protsesside ja homogeense välja läbilöögieelsete 
protsesside vahel.
6. Täiendava eksperimentaalse tulemusena saadi teljesuunalisel 
laseriga initseerimisel nii ruumis kui ka ajas hästi lokaliseeritud 
mööda sirget leviv striimer. See avab võimalused uurida striimeri 
kanalis toimuvaid protsesse piisava ajalise ja ruumilise lahutusega.
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LASER ACTION ON CORONA PULSES1)
LAAN, M.,2> PARIS, P.,2> PERELYGIN, V.,2> Tartu
The influence of UV laser radiation on the formation and development of 
corona pulses were investigated. In the case of a positive point a nonbranched 
streamer was obtained which had good reproducibility in time and space. In 
the case of a negative point the formation of discharge pulses below the on­
set potential is explained by thermoionic emission, at higher voltages electron 
explosive emission is supposed to be active in pulse formation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Corona pulses have several interesting applications in plasm a chemistry. How­
ever, many details of their nature have not been elucidated so far. The aim  of our 
study was to investigate the corona pulse formation and development under the 
influence o f UV laser radiation.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
Corona pulses were investigated in a point-to-plane discharge gap (Fig. 1). 
The distance between the electrodes was 40 mm. The point electrode was a hemi- 
spherically capped platinum wire 1.2 mm in diameter. A plane electrode 150 mm  
in diameter was made from stainless steel grid. The discharge chamber was evacu­
ated to residual pressure of 5 x 10-6  Torr and then filled with pure nitrogen up to  
the atmospheric pressure. Radiation from the UV pulse excimer laser (hw =  4eV, 
pulse energy <  30 mJ, pulse duration » 6 0  ns, repetition rate 5 p.p .s., the laser 
pulse shape is presented in Fig. 3) was directed along the discharge gap axis and 
focused by help of the lense (F = 1 8 0  mm) at the distance of äs 5 mm from the point. 
M aximüm mean intnesity (Fig. 3) o f laser radiation was I0 sa 5 x 107 W /c m 2. Radi­
ation intensity was changed by calibrated grids. The plane electrode was grounded 
over the resistor R  =  50Q. Light em itted by the discharge was detected using a 
movable slit 1 m m  height, a monochromator M and a fast photomultiplier PM.
1) Contribution presented at the 8th Symposium on Elementary Processes and Chemi­
cal Reactions in Low Temperature Plasma, STARÄ LESNÄ, May 28-June 1, 1990
2) Tartu University, TARTU, Estonia
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p = M PM I
osc
Fig. 1. Experimental set-up. osc - Oscilloscope, M - monochromator, PM - photomulti­
plier.
Fig. 2. Streamers fixed by image intensifier. a - spontaneous streamer, b - laser assisted 
streamer.
If there was no laser radiation, streamers were detected when the voltage  
exceeded Uo =  11.4kV (Fig. 2a) and at U  =  11.8kV a steady-state corona was 
established. All discharge characterstics were very similar to those found in [1]. As 
it was recorded at low voltage ( U =  0.3kV) ~  107 electrons were created along the 
gap axis by laser radiation. If I = Iq, then starting from U = 9kV a nonbranched
III. POSITIVE POINT
Experimental results
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Fig. 3. Delay time td dependence on laser Fig. 4. A typical current pulse.
intensity for different voltages; L - laser
pulse.
streamer (Fig. 2b) developed d on g  the laser beam path and at U =  10.5kV a 
streamer channel bridged the gap. Laser assisted streamer parameters were very 
stable in tim e and space. Delay tim e t j  depended both on voltage and intensity  
o f laser radiation (Fig. 3) and had a jitter <  2 ns for t j  <  60 ns. The half-width  
(H W ) o f a single streamer trace on the photo was « 0 .1  mm and the HW o f 600 
overlapped streamer traces was 0.3 mm. Near the onset potential (7o nonaxial 
branches started near the point and with the decrease of radiation intensity the 
axial branch becam e fainter and its length diminished. If /  =  / о / 16, the structure 
of the streamer resembled that of a spontaneous streamer. Current pulse am plitude 
imax (Fig. 4) increased from 4 mA (U =  9kV) to 20 mA (U =  12kV). The current 
pulse duration exceeded 4 /is and HW of a current pulse at the sam e voltage  
did not depend on the intensity of laser radiation / .  The duration of the light 
pulse (A =  337 nm) em itted from the channel part 1 mm in legth was <  15 ns. 
The propagation velocity of the channel was determined. It depended strongly on 
the presence of laser radiation. At higher I ,  the velocity had the value o f up to 
8x 10 'em /s . After the termination of the laser pulse the velocity diminished quickly 
to the value of 3x10е cm /s for all voltages used in the experiment.
Discussion
According to experimental results the following qualitative explanation of the 
laser-assisted streamer formation and development may be proposed. Near the 
laser beam focus primary electrons are generated. They move towards the point 
electrode in the DC field which is superimposed by a week laser field. The electrons 
absorb energy from the laser field by induced free-free transition. This process
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influences mainly the tail o f the electron distribution function, which causes the  
increase o f the ionization rate [2]. It makes the streamer formation possible at 
voltages below the onset potential. After that the streamer develops along the 
weakly preionized (and/or excited) path created by the laser beam. The streamer 
velocity increase in the laser field can be explained by the radiation influence on 
the distribution function as well. Such a laser-assisted streamer is a convient object 
for further theoretical investigation.
IV. NEGATIVE POINT
Experimental results
It is known [3] that under pure conditions in nitrogen there are two different 
steady state modes of a point-to-plane discharge. Transition from one state to 
another occurs with the appearance of the current and light pulses sim ilar to those 
in the case of a Trichel pulse in air. Our conditions were not pure enough and 
for that reason the discharge near the onset potential existed in a pulsed form. 
The onset potential o f spontaneous Trichel pulses was 9.2 kV. The current pulse 
achieved its maximum value o f 5 mA after 5 ns, it was followed by a slow decay and 
after 1.5 /is a quasistationary value o f 0.2 mA was established ("tail” o f the pulse). 
After the filling of the discharge chamber with pure gas the tail lasted longer than  
after som e days o f work (Fig. 5). When the discharge chamber was refilled, the 
previous pulse duration was achieved. If the laser radiation was directed into the 
discharge gap, current pulses were Recorded already at U =  2kV. Charge q =  f  id t 
created per pulse as a function of voltage is presented in Fig. 6 (/o  =  3 x 107W /c m 3). 
If U < 7 kV, q strongly depended on the laser pulse intensity, the duration and the 
shape o f the current pulse corresponded to the shape of the laser pulse.
Typical schematic current pulses for [I >  7 kV are presented in Fig. 7. T he  
am plitude value ima,  o f the sharp peak at the beginning o f the current pulse as well 
as its shape were correlated with the laser pulse intensity and its “fine” structure. 
For t > 60  ns the current pulse time dependence did not differ from the shape of 
the spontaneous pulse. If /  ~  107W /cm 3, the current pulse had a delay tim e o f  
id ta 5 ns from the beginning of the laser pulse. If /  — 106YV/cm5 and U =  8.3kV , 
td =  90ns. The laser radiation energy concentration was high enough to cause 
thermoionic emission from the point. Thus if we suppose that imax was determined  
by the surface temperature T  (T  ~  / )  and the field strength E  (U  ~  E ),  ln (ima>) 
must be a linear function of y/U  [4]. As we can see in Fig. 8 the assum ption of 
a thermoionic nature of the electron emission explains the results recorded in the 
experim ent quite well. The main conclusions are :
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U [kV]
Fi*. 5. Trichel pulse duration as a func- Fig. 6. Charge per pulse {q — f  idi) as a 
tioD of voltage for different conditions. function of voltage for different intensities I.
Fig. 7. Schematic representation of Fig. 8. Logarithm of the imax as a function of 
current pulses. y/U  for different intensities /.
1. T he m agnitude of the firet peak of the current pulse is the function of E  
and T .
2. It is possible to create typical TYichel pulses on voltages remarkably lower 
than the onset o f a  spontaneous one. Consquently the formation of a Trichel pulse 
is not determined only by ionization processes in the gas.
3. The role o f the laser radiation diminishes with the voltage increase, near the 
spontaneous pulse onset the dependence of tmac on the radiation intensity (surface 
temperature) is weak.
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V. DISCUSSION
Usually the formation of the Trichel pulse is explained by the gas ionization by 
electrons accelerated in the electric field. This model was used in Morrow’s theory 
[5]. The existence of a step in the leading part of the current pulse was explained  
by a different influence o f the j p and the л  mechanism [6]: at the beginning of  
the pulse j p is active, in the later stages it is replaced by a more effective 7< 
mechanism. As a result o f our measurements another explanation of the pulse 
formation is available. In [7] it is mentioned that field emission can play a role 
in pulse formation. Field emission is effective from the micropoints (or dielectric 
films) on the electrode surface [4]. As a result Joule heating o f these irregularities 
and their explosion take place. Such a process is an effective source of electrons. 
We suppose that the step in the leading part o f the current pulse as well as the 
"precursor” before the pulse [8] are due to explosive em ission. Below the onset 
potential an additional source for electrode heating is needed (in our case - laser 
radiation).
The fact that for t >  60 ns the shapes of the Trichel pulses below and above the 
onset potential are the sam e indicates that ionization mechanisms in these stages 
do not differ. Recently the results of spectroscopical measurements of the Trichel 
pulses have been presented [9,10]: the ionization mechanism by the electron im pact 
with the N 2 ground state is active only in the first ten nanoseconds, when the field 
strength near the point electrode is high enough, later ionization by means of the 
m etastable Л-state takes place. Consequently, the duration of the current tail 
is connected with the concentration of the Л-state m etastables. If the discharge 
occurs, a sm all amount o f admixtures is released from the electrode surface. A 
possible maximum concentration of impurities is too low to stop the Trichel pulse by 
quenching the m etastables. More realistic is an assumption that these admixtures 
(as it is shown in [11]), which have a lower ionization potential than N2, modify 
the electron distribution function and as a result the rate coefficient of the Л-state  
excitation diminishes: with an increasing admixture concentration the tail duration 
of the current pulse diminishes.
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ВЛИЯНИЕ ЛАЗЕРНОГО ИЗЛУЧЕНИА НА КОРОННЫЕ ИМПУЛЬСЫ
Исследованно влияние УФ лазерного излучения на юронные импульсы. В случае 
положительного острил получен одноканальныи стример, юторый имел хорошую 
повторяемость ш  в пространстве так и во времени. В случае отрицательного ос­
трия формирование импульса при подпороговых напряжениях объяснимо термоэ- 
миссиеи, при более высоких напряжениях -  взрывной эмиссией.
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STREAMER IHITIATIOH ВТ X-RAY PULSE
M. L aan , P . P a r i s
F or t h e  e x p e r im e n t a l  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  o f  a s t r e a m e r  f o r m a t io n  
t h e  e x p e r im e n t a l  eq u ip m e n t m ust b e w e l l  s y n c h r o n iz e d  w it h  th e  
moment o f  c r e a t i o n  o f  t r i g g e r i n g  e l e c t r o n s .  A g o o d  s y n ­
c h r o n i z a t i o n  (w h ic h  h a s  a n a n o se c o n d  j i t t e r )  in  h o m o g en eo u s  
f i e l d  i s  a c h ie v e d  by l i b e r a t i n g  t h e  f i r s t  e l e c t r o n s  from  t h e  
c a t h o d e  w it h  a s h o r t  UV p u l s e .  I t  i s  im p o s s i b l e  t o  u s e  t h i s  
m ethod in  a p o s i t i v e  p o i n t - t o - p l a n e  d i s c h a r g e  g a p , a s  t h e  
f i r s t  e l e c t r o n s  m ust b e c r e a t e d  in  a s m a l l  v o lu m e  n e a r  t h e  
p o s i t i v e  p o i n t .  In  [ 1 ]  a s t r e a m e r  w as i n i t i a t e d  by X e C l  l a s e r  
( Л_= 30 8  nm) p u l s e .  A lth o u g h  a g o o d  s y n c h r o n i z a t i o n  w as  
a c h i e v e d ,  a d d i t i o n a l  d i f f i c u l t i e s  a r o s e  in  f u r t h e r  i n t e r p r e ­
t a t i o n  s i n c e  t h e  l a s e r  r a d i a t i o n  c a u se d  a r e m a r k a b le  v a p o r i ­
z a t i o n  o f  p o i n t  e l e c t r o d e  n a t e r i a l .
The a in  o f  t h i s  p a p e r  i s  t o  i n v e s t i g a t e  t h e  s tr e a m e r  
fo r m a t io n  u s in g  t h e  J f-ra y  r a d i e t i o n  a s  ® s o u r o e  o f  f i r s t  
e l e c t r o n s .
E x p e r im e n ta l  s e t - u p . A l l  t h e  e x p e r im e n t s  w ere  c a r r i e d  o u t  
in  la b o r a t o r y  a i r  a t  a t m o s p h e r ic  p r e s s u r e .  P o s i t i v e  D .C . c o ­
ro n a  in  a p o i n t - t o  p la n e  d i s c h a r g e  ga p  w as i n v e s t i g a t e d .  D i s ­
t a n c e  b e tw e e n  t h e  e l e c t r o d e s  w as 4 cm. The p o i n t  e l e c t r o d e  
w as a h e m i s p h e r i c a l l y  ca p p ed  P t  w ir e  1 on in  d ia m e t e r .  P la n e  
e l e c t r o d e  w as a A l  d i s c ,  15 cn in  d ia m e t e r ,  w it h  4 mm h o le  in  
i t s  c e n t e r ,  t h a t  m akes i t  p o s s i b l e  t o  d i r e c t  X -r a y  r a d i a t i o n  
a lo n g  t h e  d i s c h a r g e  g a p  a x i s .
The J f-ray  s o u r c e  had a p la sm a  c a th o d e  d e s c r ib e d  in  [ 2 ]  . 
The a n o d e  wae p la c e d  a t  4 сю f r o n  t h e  c a t h o d e .  T he w o r k in g  
p r e s s u r e  w as 0 .1  P a . The Jf-ray  tu b e  had a la v s a n  w indow . 
30 kV n e g a t i v e  p u l s e ,  h a l f - w i d t h  o f  w h ich  w as 110 n s ,  w as 
s u p p l i e d  t o  t h e  c a t h o d e .  J f-ray  p u l s e  had в h a l f - w i d t h  o f  
70  n s  ( F i g .  2 ) .  The p o s i t i o n  o f  J f-ray  p u l s e  r e l a t e d  t o  
t h e  v o l t a g e  p u l s e  w as d e te r m in e d  w ith  a c c u r a c y  o f  som e n a n o ­
s e c o n d s .  10 p p s r e p e t i t i o n  r a t e  o f  Jf-ray  p u l s e s  w as u s e d .  In  
a b s o r p t io n  m ea su r e m e n ts  f o r  Jf-ray  quantum  e n e r g y  d e t e r m in a ­
t i o n  tw o d i f f e r e n t  d e t e c t o r  s y s t e m s  w ere  u s e d :  s c i n t i l l a t o r  + 
p h o t o m u l t i p l i e r  and i o n i z a t i o n  cham ber + e l e c t r o m e t e r .  The 
mean quantum  e n e r g y  w as w i t h in  l i m i t s  o f  5 - 8  keV . An ^f-ray  
p u l s e  o r i g i n a t e d  n e a r ly  1 0 7 c h a r g e d  p a r t i c l e s  p e r  cm3 a s
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d e t e r n in e d  by i o n i z a t i o n  c h a n b e r .
L ig h t  and c u r r e n t  p u l s e s  w ere  r e c o r d e d  b y  a  4 5 0  MHz b a n d ­
w id th  o s c i l l o s c o p e .  F or r e g i s t r a t i o n  o f  c u r r e n t  p u l s e s  a 
50 Q o o a x i a l  d e s ig n  o f  t h e  p o i n t  e l e c t r o d e  c o n n e c t io n  w as 
u se d  [ 3 ] .  L ig h t  f r o n  c o r o n a  w as d e t e c t e d  b y  in a g e  i n t e n s i f i e r  
and p h o t o m u l t i p l i e r .  T in e  i n t e r v a l s  b e tw e e n  t h e  J f-ra y  p u l s e  
and c o r r e s p o n d in g  c o r o n a  p u l s e  w e r e  r e g i s t e r e d  by t h e  d i g i t a l  
t i n e r  w i t h  a r e s o l u t i o n  o f  10 n s .
R e s u l t s . B o th  s p o n t a n e o u s  ( n o n i n i t i a t e d )  and i n i t i a t e d
p o s i t i v e  c o r o n a  p u l s e s  w ere  u n d er  o b s e r v a t i o n .  In  c a s e  o f  
p o s i t i v e  c o r o n a  t h e  f i r s t  o b s e r v a b le  d i s c h a r g e  p u l s e  i s  a 
b u r s t  p u l s e  w h ic h  s p r e a d s  a lo n g  t h e  e l e c t r o d e  s u r f a c e .  W ith  
i n c r e a s e  in  v o l t a g e  a s o - c a l l e d  p r e o n s e t  s t r e a n e r  d e v e l o p s  
i n t o  t h e  d i s c h a r g e  g a p  up t o  t h e  d i s t a n c e  o f  10 mn f r o n  t h e  
p o i n t .  The v o l t a g e  r e g io n  w h ere  t h e s e  s t r e a n e r s  e x i s t  i s  
a b o u t  20 0  V. The s t e a d y  s t a t e  c o r o n a  w i l l  b e  e s t a b l i s h e d  a t  
h ig h e r  v o l t a g e s  [ 4 ] .  In  ou r  c a s e  when t h e  J f-ra y  r a d i a t i o n  i s  
n i s s i n g ,  b u r s t  p u l s e s  a r e  r e g i s t e r e d  »  2 0 0  V b e lo w  t h e  o n s e t  
p o t e n t i a l  Ua o f  p r e o n s e t  s t r e a n e r s .  W ith  i n c r e a s e  in  v o l t a g e  
t h e i r  a m p litu d e  and d u r a t i o n ,  a s  w e l l  a s  t h e i r  r e p e t i ­
t i o n  r a t e  a l s o  r i s e .  S on e  t e n s  v o l t s  b e lo w  Ua t h e  b u r s t  
p u l s e  c u r r e n t  h a s  t h e  d u r a t io n  up t o  1 ms and i t s  a n p l i t u d e  
a c h i e v e s  0 .1  nA. C o r r e s p o n d in g  l i g h t  p u l s e  i s  c o n s i d e r a b l y  
s h o r t e r  ( »  7 0  n e )  -  F ig .  1A. A rea  c o v e r e d  by t h e  lu n in o u s  
l a y e r  on t h e  p o i n t  e l e c t r o d e  i s  n e a r l y  0 . 2  n n 2 . At t h e  p o t e n ­
t i a l  UQ , s o n e  la r g e r  b u r s t s  t r a n s i t  t o  s t r e a n e r  -  F ig .  IB . 
As no a t t e n t i o n  w as p a id  t o  t h e  a i r  h u n id i t y  and t h e  a i r  
p r e s s u r e  s t a b i l i z a t i o n ,  t h e r e  a r e  v a r i a t i o n s  o f  ± 2 0  V o f  UQ 
in  d i f f e r e n t  d a y s .  The b u r e t - t o - s t r e a n e r  t r a n s i t i o n  i s  o b ­
s e r v a b l e  o n ly  in  t h e  n a rro w  r e g io n  o f  v o l t a g e s :  a t  t h e  o n s e t  
U0 t h e  d u r a t io n  o f  t h e  b u r s t  p u l s e  s t a g e  o f  r  = 15 -  20  n s  
and 50 V a b o v e  Ua , t h e  b u r s t  s t a g e  i s  a l r e a d y  n o t  o b s e r v a b l e .
When t h e  X -r a y  p u l s e  g e n e r a t o r  i s  s w it c h e d  o n , t h e  i n i t i ­
a t i o n  o f  b u r s t s  o c c u r s  s  4 0 0  V b e lo w  UQ . The c u r r e n t  a n p l i ­
tu d e  o f  t h e s e  b u r s t  p u l s e s  a b o u t  o f  100 V b e lo w  UQ i s  e i g h t -  
- f o l d ,  c o n p a r e d  w it h  t h e  c u r r e n t  o f  s p o n t a n e o u s  o n e s  a t  t h e  
s a n e  v o l t a g e .  A rea  c o v e r e d  by t h e  l i g h t  o f  i n i t i a t e d  b u r s t  i s  
n e a r ly  1 nn 2 . *  In  c a s e  o f  i n i t i a t i o n  t h e  b u r s t - t o - s t r e a n e r  
t r a n s i t i o n  o c c u r s  a t  90  V b e lo w  U0 , c o r r e s p o n d in g  r  = 30  n s ,  
a t  10 V h ig h e r  p o t e n t i a l  7 = 2 0  n s  and 20  V h ig h e r  - 
T = 10 n s .  N ear U0 on e  J f-ra y  p u l s e  i n i t i a t e s  n o r e  th a n  on e
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F i g . l .  S k e t c h e s  o f  b u r s t  p u l s e  (A )  and b u r s t - t o - s t e a n e r  
t r a n s i t i o n  ( B ) .  S o l i d  l i n e  p r e s e n t s  t h e  t i n e  
d e p e n d e n c e  o f  b u r s t  p u l s e  c u r r e n t ,  d a sh e d  l i n e  -  
t h e  s a n e  d e p e n d e n c e  o f  l i g h t  В -  td  -  t i n e  i n t e r ­
v a l  b e tw e e n  t h e  b e g in n in g  o f  t h e  J f-ray  p u l s e  and  
t h e  s t r e a n e r  f o r m a t io n ,  r  -  d u r a t io n  o f  t h e  b u r s t  
s t a g e .  T r a n s i t i o n  o c c u r s  a t  UQ = 7 .6 2  kV.
s t r e a m e r .  The f i r s t  on e i s  q u i t e  w e l l  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  Х -т лу  
p u l s e ,  t h e  n e x t  ono f o l l o w s  ra n d o m ly  w it h  t h e  d e la y  t i n e  o f  
1 n s  and n o r e .  A t v o l t a g e s  a b o v e  UQ e x i s t  b o th  i n i t i a t e d  and  
s p o n t a n e o u s  s t r e a m e r s .  In  F ig .  2 d e l a y  t i n e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  
t h e  f i r s t  i n i t i a t e d  s t r e a n e r  f o r  d i f f e r e n t  v o l t a g e s  and nean  
Ta d e p e n d e n c e  on v o l t a g e  a r e  p r e s e n t e d ;  in  F ig .  3 -  £d and  
2Q d e p e n d e n c ie s  on X - i& y  i n t e n s i t y  a r e  p r e s e n t e d .
D i s c u s s i o n . I t  i s  a c c e p t e d  t h a t  in  a h o n o g e n e o u s  f i e l d  t h e  
f o r n a t i o n  o f  a s t r e a m e r  i s  p o s s i b l e  when a n u n b er o f  c h a r g e d  
c a r r i e r s  a c h ie v e  t h e  v a lu e  o f  1 0 ® in  an a v a la n c h e  [ 5 ] .  The  
e x i s t e n c e  o f  su c h  a m y s t ic  number dem ands f u r t h e r  e x p la n a t io n  
e s p e c i a l l y  in t h e  c a s e  o f  in h o m o g e n e o u s  p o i n t - t o - p l a n e  g e o -  
n e t r y  w h ere n e a r  t h e  o n s e t  p o t e n t i a l  UQ t h e  n a g n itu d e  o f  a 
s i n g l e  a v a la n c h e  i s  e e v e r a l  o r d e r s  l e s s  th a n  1 0 8 [ 4 ] .
F or t h a t  r e a s o n  a n o th e r  f o r m u la t io n  se e m s t o  b e  m ore p r e ­
f e r a b l e :  s tr e a m e r  f o r r a t i o n  o c c u r s  a t  t h e  n o n e n t  w hen , t h e  
i o n i z e d  g a s  a c h i e v e s  a p la sm a  d e n s i t y  i . e .  t h e  D ebye l e n g t h  
rD b eco m es l e s s  th a n  t h e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  d im e n s io n  o f  i o n i z e d  
g a s  r e g io n  d  [ 6 , 7 ] .  In  ou r c a s e  i t  m eans t h a t  b u r s t - t o -  
- s t r e a m o r  t r a n s i t i o n  i s  p o s s i b l e  when t h e  i o n i z e d  g a s  d e n ­
s i t y  in  a t h i n  l a y e r  n e a r  t h e  p o i n t  s u r f a c e  a c h i e v e s  t h e
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F ig .  2 .  D e la y  t i n e  fcd d e p e n d e n c e  on v o l t a g e .
A : n -  r e l a t i v e  num ber o f  f i r s t  s t r e a m e r s  w h ic h  h a v e  
d e l a y  t i n e  td ; N -  mean num ber o f  s t r e a m e r s  
c r e a t e d  by a s i n g l e  J f-ray  p u l s e .  O n se t  p o t e n t i a l  
U0 = 7 .6 2  kV. D ashed  l i n e  -  s h a p e  o f  t h e  J f-ra y  p u l s e .  
В : Mean d e la y  t im e  td d e p e n d e n c e  on v o l t a g e .
U=7,62kV
N4*
\^ X f a y
100
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F ig .  3 . A : D i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  d e l a y  t i n e  td f o r  d i f f e r e n t  
J f-ray  i n t e n s i t i e s .  В : Mean d e l a y  t i n e  fcd d e ­
p e n d e n c e  on J f-ra y  i n t e n s i t y ;  i n t e n s i t y  I Q c o r ­
r e s p o n d s  t o  t h e  c h a r g e d  p a r t i c l e s  c o n c e n t r a t io n  
107 cm- 3  p e r  J f-ray  p u l s e .  In  a l l  c a s e s  t h e  
j i t t e r  o f  r  i s  much s m a l l e r  th a n  t h a t  o f  < td -r > .
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p la sm a  d e n s i t y .
To p r o v e  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  t h i s  a s s u m p t io n  t h e  e l e c t r o n  
d e n s i t y  in  b u r s t  p u l s e  n u s t  b e  e s t i m a t e d .  U s in g  e x p e r im e n t a l  
d a ta  f o r  b u r s t  c u r r e n t  i  = 0 . 1  mA and f o r  a r e a  c o v e r e d  by  
b u r s t  S  » 0 . 2  mm2 , and s u p p o s in g  t h a t  d r i f t  v e l o c i t y  o f  
e l e c t r o n s  2 - 1 0 7 c m /s  from  r e l a t i o n  i / S  = n e v  th e
e l e c t r o n  c o n c e n t r a t io n  n  -  1 0 10 cm- 3  i s  d e t e r m in e d .  The sa n e  
o r d e r  o f  m a g n itu d e  w as v a lu e d  f o r  n  in  a v a la n c h e  head  when 
s tr e a m e r  f o r m a t io n  t a k e s  p l a c e  in  h o m o g en eo u s f i e l d  [ 6 ] .  
C o r r e s p o n d in g  v a lu e  o f  D eb ye l e n g t h  rD f o r  e l e c t r o n  te m p e r a ­
t u r e  Tm < 5 eV i s  l e s s  th a n  1 0 - 2  cm. The p la sm a  l a y e r  t h i c k ­
n e s s  can  be e s t im a t e d  from  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  [ 8 ] w h ere  t h e  l i g h t  
d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  s t e a d y  s t a t e  c o r o n a  w as d e t e r m in e d .  The m ain  
p a r t  o f  l i g h t  w as e m it t e d  from  t h e  l a y e r  w h ic h  t h i c k n e s s  
< 0 .2  mm. The t h i c k n e s s  o f  t h e  r e g io n  w h ere  t h e  m ain p a r t  o f  
c h a r g e d  p a r t i c l e s  i s  s i t u a t e d  m ust b e  c l o s e  t o  t h i s  v a l u e .  So 
t h e  a s s u m p tio n  t h a t  b u r s t  p u l s e  c r e a t e s  a p la sm a  l a y e r  n e a r  
t h e  e l e c t r o d e  s u r f a c e  i s  q u i t e  r e a l i s t i c ,  and a l l  e f f e c t s  
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  t o  p la sm a  m ust o c c u r :  e l e c t r o n s  a r e  lo c k e d  to  
t h e  io n s  (d u e  t o  a m b ip o la r  d i f f u s i o n ) ,  t h e  f i e l d  s t r e n g t h  in  
p la sm a  body i s  low  and en h a n cem en t o f  f i e l d  s t r e n g t h  n e a r  
th e  c a th o d e  s i d e  b o r d e r  o f  p la sm a  t a k e s  p l a c e  (d u e  t o  s e p a r ­
a t io n  o f  p o s i t i v e  and n e g a t i v e  s p a c e  c h a r g e  t o  th e  d i s t a n c e  
o f  D ebye l e n g t h ) .  A n i c e  p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  a l l  t h e s e  e f f e c t s  i s  
g iv e n  in  [ 9 ] .
The s k e t c h e s  o f  t h e  b u r s t  p u l s e  f o r m a t io n  f o r  U 2  UQ a r e  
p r e s e n te d  in  F ig .  4 .  To t r i g g e r  t h e  i o n i z a t i o n  th e  f i r s t  
e l e c t r o n  m ust a p p e a r  n e a r  t h e  b o r d e r  o f  i o n i z i n g  z o n e  (w h e r e  
a  -  7^  = 0 ; a ,  ^  -  f i r s t  Tow nsend c o e f f i c i e n t  and a t t a c h u e n t  
c o e f f i c i e n t ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y ) .  An a v a la n c h e  s t a r t i n g  f r o n  t h i s  
e l e c t r o n  r a d i a t e s  p h o to n s  a b le  t o  i o n i z e  g a s .  I f  su c h  a 
p h o to n  i s  'a b so r b e d  n e a r  t h e  b o r d e r  o f  i o n i z i n g  z o n e ,  i t  
c r e a t e s  a new e q u i v a l e n t  a v a la n c h e  ( F i g .  4 A ) , i . e .  th e  
r o l e  o f  f e e d b a c k  in  t h i s  s e q u e n c e  o f  a v a la n c h e s  i s  p la y e d  
by p h o t o i o n i z a t i o n .  The s i t e  in  s p a c e  w h ere a p h o to n  i s  
a b so r b e d  i s  a c c i d e n t a l ,  s o  t h e  s e q u e n c e  o f  a v a la n c h e s  w i l l
* )  T h is  v a lu e  o f  v  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  r e d u c e d  f i e l d  s t r e n g t h  
Б /p  = 60  V /c n  T o r r . In p la s n a  su c h  a h ig h  f i e l d  can  e x i s t  
o n ly  f o r  a s h o r t  t im e .
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F ig .  4 .  D i f f e r e n t  s t a g e s  o f  b u r s t  p u l s e  d e v e lo p n e n t .
A -  d e v e lo p n e n t  o f  f i r s t  a v a la n c h e s ;  6  г s t a g e  o f  
o v e r la p p in g  a v a la n c h e s ,  n0 ( t )  -  d e n s i t y  o f  e l e c t r o n s  
c r e a t e d  by an Х - г л у  p u l s e ;  С -  p l a s n a  l a y e r ;  - D -  
s k e t c h  o f  d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  a  -  n ea n  v a lu e  o f  a  ; d a sh e d  
l i n e  i n i t i a l  f i e l d ;  s o l i d  l i n e  -  b u r s t  p u l s e  s t a g e ;  
d o t t e d  l i n e  -  s t e a d y  s t a t e  c o r o n a .
sp r e a d  o v e r  t h e  e l e c t r o d e  s u r f a c e .  The n a in  p a r t  o f  c h a r g e s
a r e  c r e a t e d  in  a l a y e r  o f  2 /cr t h i c k n e s s .  ( a  -  n ea n  v a lu e  o f  
a in  i o n i z i n g  z o n e ) .  As a d r i f t  v e l o c i t y  o f  i o n s  i s  lo w , t h e  
a c c u m u la t io n  o f  p o s i t i v e  s p a c e  c h a r g e  o c c u r s  in  t h i s  l a y e r .  
At a t n o s p h e r ic  p r e s s u r e  and f o r  t h e  u se d  p o i n t  r a d i u s ,  an 
e x te n d e d  l a y e r  o f  s p a c e  c h a r g e  c a u s e s  t h e  d i n i n i s h i n g  o f  t h e  
f i e l d  [ 1 0 ] .  W hereas t h e  c o n c e n t r a t io n  o f  t r i g g e r i n g  e l e o t r o n s  
л0 n e a r  t h e  b o r d e r  o f  i o n i z i n g  z o n e  i n c r e a s e s  t h e n ,  s t a r t i n g  
f r o n  a moment g o v e r n e d  by c h a n c e  a v a la n c h e s  w i l l  o v e r la p  
( F i g .  4 B ) .  I t  c a u s e s  f u r t h e r  d i m i n i s h i n g  o f  t h e  f i e l d .  By 
t h a t  r e a s o n  t h e  l o s s  o f  e l e c t r o n s  in  t h e  l a y e r  d u e t o  d r i f t  
t o  th e  a n od e d e c r e a s e s .  T h is  s t a g e  o f  d i s c h a r g e  i s  a l r e a d y  
o b s e r v a b le  in  e x p e r im e n t s  and i t  i s  named a s  a b u r s t  p u l s e .
In t h e  c a s e  o f  J f-ray  p r e i o n i z a t i o n  t r i g g e r i n g ,  e l e c t r o n s  
a r e  c r e a t e d  h o m o g e n e o u s ly  n e a r  t h e  p o i n t ,  and s e v e r a l  
p a r a l l e l  a v a la n c h e s  w i l l  d e v e lo p  to w a r d s  a n o d e  and t h e i r  c o n ­
c e n t r a t io n  n 0 r i s e s  l i n e a r l y  in  t im e .  I f  t h e  J f-ray  i n t e n s i t y  
i s  h ig h ,  t h e  s t a g e  a i s  a b s e n t  and fcd v a r i e s  w it h  in  n a rro w  
l i m i t s  ( F i g .  3 ) .  1 0 - f o l d  d e c r e a s e  o f  i n t e n s i t y  l e a d s  t o  
th e  i n c r e a s e  o f  j i t t e r  td , t h e  d e n s i t y  o f  n a i s  t o o  lo w  f o r  
o v e r la p p in g  o f  a v a la n c h e s  and th e  c o n d i t i o n s  o f  i o n i z a t i o n  
a r e  s i m i l a r  t o  a s i n g l e  e J e c t r o n  i n i t i a t i o n .  The l a s t  sV a g e
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( b u r s t  p u l s e  s t a g e )  in  p la sm a  fo r m a t io n  i s  p r e s e n t e d  in  
F ig .  4 C . When a p la sm a  d e n s i t y  o f  i o n i z e d  g a s  i s  a c h ie v e d ,  
t h e  f i e l d  d i s t r i b u t i o n  c o m p le t e ly  d i f f e r s  f r o n  t h e  L a p la c ia n  
f i e l d  ( F i g .  4 0 ) .  The l i g h t  e m it t e d  by b u r s t  p u l s e  b e lo n g s  t o  
th e  2+s y s t e n  o f  n i t r o g e n .  The e x c i t a t i o n  o f  2 * s y s t e n  by e l e c ­
tr o n  in p a c t  i s  p o s s i b l e  o n ly  in  t h e  h ig h  f i e l d .  S in c e  t h e  
p la s n a  c o n c e n t r a t io n  i s  « 1 0 1D cm- 3 , t h e  h ig h  f i e l d  can  
e x i s t  o n ly  few  t e n s  o f  n a n o s e c o n d s ,  l a t e r  t h e  e x c i t a t i o n  i s  
n o t  e f f e c t i v e .  T h is  e s t i m a t i o n  c o r r e s p o n d s  w e l l  t o  t h e  e x p e ­
r im e n t  ( F i g .  1 A ). P la sm a  l a y e r  ca n  e x i s t  n e a r  t h e  a n o d e  f o r  a 
lo n g  t i n e .  T h er e  a r e  tw o l o s s  m eo h a n ism s o f  e l e c t r o n s  in  
p la s n a  b od y: a t ta o h m e n t  and le a k a g e  t o  t h e  a n o d e . So t h e  
f o r n a t io n  o f  n e g a t i v e  i o n s  i s  a r e s u l t  ( n o t  r e a s o n ! )  o f  e x i s ­
t e n c e  o f  t h e  low  f i e l d  s t r e n g t h  n e a r  t h e  p o i n t  e l e o t r o d e .  
B u r s t  p u l s e  e x i s t s  up t o  t h e  moment when t h e s e  l o s s e s  a r e  
c o m p e n sa te d  by i o n i z a t i o n  in  h ig h  f i e l d  r e g io n  on t h e  c a th o d e  
s i d e  o f  p la s n a  l a y e r .  T h is  e x p l a n a t i o n  d i f f e r s  from  L o e b 's  
o n e [ 4 ]  : he su p p o s e d  t h a t  lo n g  d u r a t io n  o f  b u r s t  p u l s e  
c u r r e n t  i s  c o n n e c t e d  w it h  t h e  io n  c o n p o n e n t  o f  c u r r e n t ,  and  
th e  d u r a t io n  o f  l i g h t  p u l s e  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  t h e  d u r a t io n  o f  
t i n e  when e l e c t r o n s  e x i s t  n e a r  t h e  p o i n t .  B u t a s  t h e  m o b i l i t y  
o f  io n s  i s  tw o o r d e r s  l e s s  th a n  t h a t  o f  e l e c t r o n s ,  t h e r e  m ust 
be a p ea k  a t  t h e  b e g in n in g  o f  c u r r e n t  p u l s e  w h ic h  r e f l e c t s  
e l e c t r o n  n o v e n e n t .  I t  w as n e v e r  o b s e r v e d  in  e x p e r im e n t s .
At h ig h e r  v o l t a g e s  (U  i  ( UQ + 2 0 0 )V )  t h e r e  i s  an e q u i -  
l i b r i u n  b e tw e e n  -th e  l o s s  and g e n e r a t i o n  o f  e l e c t r o n s  and 
s t e a d y  s t a t e  c o r o n a  e s t a b l i s h e s .
O n ly  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  p la s n a  i s  n o t  s u f f i c i e n t  f o r  s t r e a ­
n e r  f o r n a t i o n .  A s t r e a n e r  can  s t a r t  from  a s i t e  o f  p la s n a  
la y e r  w h ere  t h e  l o c a l  i o n i z a t i o n  i n s t a b i l i t y  d e v e l o p s .  T h er e  
a r e  t h e  n e x t  e x p e r i n e n t a l  c o n f i r n a t i o n  t o  t h i s  a s s u n p t io n :  
( I )  I f  U > UQ, b o th  b u r e t - p u l s e s  and s t r e a n e r  e x i s t .
( I I )  S t r e a n e r s  can  b e  s u p p r e s s e d  by a - p a r t i c l e s .  An 
a - p a r t i c l 9 c r e a t e s  a b ig  n u n b er  o f  t r i g g e r i n g  e l e c t r o n s  so  
th e  p la s n a  l a y e r  i s  n o r e  h o n o g e n e o u s  th a n  i t  i s  in  th e  c a s e  
o f  s i n g l e  e l e c t r o n  i n i t i a t i o n ,  and th e  p r o b a b i l i t y  t h a t  i n ­
s t a b i l i t y  nay  d e v e lo p e  i s  lo w e r .
( I l l )  The i n i t i a t i o n  o f  s t r e a n e r  i s  p o s s i b l e  a t  th e  v o l t ­
a ge  r e g io n  o f  s t e a d y  s t a t e  c o r o n a  i f  i o n i z a t i o n  i n s t a b i l i t y  
i s  c r e a t e d  a r t i f i c i a l l y .  I t  w as d o n e  t h i s  way in  ou r o ld  u n ­
p u b li s h e d  p a p e r  [ 1 1 ]  w h ere  t o  D .C . v o l t a g e  U = 8 -  15 kV a 
s h o r t  (1 0 0  n s )  p u l s e  v o l t a g e  ( U > 500  V) was added and a
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s t r e a n e r  d e v e lo p n e n t  w as f i x e d .
( I V )  In  t h i s  p a p e r  b u r s t - t o - s t r e a n e r  t r a n s i t i o n  o c c u r s  
o n ly  f o r  r  < 30  n s  ( P i g .  2 B ) ,  i . e .  o n ly  when t h e  f i e l d  
s t r e n g t h  in  p la s n a  i s  h ig h  and s o  t h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  t h a t  i o n i ­
z a t i o n  i n s t a b i l i t y  n a y  d e v e lo p e  i s  h ig h  t o o .
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ИНИЦИИРОВАНИЕ СТРИМЕРА ИМПУЛЬСОМ РЕНТГЕНОВСКОГО ИЗЛУЧЕНИЯ
М. Л аан , П. Парис 
Резю ме
Целью работы  я в л я л о сь  и с с л е д о в а н и е  формирования стр и м ер а  в 
си л ь н о н ео д н о р о д н о м  р азр я д н ом  пром еж утке о с т р и е  -  п л о с к о с т ь . 
Р а зр я д  инициировали при помоци и м п ульсов  р е н т г е н о в с к о г о  и з л у ­
ч ен ия (с р е д н я я  эн е р г и я  к ван та  -  5 к эВ , д л и т е л ь н о с т ь  им пульса  
-  140 н е ) .  Р ен т ген о в ск и й  им пульс с о з д а в а л  в в о з д у х е  1 0 7 с м -3  
заряж енны х ч а с т и ц . И зм ерено время ф ормирования р а зр я д а  в з а ­
виси м ости  о т  и н т ен си в н о ст и  и зл у ч ен и я  при разны х н а п р я ж ен и я х . 
Н ай ден о , ч т о  для формирования стр и м ер а  н ео б х о д и м о  с у щ е с т в о в а -  
вани е п л а зм ен н о г о  сл оя  вбли зи  о ст р и я
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THE MULTI-AVALANCHE NATURE OF STREAMER 
FORMATION IN INHOMOGENEOUS FIELDS.
Matti Laan and Peeter Pans
Institute of Experimental Physics and Technology
University of Tartu, EE2400 Tartu, Estonia
The streamer formation in a positive point-plane gap both in air and nitrogen 
has been studied. The primary electrons were created by the laser radiation. 
This gave the opportunity to initiate streamers in a wide range of voltages 
including the range of steady corona in air as well as to determine the formative 
time lags. A streamer starts when the space charge density reaches a critical 
value in a spatially localised region. In a divergent field the streamer formation 
is preceded by the accumulation of space charge i. e. it has a multiavalanche 
nature. A model for calculation of formative time lags is presented. For a virgin 
gap the model describes fairly the accumulation process. For the voltage range 
of steady corona in air only the qualitative description of the mechanism is 
given.
1. Introduction
In a homogeneous field a streamer starts at voltages where the
number of charge carriers of an avalanche exp( J a 0dx) (a q - the first
Townsend coefficient for Laplacian field) reaches a critical value Ncr ~ 
108 In this case the field intensity of the space charge of ions becomes 
comparable to the intensity of the applied field. However it is possible 
to reach the same critical space charge field when a large number of 
avalanches develop within the diffusion radius of an avalanche. Thus 
the critical total number of carriers can be reached at lower fields as 
was demonstrated in experiments with a  - particles [1, Ch 5]
In inhomogeneous fields the streamer formation is possible at 
voltages where the mean number N  of charge carriers of a single 
avalanche is less than 108 In that case the avalanche-to-streamer 
transition is explained by the stochastic nature of the avalanche growth
[2], the larger avalanches (N > N ) grow into streamers. In a point- 
plane gap (hemispherical 0.1 cm in diameter point, the gap spacing - 
4 cm) in air the calculated number N for Laplacian field at the onset
potential Uq « 8 kV of a cathode-directed steamer is ~ 10  ^ , the
13
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development of an avalanche of N ~ 10^ carriers has a very low 
probability [1, Ch 3]. Such a large difference of ATc/ N  ~ 104 rather 
indicates that in a highly divergent field the streamer formation has the 
multiavalanche nature : the critical conditions are achieved by the 
accumulation of the cloud of positive ions from several avalanches.
This paper describes the formation of a streamer without external 
triggering (a non initiated streamer) as well as the formation of 
initiated streamers. Initiated streamers start due to a high number of 
primary electrons which are created by laser radiation. With this 
method of streamer initiation
(i) the time moment and the place of liberation of primary electrons 
can be fixed, and
(ii) the number of primary electrons can be varied easily.
These factors allow the formative time lags to be determined as a 
function of voltage and the number of primary electrons.
2. Experimental set-up, methods.
2.1. Discharge gap
A positive DC corona is studied in a point-plane gap (figure 1). The 
gap spacing is 4 cm, the point electrode is a hemispherically capped 
wire of diameter 0.1 cm. The points made of different materials (Pt, Al, 
Cu, Mo) are used. The plane electrode is an aluminium disc of diameter 
20 cm with a probe electrode of diameter 1.5 cm in its centre. The point 
electrode is stressed. The stabilised power supply allows the voltage to 
be varied with the smallest step of 10 V.
2.2. Gases.
Experiments are carried out in ambient air and in nitrogen. The dis­
charge in nitrogen is studied in a stainless steel chamber. It is 
evacuated to 10'* Torr by the help of an oil diffusion pump trapped by 
liquid nitrogen. The chamber is raised to 100° С in a few hours and is 
then filled with nitrogen (99.996% of Л^, the content of H2O is less 
than 0.005 gm-^) and the pressure is set’at atmospheric pressure. In 
such a medium the "ageing" of the gas takes place. There are two most 
striking effects of ageing:
(i) current-voltage curve of negative corona changes with as previously 
described [3,4].
(ii) recorded drift times of electrons from the cathode to anode decrease 
drastically with time.
It is known [5] that small traces of water vapour in nitrogen lead to 
the increase in the drift velocity. For this reason it is assumed ageing is
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primarily caused by liberation of water vapour from the electrodes and 
the walls of the chamber. To reduce the influence of water vapour a 
bakeable trap with silica-gel is set into the chamber. As a result the 
changes of the current-voltage curve of the negative corona slow down 
considerably and the drift velocity is maintained constant for a long 
time. Of course, the stabilization of discharge parameters may be 
caused by other impurities (like the vapour of the diffusion pump oil), 
which are also ,absorbed by silica gel.
2.3. Primary electrons.
Primary electrons are created by the radiation of excimer lasers 
(wavelength X = 308 nm) which have different pulse lengths (10 ns and 
100 ns) but nearly the same maximum pulse energy « 100 mJ The 
stepwise attenuation of laser radiation is carried out by the means of 
calibrated grids. Two different ways for production of primary electrons 
are used:
1) Electrons are released from the cathode by photoeffect: a 
divergent laser beam is directed to the probe electrode (figure 1, 1). To 
avoid side effects (like heating of the electrode surface) the illuminated 
area at the probe is « 1 cm in diameter and the energy of a laser pulse 
does not exceed some millijoules. Changing the attenuation of laser 
radiation the number of released electrons varies from 106 to 107. The 
estimated order of magnitude of the coefficient of secondary emission у 
is ~ IO'8
2) Electrons are created by laser beam directed perpendicularly to the 
gap axis and focused on the gap axis at some distance xg from the point 
electrode (figure 1, 2). With transverse triggering one can neglect addi­
tions- effects caused by the laser radiation at the electrodes. The 
maxmmm intensity Im used near the beam focus does not exceed 5x
1010 Wem'2 The intensity Im is considerably lower than needed for 
optical breakdown (/ ~ 1012 Wem'2 for X = 350 nm, [6]). The total 
number of charge carriers released by a laser pulse is determined in a 
parallel plate gap of 1 cm spacing. The laser beam is focused to the 
mid-gap and the charge of current pulse in the gap circuit as a function 
of gap voltage is determined From 1.5 to 3 kV the charge does not 
depend on voltage From this value of charge the number of charge 
carriers is calculated The number of charge carriers which corresponds 
to Im both in air and nitrogen is nearly the same and has an order of 
magnitude of 108. The number of carriers created by a 10 ns pulse is 
somewhat less than that produced by a 100 ns pulse
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In air the distance x q  is established with the accuracy of some tenth 
of mm. Due to the laser instabilities the position of the focal point 
varies from pulse to pulse within the same limits. In the case of 
experiments in nitrogen the accuracy is less as experiments are carried 
out in the chamber and the direct measurement of xq is impossible. 
Besides this the role of laser instabilities in nitrogen is somewhat larger 
as the chamber is situated at a greater distance from the laser than the 
gap in air.
Near the beam focus the dimensions of the trace created by the 
radiation at a photo plate is « 0.01x0.02 cm2 and it remains nearly 
constant in limits of 0.6 cm along the beam axis. It is supposed that the 
iomsation by laser radiation mostly takes place within this volume and 
thus the guessed value of the concentration of charged particles of a 
plasma ball in the beam focus is ~ 101 ^m"3 . This concentration is high 
enough to lock electrons to ions as it is proved by the computer 
calculations [7], a plasma ball exists for a long time and only a small 
leak of electrons towards the anode occur. This viewpoint is also 
supported by our measurements (figure 9): the plasma ball is created by 
a 10 ns laser pulse but the duration of the flux of electrons to the anode 
exceeds 80 ns.
2.4. Measurements of current and time intervals
The DC current is measured by an ammeter in the circuit of the plate 
and the probe connected in parallel. For the nanosecond resolution 
measurements of the current of streamer pulses a 350 MHz bandwidth 
oscilloscope of 50Г2 input resistance is used: a 50 Q coaxial 
feedthrough [4] (figure 1, R™ = 50Q) is fitted with a 50 Q 
transmission line. In the case of detecting low-current pulses (less than 
10"4 A in height, see sections 3.1 and 3.2) in the probe and the point 
circuits the larger values of resistors are used (RpQ, Rpr = 470 Q, 1.3 к 
Q), and signals are recorded by the help of an oscilloscope of 1МЛ 
input resistance. Therefore the circuits are mismatched and the 
recorded signals are integrated
The waveform of a laser pulse is recorded by a fast photodiode 
situated close to the discharge gap.
The time intervals are determined from the screen of oscilloscope. 
The time interval between the low-current pulses in the probe and the 
point circuits (drift time tca; see section 3.2, figure 2A) is measured 
with the accuracy of 0.05 (is. The time interval between the leading 
edges of laser pulse and streamer pulse (delay time /j; see section 3.3)
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is measured with a higher precision. To achieve it a variable delay cable 
is switched in series with the photodiode. The accuracy of delay time 
measurements is 4 ns and it is determined mainly by the reproducibility 
of the adjustment of variable delay.
The light emitted by discharge is detected by a fast photomultiplier 
and a static image intensifier.
2.5. Formulas for calculations.
For computer calculations carried out by the Mathcad program 
various data are used. Numerical values of the constants in the 
expressions are given for our gap geometry; voltage U is in volts, 
pressure p  is in Torrs, distance x from the point tip is in cm
The reduced field intensity E/p (Vcm'1 Torr) along the gap axis is 
calculated according to the expression
E(x)/p = 3.6 IO’5 U (x + 0.05) -2exp(2 (x + 0.05)).
Up to the distance x = 1 cm it is a good fit [8] to the electric field 
(distribution, obtained by the method of charge simulation [9]. At larger 
distances x the field is calculated according to the formula derived in
110] in hyperbolic approximation
E ( x ) / p  —------- ^v~7------ \— >a = 4 cm and r = 0.05 cm.
p  x {2 a - x ) + { a - x )  r
The ionisation coefficient a  is in cm '1.The approximations from [11] 
are used:
a/p  = 8.6 exp(-254/E/p) for air and
a/p = 8.8 exp(-215/E/p) for nitrogen.
The drift velocity ve of electrons is in cm/s. For air the expression 
from [13] is used
v = 106 (E/p)0-715- 
For nitrogen two different quadratic fits are derived: the first 
v = 106 (0.27 + 0.471 E/p - (E/p) 2 ) E/p < 20 
is based on experimental data from [14, Ch 1], the other one 
v =106 (0.7 + 0.35 E/p - 5.643 10“4 (E/p)2) 
is for higher fields and the data are from [15]
3 Results.
3 . 1 . Types of non initiated positive corona.
In air the sequence of different corona types does not differ from that
described earlier by several investigators [15, ch 3] The first detectable
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discharge type is a burst pulse which spreads along the point surface. It 
is possible to observe burst pulses about 200 V below the inception 
voltage Uq of onset streamers. At voltages close to Uq the amplitude of 
larger burst pulses achieves 0 1 mA and their duration is nearly lps , 
the corresponding light pulse is shorter ( ~  70 ns) At voltages u > u 0 
both burst pulses and streamers exist Uq depends on humidity and 
pressure of ambient air and varies from 7 8 to 8.0 kV. No dependence 
on electrode material is mentioned. In the narrow range of voltage near 
the inception voltage the burst-to-streamer transition is observable, the 
steep current rise of a streamer pulse is preceded by a step The 
recorded current waveform is very similar to the avalanche-to-streamer 
transition in homogeneous field [1, Ch 5]. The magnitude of the step is 
close to that of burst pulse and its duration does not exceed 20 ns. With 
the voltage increase the duration of step diminishes quickly and already 
50 volts above Uq it is difficult to separate the step from the mam pulse. 
The burst-to-streamer transition is described in more detail elsewhere 
[16]. The peak value of largest current pulses of streamers is 9 mA and 
their half width is «100 ns. The streamers are recorded in the range of
* 200 V. They have a branched structure and some of branches develop 
up to 10 mm from the point. At higher voltages the discharge exists in 
the form of steady glow, its current increases from 0.5 p.A at 8 5 kV 
up to 9 pA at 14 kV.
In nitrogen the onset potential of the discharge is considerably 
higher at 9.7 kV the first pulses of 0.25 pA in amplitude are recorded, 
their duration « 10"6 s is determined by the time constant of the 
recording system The number of electrons N > 106 in a pulse is close to 
the calculated number of charge carriers in an avalanche at this voltage. 
According to the static picture from several pulses (observed by the 
image mtensifier) a large area of the hemispherical pari of the point 
electrode is covered by a very faint luminous layer
At 9 9 kV a steady discharge is established. With the voltage 
increase the DC current of steady discharge increases gradually from 1 
pA at the onset up to the 8 pA at 14 kV At the point surface near its 
tip a more intensive luminous spot with sharp borders is observable. 
The area of the spot is (1.2-И.5)10‘4 cm2 and above it a faint luminous 
channel extends far into the gap From time to time the spot jumps to 
another place. Only few jumps per minute occur The jump is 
accompanied by a sudden change of DC current (e g at U = 10.1 kV 
the current changes within the limits 1.8-^2.2 pA) as weil as by the
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Streamer formation It is difficult to say whether there are streamers 
also during the constant current or not. The height of the current pulse 
of a streamer vary from 16 to 20 mA and the halfwidth of pulses is « 
800 ns. By appearance the streamers are less if any branched than in 
air. The length of a non branched channel varies within the limits 0.8 -s- 
1.5 cm and the channel is often deflected from the gap axis, the 
branching occurs mainly at the end of the streamer channel.
In dry nitrogen the extinction voltage differs from the inception one: 
the steady discharge exists up to 8.7 kV. The extinction current of 
discharge is » 0.12 p.A. The same behaviour as at voltages above the 
inception voltage is observed: the sudden change of current is 
connected with a streamer formation, the length of streamer channel is 
diminishing with voltage decrease.
In non dried nitrogen the extinction voltage equals to the inception 
one and the streamer is branched like in air.
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Most of the experiments are carried out in nitrogen. The primary 
electrons are liberated from the probe by a 10 ns laser pulse.
The drift time tca is measured (figure 2A) as a function of voltage 
(figure 3). The results for dry nitrogen are close to that calculated on 
the bases of data from the literature (section 2 .5). The presence of water 
vapour reduces drastically the drift time.
The numbers of electrons leaving the cathode Nc and reaching the
anode Na are determined from the areas J idt of current pulses of the
probe and the point, respectively. During their drift the number of 
electrons changes due to the losses as well as due to the ionisation 
multiplication in a high field near the point. Up to 4 kV in dry nitrogen 
within the limits of experimental errors there is no difference between 
Nc and Na (in non dried nitrogen Na /Nc < 1). As the value of
calculated ionisation integral J a ()dx is close to one in this range of
voltage it is possible to conclude that in this case the role of losses is 
negligible. At higher voltages (U = 5 •*- 8 kV) Na increases with 
voltage but the waveform of current pulses does not change and the 
relation Ne/N c does not depend on laser intensity . So the curve 
In(Nf/Nf) = f(U) may be treated as a dependence for experimental 
ionisation integral In figure 4 the experimental points, a quadratic fit
of lniNf/Nc) = j adx  = 5.2 10^U2 - 0.61 as well as the calculated
curves J a {}dx =- f(U) for Laplacian field are presented
At voltages U > 8 kV the waveform of current pulses of the point 
circuit changes. The simple waveform is replaced by a more 
complicated one (figure 2B): there is a higher hump at the beginning of 
a current pulse. At higher voltages from this hump a steep current rise 
starts (figure 2B) that is corresponding to streamer development as it is 
also confirmed by image intensifier observations. The onset voltage of 
an initiated streamer Uj depends on laser intensity: in the case of four­
fold increase in intensity Uj diminishes from 8.7 kV to 8.2 kV But 
independent of Uj there is a critical total number of charge earners
3.2. Determination of drift times and ionisation integral
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Nlcr = (2 -f 5)107 (figure 2B) near the point which must be achieved by 
the moment of transition.
In the case of similar experiments in air the time interval between 
anode and cathode current pulses is nearly 3.5 ms and it corresponds to 
the drift time of negative ions . Using a hemispherical 1 mm point only 
large burst pulses are initiated in the region of onset streamers.
3 .3. Measurements of delay times
Experiments are carried out in both ambient air and nitrogen. The 
primary electrons are created by a focused laser beam at the distance x q  
from the point. The long- pulse as well as the short-pulse laser are used, 
but the results do not depend remarkably on the pulse length. Delay 
time tci needed for the start of an initiated streamer depends on voltage 
U, laser intensity I and distance x q  . Delay time is determined only for 
these values of x q  , I  and U for which the jitter of / j  does not exceed 
some nanoseconds.
By appearance an initiated streamer has a branched structure, the 
length of branches increases with voltage increase. At higher laser 
intensities the branches developing towards the laser beam will prevail 
[17, 18].
In air the maximum distance is x q  = 0.8 cm. At larger distances 
independent of laser intensities used the initiated streamers are not 
observed For all distances under observation the behaviour of curves 
t d  ~ f(U) is similar. The results for x q  = 0.5 cm and for the long laser 
pulse are presented in figure 5. At every intensity /  = constant below 
the inception voltage of non initiated streamers Uq ,the delay time 
decreases with the voltage increase and achieves its minimum near the 
potential Uq. Further increase in voltage also leads to the increase in 
delay time. In the region of steady corona the delay time remains nearly 
constant. At every voltage the decrease in intensity causes the increase 
in delay time.
In nitrogen the dependencies = f(U) are recorded up to the 
distance x q  = 1.6 cm. This maximum distance is limited by the 
dimensions of viewport and not by the jitter of t j .  As in air the 
initiation of streamers is possible at voltages remarkably less than the 
inception voltage of non initiated discharge. Compared with air the 
dependence on laser intensity at U = constant is considerably less. A 
typical curve of t^ =f(U) is presented in figure 6: delay time diminishes 
gradually with voltage increase.
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4. Discussion
A non homogeneous discharge gap may be divided into two typical 
zones [19]: the drift zone and the ionization zone. In our gap at 
voltages under observation the border of the ionization zone Xj is at the 
distance < 0.06 cm from the point tip
4.1 Feedback mechanism in nitrogen.
Near the onset in air {U  « 8 kV) the calculated (figure. 4) size of an
avalanche exp^ j" a^dx j^ is two orders of magnitude less than that at the 
onset potential (U ~ 10 kV) in nitrogen. At the same time for a self­
sustained discharge the replenishment factor ^exp^ J a Qdx^ must be 1
(y - the coefficient of secondary emission). This means that compared 
with air the efficiency of secondary process(es) in nitrogen is much less. 
It is widely accepted that in air the different discharge forms (burst 
pulses, streamers, steady corona) are supported by the photoionisation 
as a y-mechanism, processes at the cathode play a minor role [15]. Only 
the results of experiments carried out in synthetic air [20] seem to prove 
that the development of the repetitive streamers is also supported by the 
cathode processes.
In nitrogen the photoionisation is not so effective and the role of the 
cathode becomes dominant. This viewpoint is supported by different ex­
perimental observations (see section 3.1):
(i) Instead of a luminous layer concentrated close to the point surface 
in the case of steady corona in air, the channel of the steady state 
discharge in nitrogen extends far to the gap and, as it was observed in 
purer conditions [21] the channel of a very weak luminosity bridges the 
gap. As the rule the channel of a steady discharge is deflected from the 
gap axis, most probably it starts from the edge of the probe where the 
field intensity is higher. Observed jumps of the DC current with 
corresponding replacement of the bright anode spot may be caused by a 
change in emissive site at the cathode.
(ii) The streamers in nitrogen are less branched and a non branched 
channel is deflected from the gap axis like the channel of steady 
discharge. So it is probable that a streamer develops preferably along 
the channel of a steady discharge, i.e. along the preionised path.
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(iii) The difference between the inception and extinction voltages is 
not explainable supposing that the gas photoionisation as a feedback 
mechanism of steady corona is dominant.
(iv) The detected current pulses at the onset of discharge correspond 
to single avalanches, i.e. burst-pulse like mechanism is not active.
So it is quite reasonable to assume that the steady discharge in 
nitrogen is a glow with its typical cathode region at the plane electrode, 
and the preionisation ahead of a non initiated streamer in nitrogen is 
caused by the background steady discharge than by the photoionization
4.2 Conditions for streamer formation
Multi-electron streamer initiation both in air and nitrogen is possible 
in a wide range of voltages including the case of low fields (U « 7 kV) 
where the calculated number of the charge carriers of an avalanche is 
~ 102 as well as in the region of steady corona It is obvious that in all 
cases similar critical conditions must be established at the moment of a 
streamer initiation. Furthermore, these conditions must not differ from 
those for single electron initiation.
As has previously been demonstrated by experiments with a - parti­
cles in homogeneous field [1], the streamer formation is determined 
rather by the critical density of charged particles than by the size of a 
single avalanche. In our experiments only the critical number of charge
carriers N*cr ~107 near the point (see section 3.2) is directly 
determined. Due to the gap geometry most of charge carriers are 
created in a Ihin layer at the point surface. The area of this layer should 
not differ considerably from that for non-initiated streamer A non- 
mitiated streamer in nitrogen (section 3.1) starts from an anode spot of 
- !  O'4 cm2 in area. So an estimated critical value of the charge surface 
density is o cr ~ 10‘8 (С/cm2). Calculated maximum field intensity (E ~ 
105 V/cm) of the anode spot treated as a charged disc differs less than 
40% from the value of Laplacian field intensity at the point surface at 
the inception voltage (U q * 8 kV) of streamers in air This result 
coincides with the general formulation of the criterion for streamer 
formation: a streamer starts when the intensity of the space charge field 
is close to that of applied field
In the case of steady corona in air the situation is more complicated 
There are no problems with the achievement of a critical number of 
charge carriers as the point surface is covered by a laterally extended 
layer of ionised gas According to the general analysis of corona
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stability [19] this type of discharge is stable as an accidental current 
increase will also enhance the positive space charge layer and thus 
weaken the field at the point, ionisation is reduced and the original 
current is restored. The stability of steady discharge also follows from 
the analysis of its positive-slope 1-U curve. For streamer formation the 
field at the cathode side of the layer must be high enough to ensure that 
ionization increases there. It becomes possible when in a spatially 
localized region of the layer the increase of ionization rate dn/dt for 
some reason occurs. It may lead to the spike-like extension of the 
region of ionised gas towards the cathode, i.e. a streamer forms. The 
cited model is supported by experimental results:
(i) In air a burst-pulse starts near the point tip and then due to the 
photoionisation spreads over the point. During its development a space 
charge layer forms at the point surface. At U  > U q a burst may grow 
into a streamer (section 3 .1). The probability of transition is determined 
by the competition between the cathode-directed extension of ionisation 
due to the accumulation of space charge in a limited area and the 
development of discharge to the lateral parts of the point. The last 
process diminishes the field at the cathode side of the layer and thus it 
lowers the probability of streamer formation. For this reason the 
transition occurs always at the initial part (t < 20 ns) of the burst as 
later the field is too weak to ensure the development of cathode-directed 
ionisation instability.
(ii) It is possible to create streamers in the region of steady corona in 
air (figure 5, U > 8.5 kV) where the point is covered by an extended 
ionized layer. In this case the local increase of dn/dt is caused by 
entering a large number of electrons created by a laser shot into the 
ionization zone in the limits of a small area
(iii) Experiments with voltage pulses (1 kV in height and of 100 ns 
duration) superimposed to DC voltage demonstrate another possibility 
to create streamers in the steady corona region in air [17]. As a rule, a 
streamer starts from the lateral part of the layer where the layer is less 
homogeneous and so it is easier to achieve the local ionization 
instability.
Thus for the streamer formation independent of the magnitude of 
Laplacian field and the initial distribution of the field, a critical space 
charge density must be achieved in a spatially localised region.
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4.3 Interpretation of delay times
In [22] the transverse triggering was also used and the experiments 
were carried out in similar conditions (point-plane gap, ambient air) . 
In this paper the delay time t^ was interpreted as a time interval 
needed for streamer development from the anode to the cathode (the 
current pulses were recorded in the circuits of the probe and the outer 
part of the cathode), i.e. the drift time of the electrons to the ionisation 
zone nor the final time interval required for the space charge 
accumulation were taken into account.
We shall present the measured delay time (section 3.3) as t j  = At + tj-
at the distance xq reach the border of ionisation zone at Xj and t j  
(formative time) is the time interval needed for the accumulation of 
critical space charge in the ionisation zone. The measured values of t j  
and the calculated values of At as a function of voltage both for air and 
nitrogen are presented in figure 6. As one can see:
(i) even in the case of large number of primary electrons and at the 
onset of streamers in air (U  « 8 kV) an accumulation period precedes 
the streamer formation;
(ii) formative time tj- = t j  - At in the region of steady corona in air 
increases with the voltage increase;
(iii) in nitrogen у  diminishes with voltage increase and it is close to 
zero at the onset of non initiated discharge.
4.4 Model of space charge accumulation
The model describes the space charge accumulation in a virgin gap 
only and so the streamer formation in the region of steady corona is not 
treated here.
We assume that during the formative time tj- the flux of electrons 
neivei into the ionisation zone is constant (nei, vei are, respectively the 
concentration and the velocity of electrons at xt ). Most of the electrons 
enter the ionisation zone within the limits of a small area ÕS In the 
ionisation zone the number of charge carriers N  increases and during
the time interval öt N(õt) = nejVejõt SS exp(\ adx) positive ions
the first electrons from a plasma ball
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accumulate inside a thin disc-like volume situated close to the point 
surface. It is supposed that the ions are immovable during the 
accumulation.
During the accumulation the ionisation coefficient changes due to the 
space charge effects. The space charge causes the redistribution of the 
total field and a  decreases [1, ch 3]. According to recent studies [23] in 
a homogeneous field at E/p = 37 Vcm^Torr the avalanche growth 
retards when the surface density of primary electrons is higher than 108 
cm'2 In our experiments the estimated density of primary electrons at 
xx exceeds this value and that is why the experimental ionisation
integral j adx is lower than that for Laplacian field (figure 4). The
actual sm-xrth dependence of J a(x,t)dxon  time is unknown and it is
replaced by a step-wise one: at the initial stage of accumulation the 
ionization occurs in Laplacian field, at the later stage the ionisation is
governed by J adx (figure 4). Furthermore, we suppose that there is no
remarkable difference of J adx for air and nitrogen. The estimated
duration of initial stage is very short compared with that of tß e.g. at U 
~ 8 kV and nei ~ 1010 cm'^ (this value of nei corresponds to our 
experimental conditions (figure 8)) the time interval for accumulation 
of 106 charge carriers is less than 1 ns.
After a formative time tj- the surface density eN/SS ( e - elementary 
charge) of space charge layer reaches its critical value ocr (section 4.2) 
and a streamer forms Thus according to this rough model the 
formative times are calculated as
t f ( U , n J = ----------^ j - -----
enei\ cl expl adx
In this expression the concentration nei is a free parameter and its 
value has been chosen to achieve the best coincidence of the model with 
the experimental results.
The curves tj- = f(U) ( x q  = 3 mm) for air and for various laser 
intensities are presented in figure 7. Within the limits of its validity (i.e.
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at voltages below the onset of steady corona) the model describes fairly 
well the accumulation process. It is likely that the increase in tj- in the 
voltage range of steady corona is caused by the decrease in the field at 
the cathode side of the ionized layer; thus for achievement of the 
critical field there, longer formative times are needed.
For all distances x q  > 2 mm the coincidence with experimental 
results is similar. If the electrons are released closer to the point the 
experimental values of tj-are systematically longer than predicted by the 
model. This may be caused by the field reduction near the plasma ball 
created by the laser radiation: according to [18] the streamer branches 
never pass through the position of plasma ball.
The concentration of electrons nei reaching the ionisation zone 
vanes in limits (0.5-^3)1010 cm'3’ i.e. approximately 105 electrons per 
nanosecond pass the area SS -  10'4 cm2 at the border of the ionization 
zone. In figure 8 the dependencies nei = F(l) for different x q  in air are 
presented. The concentration nei logarithmically depends on laser
intensity nei = Al n( l / I0), the constant Ig has a simple physical 
explanation: it is the minimum laser intensity which is able to ionize 
the gas and its estimated order of magnitude is ~ 108 W/cm2 (the 
corresponding energy of laser pulse is »2 mJ). The slope A is different 
for different x q  : it describes the decrease of the number of electrons 
due to attachment during their drift towards the point
The dependencies t j  = f(U) ( x q  = 4 mm) for nitrogen are presented 
in figure 9. The calculated curves are close to the points determined 
from the experiment for the whole range of voltage under observation.
There are several unsolved problems in this field. Some of these (the 
most exciting for us) are:
(i) The actual spatial distribution of charge carriers near the point 
during the space charge accumulation.
(ii) The mechanism of streamer formation ip the case of steady 
corona.
(iii) The mechanism of non initiated streamer formation and 
development during the sudden change of current of steady discharge in 
nitrogen.
5. Conclusions.
It has been proved experimentally that in the case of a large number
of primary electrons a streamer forms at voltages considerably lower
than the inception voltage as well as in the range of steady corona.
I l l
For streamer formation an ionization instability must develop in a 
spatially localized region. The local increase in ionization leads to an 
increase of the space charge field in this region. A streamer starts when 
the space charge field achieves a critical value. These conditions are 
common in different experimental conditions.
At the inception voltage of streamers in a homogeneous field the 
number of charge carriers of a single avalanche is high enough to reach 
the critical field but if the gap is undervolted a large amount of primary 
electrons and/or an accumulation period of space charge are needed for 
streamer formation.
In a highly divergent field in air even at the inception voltage a space 
charge accumulation precedes the streamer formation as the number of 
charge carriers of an avalanche is much less than the critical number 
and so the streamer formation has a multi-avalanche nature. The 
increase of the inception voltage in nitrogen is caused by the low value 
of secondary emission coefficient.
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Ок. A  RPr 
<4 Z = H
Figure 1 Experimental set -up
1 - primary' electrons are released at the probe electrode
2 - primary' electons are created at the gap axis by a focused laser beam
R = 20 Ш , С = 2000 pF, R ^  =50, 470 fl, Rpr = 470 Q, 1.3 kQ 
HV - high voltage supply
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Figure 2 Sketches of current pulses.
A. Measurement of drift time tca:
1 - current pulse in the probe circuit
( Rpr =1.3 kQ, time constant t  = 1.5 10‘^s);
2 - current pulse in the point circuit 
(Rpo = 470 a  x = 5 10'8s)
В Full line: current pulse in the point circuit 
at U > 8 kV (R = 50 П)
Broken line: current pulse of a streamer
The hatched area corresponds to the critical charge eNc r
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Figure 3 Drift time tca of electrons as a function of voltage. 
О : non-dried nitrogen, 20 hours after filling with fresh gas.
+  and □ : dry nitrogen, respectively 100 hours
and a month after filling.
Full curve, the calculated dependence.
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Figure 4 Ionisation integral as a function of voltage.
Full curve: air, Laplacian field 
Dottedcurve: nitrogen, Laplacian field.
Curves for Laplacian field are calculated from the border of 
ionisation zone.
□ : experimental results. Broken curve: a quadratic fit to 
experimental results.
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Figure 5 Delay time t^ in air as a function of voltage . 
Electrons are created at xq = 0.5 cm from the point. 
Voltage U « 8 kV corresponds to the onset of non initiated 
streamers.
+  : laser intensity I = Iin 
It: I = Im/2.
♦  :I  = Im/4
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Figure 6 Delay time t^ and drift time At as a function of voltage. 
Electrons are created at xq = 0.4 cm.
+ : td in air.
♦ :  t^ in nitrogen.
Dotted curve: calculated At for air 
Broken curve: calculated At for nitrogen.
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Figure 7 Formative time tf in air as a function of voltage
Electrons are created at xq = 0.3 cm
Full curves are calculated according to the model
+ : I -  Im,
full curve corresponds to nej = 2.8 10 ^  cm'^.
Ж: I *= Im/4, nei = 1.85 10l0 cm '3
♦  : I = Im/8, ne i = 1.26 1010cm-3
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Figure 8 Concentration at the border of ionisation zone 
as a function of relative laser intensity 
+ : electrons are created at xq = 0.3 cm 
♦  : xo = 0.4 cm Circles: xq = 0.5 cm.
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Figure 9 Formative time tf in nitrogen as a function of voltage. 
Full curves are calculated according to the model. 
Electrons are created al xo = 0.4 cm.
+ : 100 ns laser pulse, 
full curve corresponds to nei = 2.2 10^  cm"^.
♦  : 10 ns laser pulse, nei =0.6 1 0 ^  cm'^.
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In the 8 th syrapoeiüm at Stara Lesna [1] Dr. Mlrko 
öernak presented an extended survey on processes which take 
plaoe in the case of D.C. oorona formation. In our paper the 
main attention will be payed only to some new aspects 
connected with this topic.
During the recent years our interest in corona studies 
has been caused by a striking simillraty between corona 
formation and development of instabilities in high pressure 
bulk discharges In homogeneous field. As it is well 
established 12, oh. 73, the distortion of homogeneity of a 
bulk discharge is mainly determined by the processes 
occuring near both the oathode and anode. A typical pioture 
of a bulk discharge is presented in Pig. 1. This discharge 
radiates mainly in ultraviolet part of spectra. The photo 
was taken using a spectral filter which outs off the UV part 
and so it was possible to increase the contrast of channels. 
A bulk discharge consists of a big number of "minidis- 
charges"-, each of whloh is linked to its own cathode spot, 
at the anode surface there are the anode spots.
Pig. 1. Discharge in homogeneous 
field; He/Xe/HCl mixture; 
A - anode; G - cathode.
Formation of these spots and evolution of a mlnldls- 
charge in its Initial stage are close to those of in a 
point-plane gap. Furthermore, these processes are weakly
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Influenced by gas composition. In a point-plane gap and in 
molecular gases the discharge is localized near the point 
electrode and the influence of processes as well on 
the opposite eleotrode as in the gap are considerably 
suppressed. It gives a good opportunity to study separately 
the processes near the cathode and anode; finally it leads 
to the better understanding of instabilities that rise in a 
bulk discharge.
In this paper recent results of both positive and 
negative corona fonnation studies In molecular gases are 
presented.
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP.
Nearly the same discharge gap geometry was used in all 
the experiments. The gap spacing was 40 mm and the point 
electrode was a hemispherically capped wire о t  1 mm 
diameter. Point electrodes made of different materials were 
used. The opposite electrode was flat and its diameter 
was > 160 mm. Preõsure was varied from 60 to 760 Torr. 
Experiments were oarried out in three different media:
(i) Ambient air: loss of electrons is determined by 
attachment.
(11) Pure nitrogen: impurities have no remarkable 
influence on ionization and loss of electrons. The main loss 
mechanism of electrons is recombination.
(ill) Nitrogen: loss of electrons and/or quenching of 
metastables are determined by impurities.
Both spontaneous and initiated corona pulses were studied. 
Three different ways of corona initiation were used - 
Pig. 2. A X-ray pulse (mean quantum energy - 5 keV, pulse 
duration - 140 ns) originates in air 107 charged particles 
per cm3 . A focused laser beam (quantum energy - 4 eV, energy 
per pulse - 100 mJ, pulse duration - 100 ns) creates in air 
109 charged particles. If the beam is focused on the spot 
5 mm from the point, (initiation 1 2 ) it oauses the rise of 
point surface temperature to more than 1000 K. Maximum 
repetition rate of the initiating pulses was 2 0 pps.
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Pig- 2 . 11 - oorona ie Initiated by a X-ray pulse 13, 
4 3; 12 - oorona is initiated by a laser beam 
directed along gap axis [5, 6 , 73; 13 - corona 
is initiated by a laser beam directed 
perpendioularly to gap axis 183.
NEGATIVE POINT.
It is possible to separate three different stages of 
negative corona, Fig. 3. The similar stages are observable 
also in case of bulk discharges.
Pig. 3. Stages of negative corona. A -  visual 
appearance of corona; В - sketch of the field 
distribution; G - current pulses; I ,  II, III - 
different stages of discliarge; 1, 2, 3 - 
respectively air, nitrogen and pure nitrogen.
The first, low-current (I < 10" 9 A) steady discharge 
iBtage was in the first time studied in air by 1юеЬ et al
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[93, later It was observed by Weissler [101 in pure 
nitrogen. A detailed study was made by Korge et al [11) in 
pure nitrogen. By appereanoe the low-ourrent discharge is a 
faint diffuse glow that oovers the tip of the point. The 
low-current discharge is time dependent: at lower voltages, 
after a step-wise rising of the voltage its ourrent and 
brightness decay in the course of time, Pig. 4A.
At higher voltages the current decay is replaced by a 
shorter or longer (up to 85 minutes) stagnation which later, 
in its turn, is replaced by current growth ending with 
a sudden transition into the strong-current discharge.
The similar I -U dependence for low-current discharge 
was registered in air [4], but the strong dependence on
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Pig. 4. A - current dependence on time 1л pure nitrogen 
[1 2]; В - gas Influence to emlsslvlty in vaouum 
[131.
point electrode material and properties of the point eurfaoe 
was observed. Further analysis of 1-1/ curve indicates [4, 
1 2] that the low-current discharge Is determined by the 
field emission (PE) in the broad sense of the word. First of 
all FE :1s caused by foreign (dlelectrio) inclusion on point 
surface as in case of vaouum discharge 113]. The main 
difference, when compared with the vacuum discharge lies In 
the Influence of gas composition and its pressure on 
electrode emlSBlvity (Fig. 6 , [14]).
In case of the final, the third stage of discharge It
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is possible to separate a cathode spot, plasma and drift 
regions (Pig. 3). In Pig. 3B a sketch of corresponding field 
distribution is presented. Characteristics of the third 
stage depend on gas composition:
(I) In pure N2 a steady strong current (t > 1СГ4 A) 
discharge establishes. Its current is controlled by 
circuitry resistance [1 1].
(II) In the form of the final stage depends on the 
running time of discharge 14, 53. If the discharge chamber 
is filled with gas, there is a steady strong current 
discharge. At every fixed voltage its current decay in the 
course of time,. Pig. 5. When after a pause the voltage 
supply was switched on, the current was higher than before 
the switch-off, later a current decay was
Pig. 6 . Steady discharge In Nz . p - 400 Torr, 
U - 5,5 kV.
observed again. After some running time of discharge the 
steady discharge was replaced by a pulsed one. The shape of 
a current pulse is similar to that in electronegative gases 
at lower pressures [15, 163: a pulse has a long tail with 
duration of hundreds of ца.
(ill) Near the onset potential of corona in air there 
are always current pulses of comparatively short duration. 
With the increase In voltage repetition rate of pulses rises 
(and at sufficiently high overvoltages a steady discharge 
forms.
We suppose that the final form of discharge is 
determined by the balance between the electron creation and
0.06
J___I___L-.J— _________________1— I---- 1— I— L
5 15 2 h  10 20 i, min
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losses In plasma region 1. e. plasma region Is a "narrow 
site" whioh determines the discharge stability. Field 
strength in this region is low and even small deviation from 
ionization balance choke up the discharge.
In air and other electronegative gases in plasma region 
prevails loss of electrons due to attachment. So the 
discharge near the onset potential of oorona exists in pulse 
form. Only at higher voltages the electron • loss is 
compensated by ionisation and steady corona (negative glow) 
establishes. In pure N2 and Ns the situation is more 
complicated. In 117, 18] on the ground of spectroscopic 
measurements the evolution of electric field E/N and 
electron concentration ne were determined. Already 20 ns 
after the beginning of transition to strong current 
discharge E/N is too low for the direct ionization by the 
eleotron impact with ground state molecules and the 
Ionization is caused mainly by stepwise and/or associative 
ionization. The measurements in Ns + 02 and Ar + 0г mixtures 
[19] also demonstrate the importance of nitrogen metastablee 
In ionization. There is on equilibrium between associative 
ionization and recombination in plasma region in pure Nz and 
the discharge is a steady state one. In Nz occurs the 
accumulation of particles quenching raetastables and by that 
reason ourrent decays gradually. These particles may be 
liberated from electrodes and/or they are produced by 
reactions in discharge. Some of these are metastable: when 
there Is no discharge, concentration of particles diminishes 
and after switching on discharge anew the ourrent is higher 
(Fig. 5).
Presented interpretation connects the final f o m  of 
discharge only with the processes In gas. But there Is also 
a possibility that the described effects are linked with 
emissivity of the point electrode. Observed current decay of 
strong-current discharge in N£ (Fig. 5) may be explained by 
the decrease of secondary emission coefficient 7 similarly 
as It takes place In case of low-current discharge in pure 
N2 (Fig. 4). A nice dependence of the final form of 
discharge on the point electrode emissivity are demonstrated
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by the measurements of Öernak and HoBokawa [20].
So the final understanding of described processes is 
open for further studies.
During the second stage of discharge the transition 
from low-current discharge (field distribution is the 
Laplaoian one) to strong-current one (field distribution 
differs completely from that when the influence of space 
charges is negligible) takes place. While in pure nitrogen 
the transition oocurs at U - const [11] the increase In 
current is explainable by the increase in 7 . In [5, 6 ) we 
supposed that the transition is caused by the explosive 
emission CEE) i. e. by sudden injection of charged particles 
into the discharge gap. Later Btudies [21) conflnn this 
viewpoint. More detailed analysis [4] Indicates that ore 
must not imagine EE in its simplistic manner like heating of 
micropoints on the electrode surface by PE currents and 
following explosion of a point. Comparison of the transition 
stage with studies of both breakdown fonnation In vacuum 
[13] and glow-to-arc transition in gas discharges [22] leads 
to the conclusion that corona pulse formation is a special 
case of a wider phenomenon. Similarities between electron 
emission and consequent breakdown processes in high preesure 
gases arid in vacuum are confirmed in [14, 23]. Acoordlng to 
the detailed studies in vacuum [13] a typloal electrode 
surface has a very high surface density of latent emission 
sites. The present-day model assumes the presence of foreign 
insulator IndusIons on electrode surface. Рог electron 
emission first of all the breakdown of insulator is 
necessary, as a result of this a conducting channel is 
formed. Th« latter is the воигсе of "hot" electrons which 
are emitted quasi - uiiermolonically. Bnissivity of a site 
strongly increases with the rise of temperature. Sketches in 
Fig. 6 demongträte that formation of corona follows the same 
patterns. These pnenoTiena were pointed out in our 
experiments, too [31. In sketch <4 (spontaneous pulses) 
.ositive Iona created by я low-current discharge were set to 
dielectrio layer, their space charge field causes the 
breakdown of the layer and formation of a conducting
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Fig. 6 . Л -  electroforming of conducting channel; В -  
X -ray radiation charges a dielectric layer [3]; 
0 - 1авег radiation heats the point 14, 51; D - 
dielectric layer; P - point electrode.
channel. In sketch В (initiation 11, Pig. 2) the point is 
covered by a thick Insulator layer, so there is no 
low-current discharge. X-ray radiation oharges the layer and 
a corona pulse is Initiated. In sketch С (initiation 12, 
Fig. 2) laser radiation increases the point temperature and 
so emissivity of the emission sites rises oonslderebly. Due 
to heating it Is possible to initiate a typical corona pulse 
some kilovolts below the onset of spontaneous pulse. Further 
analysis and comparison with different experiments are 
presented In [3].
POSITIVE POINT,
Frora the viewpoint of d is to r tio n  of discharge 
homogeneity processes at anode play more important role than 
those at cathode. This circumstance for rare gases is  
demonstrated in Fig. 7: in spite of a big difference In 
Laplacian field strengths near the point and the plane, the 
channels which develop far Into the discharge gap, start 
from the anode.
As the mechanism of ohannel development In its Initial 
stage weakly depends on gas composition it is more 
convinient to study the formation of discharge in the 
positive point-plane gap.
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P lg. 7. Steady discharge In He;
negative point-plane gap; 
p - 1 atm, exposure 4 s.
A typioal initial part of I -U dependence In air for a 
positive point-plane gap is presented in Pig. 8 . There are 
three different regions: burst-pulsee, onset streamers and 
positive glow.
Buret-pulses develop along the point surface. A burst 
1b an avalanche generation, its secondary mechanism is gas 
photolonlzation. Largest bursts have a duration * 1 [ie and 
their current is " 0.1 mA. Increase in voltage leads to the 
development of onset streamers, which develop far Into the 
discharge gap and have a branched structure. Rise time of 
the corresponding current pulses is * 2 ns, duration of the 
pulses is some hundreds of nanoseconds and the peak value of 
the pulse is <• 10 mA. There Is a steady discharge - steady
Pig. 8 . I~U dependence in air; В - burst-pulses; S  -  
onset streamers; G - steady glow.
glow at higher voltages. A luminous layer at point surface
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17*
corresponds to It visual]у.
There 1b well-known criterion of streamer formation in 
tliQ  homogeneous field: a streamer starts when the number of 
charged particles in avalanche head achieves 10s . In case of 
the inhomogeneous field the situation is more complicated ae 
near the onset potential of the streamers the number of 
charged particles in an avalanche is 103 and so the streamer 
formation must be connected with the accumulation of charged 
particles from several avalanches. That is why another 
formulation of streamer formation 1243 is more preferable: a 
streamer starts when the concentration of ionised gas 
achieves plasma density i. e. Debye length must be much 
smaller than the characteristic length of Ionized gas 
region. In [3] the formation of a spontaneous streamer near 
its onset potential has been studied. To trigger the 
ionization the first electron must appear near the border of 
ionizing zone (Pig. 94). An avalanche starting from this 
electron radiates photons able to ionize gas. If such a 
photon is absorbed near the border of ionizing zone, it 
creates a new equivalent avalanche. As photons are radiated 
in random directions, avalanche generastlon will spread over
Pig. 9. A - iniatlal stage of a burst; В -ovelapping of 
avalanches; О -  sketch of burßt-to-streamer 
transition; P - point electrode; x { -  border of 
the Ionizing zone; no (t) - concentration of 
triggering electrons.
the electrode surface. At one random moment the 
concentration of electrons no near the border x i is high
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enough and avalanches will overlap (Pig. 9B). This stage can 
already be registered during the experiment. As it was 
estimated, the concentration in a buret achieves Ю10 1/cm3 
and so we have a plasma layer near the point. Plasma layer 
can exist near the anode for a long time. There are two loss 
mechanisms of electrons in plasma body: attachment and 
leakage to the anode. Burst pulse Grists till the moment 
these losses are compensated by ionisation. Some larger 
bursts transform to the streamers. This transition is 
governed by chance.
It was supposed for a burst-to-streamer transition that 
there must be a local deviation 5no from the equlibrium 
value of electron concentration n^ . It is more probable in 
high electric field, but high field cannot exist in plasma 
for a long time. Indeed, despite of a long duration of a 
burst pulse, transition occurs always at the beginning of a 
burst-pulse (x < 15 ns, Fig. 9 0) .
Our further studies confirm this assumption.
The first stage of burst development is very random as 
it Is determined by the statistical nature of photon 
radiation und absorbtion. This makes the experimental study 
of streamer formation more complicate. Using discharge 
initiation by a X-ray pulses (Pig. 2 , 11), It was possible 
to suppress this first stage. X-ray radiation creates the 
concentration of electrons no (t) near the border of ionizing 
zone. The higher the intensity of X-ray radiation the less 
will be the role of photons emitted by avalanches and the 
moment of streamer formation will be better fixed. Delay 
time t d (t - time interval from the beginning of a X-ray 
pulse to the streamer formation) distribution for two 
different X-ray intensities is presented in Fig. Ю.
At lower Intensities I = 0.09 I , t _ is distributed in
О  CL
a long time interval as the moment of overlapping of 
avalanches le comparatively random. If J - 18
concentrated In short time interval. These two distributions 
demonstrate two different possibilities of initiation. At 
lower Intensities Initiation has a single electron nature, 
at higher intensities there is a multielectron Initiation
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Pig. 10. X-гау Initiation. A - probability of a 
streamer formation n as a function of t  ", I
<T Q  d r  О
corresponds to 10 I/cm"3 charged particles in 
air; dashed lino - the shape of a X-ray pulse. 
Б - mean delay time t dependence on X-ray 
Intensity.
1 . e. the time interval between the start of two successive 
avalanches which develop in limits of diffusion radius of an 
avalanche, Is much smaller than the time needed for 
development of an avalanohe to the anode. On the ground of 
dependence Fd - f ( I )  (Flg. 10B) it Is also possible to 
separate the multlelectron initiation (I > 0.3 I ) from the 
single-electron one (I < 0.3 I ): for I < 0.3 IQ the steep 
rise of T. Is obeervable.
CL
Now we can suppose that further Increase In no must 
lead to shorter 1 , and more narrow distribution of t . . It
d l  CL
was done by the initiation 13 (Fig. 2). These experiments 
were carried out also in air 17]. Laser beam originates HL 
electrons at some distance x  from the point. Their number 
diminishes due to attachment when drifting to the anode and 
No < Nl  electrons enter Ionizing zone at distance x t . In 
Ionizing zone the number of electrons rises as exp(Jouir) 
(a - Townsend Ionization coefficient). Time t d from the
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t d ”
beginning of a laser pulse to streamer formation varies from
350 ne (x - 8 nm) to 10 ns ( x = 1 mm). Delay time
At + t, (At, t .  - drift time from x  to x ,  and formation 
T T  1
respectively) depends on both voltage and laser
intensity; its Jitter is not more than 3 ns. Using this
method of initiation it was possible to originate a streamer
already at voltage U - 0,8 UQ. It must be mentioned that at
lowest potential V where the initiation was still possible,
the calculated value of exp(Jadr) is as small as 60.
Dependence t f  - f ( N Q) calculated accordingly to the model of
multielectron initiation 12, ch. 4] well corresponds to the
measured one [81.
Streamer current peak i nax dependence on voltage as 
well as photos of single initiated streamers registered by 
the help of an image intensifier are presented in Pig. 11. 
We can conclude that a streamer may be originated in a wide 
region of voltage and first of all there must be plasma for 
streamer formation. So in principle it is also possible to
A
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Pig. 11 . A  -  current peak of initiated streamers i
as a function of voltage; S - region of 
spontaneous streamers; В - static photos of 
single initiated streamers.
originate a streamer in the steady glow region if we create
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a deviation of sufficient size Sne from the equilibrium 
value of n e In this region. It was done by supplying 
additionally a 100 ns duration pulses to D. C. voltage. 
Pig. 12.
Fig. 12. A - D. C. voltage U « 15 kV, steady glow;
В - I). C. + pulee voltage; С -  discharge in 
case B; many overlapped streamers are fixed.
If there is only D. C. voltage the point is covered by 
the bright layer of steady glow. Additional voltage pulse 
causes a deviation from ionization equilibrium and a 
streamer starts. The same result is achieved at U - const in 
steady glow region using laser initiation 13, Fig. 11: 
local increase of ionization is caused by electrons created 
by a laser pulse. From these studies follows that two 
conditions must be fullfilled to rise a streamer:
(I) Ionised gas must have plasma density.
(II) A streamer forms when the local deviation ön from 
the equilibrium value of electron density takes place.
We want to express our special thanks to Dr.Mart Aints 
for many useful discussions we held together.
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A b s tra c t Negative ooronas In nitrogen and In air have been studied The 
transition from low-current discharge to strong-cunerrt discharge or to the 
spontaneous and Initiated corona p U ;e  regimes has been investigated Corona 
pulses were Initiated by an exdmer laser pulse or by an x-ray pulse The 
Influence of point electrode surface conditions on the corona pulse formation has 
also been under observation. In the Interpretation of the results the similarity of 
this transition to the electron emission and consequent breakdown processes In 
vacuum and other gases is emphasized. This approach permits an explanation 
of the existence of kw-current discharge by Fowler-Nordhelm type field emission 
and the transition to strong-current discharge or oorona pulse by a large burst of 
electrons due to the breakdown of the Insulator layer on the electrode surface
1. Introduction
T he DC corona o f negative polarity  in a po in t-to -p lane 
discharge gap is observed
N ear the o n se t po ten tia l in e lectronegative gases the 
negative co rona exists in pulse form  which ь  p receded  
by a low -curren t (i <  10~v A ) quasi-steady  discharge 
as described  by L oeb «  al [ 1]; la ter it was observed by 
W eissler [2] in pure n itrogen . T h e system atic study of 
the  lead ing  edge of a negative co rona cu rren t pulse was 
m ade by Z e n tn e r  [3 ,4]. H e found th a t it had a com plex 
s tructure : th e re  was a s tep  before the cu rren t reached  
its peak  value.
It is im possible to  explain the com plex rise o f the 
cu rren t pu lse o th e r th an  by a secondary  (7 ) m echanism . 
In his m odel, M orrow  [5] explains the  ex istence o f the 
s tep  by two d iffe ren t 7 m echanism s: in the initial phase 
o f the cu rren t pulse (th e  s tep ) the secondary  em ission 
o f e lectrons is causcd by pho tons (7 ,4 ). This is then  
rep laced  by a m ore effective ion b o m bardm en t (7 ,). O n 
the basis o f  th e ir experim en ts Õ ernäk  and H osokaw a 
[6,7 ] concluded  th a t M orrow 's m odel is valid at low er 
p ressures, bu t a t higher pressures the observed w ave­
form s are caused  by a ca thode-d irec ted  ionizing wave: 
the m ain cu rren t peak  reflects the arrival o f the ionizing 
wave a t the poin t elec trode .
S im ilarities betw een b reakdow n p rocesses in vac­
uum  and h ig h -p re ssu re  gases have been  stressed  in the 
works of L atham , G uile and  H eylen [8-11]. P reb reak ­
down p h enom ena a re  explained  by field em ission  snd  
b re a1 low n by the d ielec tric  sw itching m echanism .
C ern ä k  and H osokaw a stressed  th a t the form  o f the 
lead ing  edge o f  the corona pulse does not d epend  signifi­
cantly on gas com position  [12,13]. O u r investigations 
show  that the existence o f th e  low -curren t discharge is 
d e te rm ined  by surface conditions o f the poin t e lec trode  
ra th e r than  o th e r  physical factors.
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T hus th e re  are  good reasons for th e  app lica tion  of 
th e  concep t o f  field em ission and  the su b seq u en t di 
electric  sw itching m echan ism ' to explain  the existence 
o f  the  low -curren t discharge and  its transition  to the 
s tro n g -c u rre n t one 01 to  the co rona pulse. B ecause the 
fo rm atio n  o f a s tro n g -c u rre n t d ischarge in p u re  nitrogen  
and  the evolu tion  o f a co rona pulse in air a re  qu ite  sim 
ilar du ring  the first tens of nanoseconds [14,15], we are 
ab le to  in te rp re t from  the ab o v e-m en tio n ed  viewpoint 
the experim en ts ca rried  ou t in d iffe ren t gas m edia: pure 
n itrogen , im pure n itrogen , and  air.
2. Experimental dataila
In this sec tion  the se lcc tcd  results o f o u r  experim ents in 
n itrogen  in com parison  with those in air arc presen ted  
R esu lts of investigations in n itrogen  w ere previously 
p ublished  m ainly in the theses of d iffe ren t conferences 
resu lts  in the case o f air have not b ee n  published  as yet 
E xperim ents w ere carried  o u t using th ree  d ifferen t 
experim en ta l devices, bu t the d ischarge gap  geom etry 
was nearly  the  sam e. T h e  gap  spacing was 40 mm and 
the poin t e le c tro d e  was a hem ispherically  capped  wire 
o f  d iam ete r 1 m m . T h e o p p o site  e le c tro d e  was a disc 
and  its d ia m e te r was ^  150 mm.
2.1. E x perim en t A: p u re  n itrogen
T h e resu lts o f  o u r experim en ts in pu re  n itro g en  were 
first described  in [16]. T h e discharge cham ber was 
evacua ted  to  5 x 10" 8 Tbrr by th e  help  of an oil dif 
fusion pum p trap p e d  by liquid n itrogen . T h e cham ber 
was w arm ed up  to  100°C and  the d u ra tio n  of a pum ping 
cycle was a t least 10 h. T h e ch a m b er was filled with 
p u re  n itrogen  (th e  con tem  of n itrogen  was n o t less than
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Figure 1. Currenl-voltage dependences: ABCDEF. pure 
nitrogen; AB and CDEF, low-current and strong-current 
discharge respectively; different curves AB correspond 
to the time being counted from the moment cf stepwise 
raising of voltage; E 'F ', strong-current ctecharge In 
nitrogen; A 'B ', low-current discharge In air, Pt point;
A "B ", low-curreni discharge In air, AJ point.
99.996% , while th a t of oxygen, hydrogen  and  ca rb o h y ­
d ra te s  w ere each  less than  0 .001% ). T h e p ressu re  in the 
cham ber was set at 770 Tbrr. In the d ischarge em ission 
spcc tra  o f  such :» m edium  faint traccs o f CN ap p e are d  
beyond <he 2 + system  o f  N 2; no traces of O H  w ere 
observed.
T he p latinum  p o in t e le c tro d e  was m echanically 
polished and u n d er 100-fold m agnification its surface 
seem ed sm ooth . B efore use, the po in t e le c tro d e  was 
cleaned  in an u ltraso n ic  bath. T h e poin ts w ere used 
for a long tim e and the surfaces o f used points were 
covered with c ra ters, so the resu lts for every point m ust 
be in terp re ted  as for on e  ‘co n d itio n ed ’ by d ischarge.
T he cu rren t-vo ltage  ( I - О )  d ischarge curve is re p re ­
sen ted  in figure 1. P arts AB and  C D E P  co rrespond  to  
the s teady-sta te  discharge. T h e part C D E  with negative 
slope can only be reg iste red  using a large ex ternal series 
resistor ( £  10 МГ2).
T h e low -curren t steady-sta te  discharge (p a rt A B ) 
ap p ears  as a  faint diffuse light n ea r the tip o f  the point 
and a t every fixed voltage below  abou t 5.9 kV  its cu rren t 
dim inishes in tim e (figure 2). A t h igher voltages, usually 
from  5.90 kV  to 6.10 kV  o r m ore, this decay o f cu rren t 
may be rep laced  by sh o rte r o r longer stagnation  w hich 
may at any m om en t transfo rm  to  an  increase in cu rren t,
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Figure Z  Current dependence on time I =  f ( l~ u t )  (or 
low-current discharge In pure nitrogen.
en d in g  with a  su d d en  tran sitio n  to  the  s tro n g -c u rre n t 
d ischarge. I h e  tim e in terva l b e tw e en  the m o m en t o f  
apply ing  sufficient vo ltage and  the m o m en t o f  tran sitio n  
varies w ithin large limits, the longest reg is te red  in terval 
was 85 m inu tes, bu t even longer o n es  are  n o t excluded .
T his su d d en  tran sitio n  from  th e  low -curren t dis­
charge m ode to  th e  s tro n g -c u rre n t o n e  is very s im ilar to  
the  T hchcl pulse fo rm atio n  in air. T h e  Kght pulse w hich 
co rresp o n d s to  this tra n sitio n  does n o t d iffe r from  th a t 
of the TVichel pulse in  air. F u rth e rm o re , d u rin g  th e  first 
tens o f  nan o seco n d s th e re  is no d iffe ren ce  betw een  the 
sp a tio -tem p o ra l d is tr ib u tio n  o f ligh t [15] an d  th a t o f  a  
negative co rona pulse in a ir  {14]. A lso th e re  is n o  re­
m arkab le  d iffe rence betw een  th e  co rresp o n d in g  cu rren t 
pulses, b u t in p u re  n itro g en  th e  transition  s  finished by 
the es tab lishm en t o f  a  s tead y -sta te  d ischarge  con tro lled  
by circuitry  resistance w hile th e  d u ra tio n  o f  th e  T hchel 
pulse c u rren t is d e te c tab le  onty du rin g  som e hu n d re d s 
o f nanoseconds.
2.2. E x p erim e n t B: n itrogen
A fte r a 0.5 h pum ping , th e  ptressure a tta in e d  in the 
discharge  ch a m b cr was <  10 ' 1 Tbrr; th e  ch a m b er was 
th en  filled w ith the sam e n itro g en  as in ex perim en t 
A  N o add itio n al efforts w ere m ad e  to  achieve p u re r 
conditions.
2.2.1. E xperim en t B l. P oin t e le c tro d es  m ad e o f  d iffe r­
e n t m ateria ls  w ere p re p a re d  as in ex p e rim en t A  and 
they w ere used for only a sh o rt tim e: if sm all c ra te rs  o r 
o th e r  changes w ere observed  o n  the su rface  o f  th e  e le c ­
tro d e , the po in t w as rep laced  by a new o n e. D ischarge 
was stud ied  in th e  p re ssu re  range o f  5 0 -760  Tbrr. W hen 
the  voltage supply  was sw itched o n  a t o n se t p o ten tia l 
( V 0 я  9  kV  a t a tm o sp h eric  p re ssu re) a  s tro n g -c u rre n t 
steady-sta te  d ischarge w as es tab lished . A s a sm all ex te r­
nal re sisto r R r  — 10 кП  was used , it was only possible 
to  reg iste r tha t p a rt o f  a s tro n g -c u rre n t I - U  curve th a t 
had  « positive slope (curve E 'F  in figure 1). Po in t
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Fig u r«  3. Typical current pulse In nitrogen: /., value оI the 
step current; l„m , value o( the current peak
’'c o r re sp o n d s  to  the onset po ten tial U0 o f the discharge, 
point E ' to  th e  ex tinction  po ten tial. C om paring  curve 
E 'F  with EF, we can see  th a t E 'F  is shifted tow ards 
h igher voltages, i.e. a t every cu rren t a higher energy 
input pi needed . F u rth erm o re , curve E 'P  changes over 
the course o f tim e: at any V  =  constan t the  cu rren t 
dim inishes if runn ing  lim e of discharge increases. Si­
m ultaneously , the extinction po ten tia l rises too , bu t re­
gardless o f the value o f the ex tinction  po ten tia l the 
co rrespond ing  m inim um  cu rren t is always the sam e, tf 
the extinction poten tial is equal to  the o n se t po ten tial 
the s teady-sta te  discharge h  rep laced  by a pulse 
discharge; to  achieve the steady-sta te  discharge h igher 
voltages a re  needed . A fte r refilling the cham ber with 
fresh gas a steady-sta le  d ischarge is estab lished  again  at 
the onset po ten tia l
In such a m edium , repetitive corona p u b es  w ere 
investigated n ea r the onset po ten tia l [I7 j. A typical 
c u rren t pulse is p resen ted  in flgure 3; its d u ra tio n  d im in ­
ishes while the tim e o f d ischarge bu rn ing  Is pro longed . 
Л  coaxial design o f  the poin t e lec trode  connection  like 
tha t in figure 4 and  n 350 M H z bandw idth  oscilloscope 
w ere used to  investigate the lead ing  edge o f  the cu rren t 
pulse. W h e th er the s tep  is observable o r  not depends 
on point p ro p e rties  and gas p ressure. In the case o f a 
new (‘u n co n d itio n ed ’) oxidized Л1 point a stab le s tep  is 
reco rded  at p ressures ;> <  500T brr. W hen the d ischarge 
has been  running  for som e tim e the s tep  d isappears. In 
(he case o f a g raph ite  po in t the s tep  exists for all p re s ­
sures u n d er observation , bu t its height i ,  and du ra tio n  
vary from  pulse to pulse.
2.2.2. E xperim en t П2. M easu rem en ts  w ere m ade at t  
pressure o f  760 Tbrr in the sam e m edium  as in ex p er­
im ent B l. O r ro n a  pulses w ere in itia ted  by an  excim er 
laser beam  (Л =  308 nm, pulse d u ra tio n  is 50 ns, m axi­
m um  o f the beam  intensity  is / 0 =  5 x  107 W  cm - 1 ]Hs 
direc ted  a long  the gap axis like the x-ray beam  in figure 
4 [18,19] and focused at a d istance o f som e m illim etres 
from  the point tip. In itiation  was caused mafnly by h e a t­
ing the poin t su rface and  not by a photoefTect. This was 
proved by m easu rem en ts  a t low voltages ( ( /  =  5 .6 kV ) 
w here the cu rren t was mainly caused by em ission from  
the poin t: the c u n e n t  did not follow the w aveform  of 
the laser pulse bu t ruse gradually  du ring  the laser pulse. 
As es tim ated , the excim er laser pulse heats the Pt point 
to  m ore th an  1(100 K_ If the  intensity  is approxim ate ly  
107 W  c m " 2, a laser pulse in itia tes a  co rona pulse with 
a delay o f 5 ns from  the beginning  of the laser pulse.
Figure 4. Experimental set up In air: X ray, x-ray pulse 
generator; EM, electrometer; Л„ =  10 kU; С «  1 nF; Я, 
dlsc-llke low Inductance 50 (J resistor.
W ith th e  intensity  decrcnsc , delay  tim e increases, but 
s tab le  Initiation is possible even w hen the laser pulse 
intensity  is /« /3 2 . H ie  w aveform  o f th e  co rona cu rren t 
pulse which is in itia ted  tw o kilovolts below  the onset po ­
ten tial o f non-in itia ted  (sp o n tan e o u s) pulses docs not 
dilTer from  th e  typical co rona pulse sh a p e  (figure 3), but 
th e  peak  value i . , ,  o f the cu rren t pulse d ep e n d s both  
on  the voltage U  and in tensity  /  o f the laser beam .
2.3. E xperim en t C : am b ien t a ir
E xperim en ts w ere carried  o u t in am bien t air a t a tm o s­
pheric  p ressure. D ifferen t sam ples of Л1 and  Pt points 
w ere used. T h e  experim en ta l se t-u p  is p re sen ted  in fig­
u re  4. A n x-ray pulse g en e ra to r was used for corona 
in itia tion . T he m ean qu an tu m  energy  of the x-ray beam  
is 5 keV, the pulse d u ra tio n  is 140 ns (its sh ap e  is p re ­
sen ted  in A  o f figure 5). A  «ingle x-ray pulse produces 
107 cm -3 charged  partic les as m easu red  by an ion iza­
tion  cham ber. A  m ore d eta iled  d esc rip tio n  o f the x-ray 
pulse g en e ra to r is p resen ted  in |20] D ischarge light 
was d e te c ted  by an  im age in lcnsincr.
Previously the pa ram ete rs  o f d ischarge w ere m ea­
su red  w ithout x-ray in itia tion . As in experim en t A, a 
low cu rren t l - I J  curve was reg iste red . T h e  l - U  curvc 
d ep en d s strongly on th e  m ateria l o f the poin t and its 
p reh istory . Typical /  =  / ( ( / )  d e p e n d en c es  for Al and 
Pt points are p resen ted  in flgure I T h e  l - U  curve for 
Pt is sim ilar to tha t in p u re  n itrogen , bu t in th e  case 
o f an Al poin t a rem ark ab le  increase in cu rren t is re g ­
istered  only n ea r the o n se t p o ten tia l o f co rona pulses 
U„. In the case o f a Pt poin t, d iffuse light is already 
visible I kV  below  the  o a se t p o ten tia l, bu t h  ab sen t for 
an  Л1 point. T h e o n set p o ten tia l o f sp o n tan eo u s  corona 
pulses varies w ithin wide limit* (Ug — 7 .5 -7 .9  kV ) and 
dep en d s on  the poin t m ateria l is  well as o n  the  p re ­
history o f the  point. T h e cu rren t pu lse has a rise tim e 
<  2 ns; its peak  value n ea r is p ractically  th e  sam e 
for all points.
T?) study  the in itia tion  o f co rona pulses by x ray 
ra d ia tio n , the tim e Interval be tw een  the beginning  of 
the x-ray pulse and the co ro n a pulse (delay tim e fd) 
was m easu red  for d iffe ren t po in ts and voltages. Since at 
any voltages u n d er observation  th e re  was also a chance 
o f  a sp o n tan eo u s  pulse arising , the m ean  num ber o f 
sp o n tan eo u s pulses per second ( r r s )  i i |  w as d ete rm ined  
a t every voltage as well as th e  m ean  n u m b er o f rrs in 
the p resence  o f x-ray ra d ia tio n  i l j .  T h e  re p e titio n  rate 
o f  co ro n a pulses w as 10 rrs. T h e  n u m ber of corona 
pulses per second (figure 5) was d e te rm in e d  by pulse 
counting
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Figur* S. Delay time t, dtetr tout tori for different point 
electrodes: A, Pt point, Uo =  7.2 kV; B, Al point,
U0 =  7.67 KV; C, oil-coated Pt point. Broken curve, shape 
al x-ray pulse; n. relative number оI  Initiated pulses: 
rt,, mean number of spontaneous pulses per second; 
ft,, mean number of pulses In the presence of x-radlatlon;
St, standard deviations al Л , and ft? respectively.
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Figure 6. Fow ler-Nordhelm  plot оI In( l/E 3) =  / (1/E) for 
pure nitrogen. Parameters: time from the moment that the 
voltage supply is switched on; I. current; £, field strength.
a t  least tw o o rd e rs  o f  m ag n itu d e  less th an  in th e  case 
o f  an  u ncoa ted  po in t). T h e o n se t p o ten tia l o f  sp o n ta ­
n eous pulses rises rem arkably ; in som e ex p erim en ts  (it 
d ep e n d s o n  th e  th ickness o f  the  oil layer) it rises by 
m o re  than  3 kV, bu t in itia ted  pulses s ta rt a t  nearly  the 
sam e voltage as in th e  case o f  an  uncovered  po in t, and 
in itia tion  is effective ( f it  =  0, n 2 =  9 .45; С  in figure 5). 
A t h igher voltages ( U  =  8 .4  kV ) a sing le x-ray pulse 
in itia tes a series o f  co rona pulses ( n 2 =  124).
B eyond this, th e  follow ing tren d s w ere observed: in 
the  case o f P t p o in ts, the onset p o ten tia l was system ati­
cally low er th an  th a t for AJ po in ts, and  a new  oxidized 
Al po in t had  a h ig h er o n set p o ten tia l th an  a used one.
using a 10 s tim e interval. T h e  p re sen ted  m ean values 
a re  th e  resu lts o f  a t least ten  m easu rem en ts.
In the case o f  a  P t po in t (A  in  figure 5) it is no t 
possible to  in itia te  a  co rona pulse by o u r x-ray pulse 
a t vo ltages below  U0 =  7 .55  kV. N e ar the o n set U0 
w here  sp o n tan eo u s co rona pulses are alm ost absen t 
(гг I =  0.46) no t every x-ray pulse in itia tes a corona 
pulse (Ü2 =  8 . 1) and is d is tr ib u ted  over a large 
interval. A t U  =  7 .60  kV  each  x-ray pulse already  ini­
tiates a co ro n a pulse (Л] =  5.8, n 2 =  16.1) and 30%  
of pulses have i d less th an  30 ns. A t m ore  than  500 V 
above L'u sp o n tan eo u s pulses prevail and  it is difficult 
to  d e te rm in e  the influence o f x -rad iation .
In the case o f an  Al poin t (B in figure 5) x-ray in i­
tiation  is m ore efficient. A  co rona pulse can be created  
below  the onset L'o =  7 .7  kV, and  at U  =  7.85 kV  each 
x-ray pulse in itia tes a  corona pulse ( n i  =  0, n 2 =  10.4). 
A t a  20 V  h igher voltage a sing le x-ray pulse creates 
even m ore th an  o n e  co rona pulse ( n 2 =  13.5). D elay 
tim e t j  d istribu tion  is p re sen ted  only for the first co rona 
pulse.
S trong  effects are  observed  w hen a P t po in t is coated  
w ith a thin layer o f tran sfo rm er oil. T h e  low cu rren t 
m ode o f d ischarge is practically  ab sen t (th e  cu rren t is
3. DIscuMlon
T h e  reg iste red  I - U  curve in p u re  n itrogen  (A B C D E F, 
figure 1) is very sim ilar to  th a t o f low -pressure dis­
charge ( lp d )  in a  hom og en eo u s field, bu t du e  to  dis­
charge gap geom etry  the range o f  ch a rac teris tic  parts 
is m odified. T h e  m ost s trik ing  d iffe ren ce  in this / -  
U  curve, co m p ared  with th e  LPD o n e, is in p a rt AB: 
in the case o f l p d  th e re  is a p la tea u , i e .  the cu rren t 
is in d ep e n d en t o f vo ltage and  its value is de te rm in e d  
by ex te rnal ion ization ; in o u r case c u rren t strongly d e ­
pends on voltage. C alcu lations o f the ion ization  integral 
/  о  d x  show  th a t its value is too  low to  explain  the self- 
sustain ing  o f d ischarge by the Tbw nsend m echanism  
(e.g. for U  =  4 .6  kV  / a d x  =  1.8 [15)). A ssum ing 
th a t the low cu rren t d ischarge is d e te rm in e d  by field 
em ission, the d ep e n d en c e  o f I  — f ( U ) is p resen ted  
using F o w ler-N o rd h e im  (FN) p lo ts in figure 6. As the 
cu rren t I  d ep e n d s  on tim e (figu re 2), each  p lo tted  curve 
co rresp o n d s to  tim e t =  co n stan t from  the  m om ent of 
raising the voltage. We can  see th a t th e  FN plo t is qu ite  
a good fit o f experim en ta l results. I - U  d ep e n d en c e  for 
a  P t po in t in air (A 'B ', figure 1) also follows the FN 
plot, bu t has a n o th e r  slope.
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Field em ission (FF) is possible if th e re  a re  sites 
(m icropoin ts, m icro inclusions o f foreign m ateria ls) on 
the c lcc trodc  surfacc w hich have enhanced  emissivity 
[8,21, 22]. In gases, large areas  o f e le c tro d c  arc usually 
covered by oxide (o r o th e r  in su la to r) layers; the ir em is­
sivity depends on oxide type and its thickness [22,23]. 
If we trea t an  em ission site  simply as a m icropoin t som e 
doubts arise:
(i) at low er p ressu res the onset po ten tial (in n itrogen  
for p  =  150 Tori, [/,) sa 3 kV) is too  low for effective 
FH from  m icropoints;
(ii) in the case of an  Al poin t in air the region of 
low cu rren t does not exist (figure 1).
D eta iled  stud ies of the characteristics o f elec trode  
emissivity have been  m ade for prcb rcakdow n curren ts 
in vacuum  [8]. T he m odern  m odel o f em ission site as­
sum es a m eta l-ir .su la to r em ission regim e, ie . the p res­
ence of foreign insu la to r inclusions on  the elec trode  
surfacc Several investigators [9 -11 ,21 ] have proved 
that preb reakdow n p h enom ena in vacuum  as well as 
in h igh-pressure gases arc  sim ilar: the values o f field 
streng ths arc d o se , cu rren t foliows the f n  type o f d e ­
pendence , em ission sites on  elec trodes  in vacuum  and 
gases are spatially co rrela ted . T h e p resence o f  gas po i­
sons the form ed em issive sites causing the  dim inishing 
o f emissivity [8]. T he poisoning  tends to  sa tu ra te  in 
time. This tendency  is no ticeable in figure 2 (curves 
5.00 and 5.60 kV ), bu t is clearly  s ta ted  by pro longing  
the reg istra tion  tim e up to  one hour.
T he s tro n g -cu rren t d ischarge in gas is triggered  by 
the b reakdow n of the insu la tor (‘a d ielec tric  switching 
m echan ism ') du e  to  its charg ing  by positive ions an d /o r 
libera tion  of electrons by u v -lig h t from  the  discharge 
gap. As a resu lt, a conduc ting  channel is form ed in 
the insu la tor and a large bu rs t o f e lec trons (d u ra tio n  o f 
burst is <  10 ns) is injected into the d ischarge gap [22]. 
This process 6  o ften  called explosive-like em ission [21].
A pplying the above we can in te rp re t o u r experi­
m ental resu lts a:» follows. T h e low -current d ischarge is 
sustained  by field em ission and the reco rded  tem poral 
d ec rease in low cu rren ts  is caused by the loss o f em is­
sivity of em ission sites due to  poisoning. D ifferen t I - U  
dependences for a Pt point in air and  pu re n itrogen  
are  explainable by d iffe ren t gas com positions and point 
surface conditions. T h e d iffe rence betw een the low- 
cu rren t parts o f I - U  curves in air for Pi and Al points 
is also unders tan d ab le : an Al poin t is covered with a 
hom ogeneous and com paratively  th ick  oxide layer; it 
suppresses th e  em ission over a  large range o f voltage 
and  the  cu rrcn t increase is observable only n ea r the 
corona pulse onset (see curve A "B " in figure 1).
In the following let us consider the transition  to  
s trong-cu rren t discharge on the basis o f  the dielec tric  
switching m echanism . As w e see in p u re  n itrogen , the 
gas ion ization  begins to  co n trib u te  to  the low -current 
grow th at vo ltages U  ^  6 kV  and system atic devia tion  
from  the FN p lo t occurs (figure 6). A  sudden  increase 
in cu rren t m agn itude a t  U  =  constan t (figure 1, point 
B, and figure 2, 6.05 kV curve) is triggered by the
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Figure 7. Peak current value d ep e n d en c e  on 
vottage InLm  = l{V O )  for different laser intensities;
/0 *  5 x  10 ' W cm"*.
b reakdow n o f the in su la to r layer and  form ation  of a 
conducting  ch an n el in it du e  to  the  charg ing  o f  lay­
ers by positive ions (a co n se q u en ce  o f  gas ionization). 
T h e charg ing  co u n te rac ts  the poisoning  if th e  voltage is 
sufficient and leads to  the b reakdow n o f  the layers.
E xperim ents В and С  confirm  the proposed  m ech­
anism  from  a n o th e r v iew point. In [8] th e  effect o f 
te m p era tu re  and  u v  ra d ia tio n  on  em issivity is described . 
An increase o f  te m p e ra tu re  by 200 К  causes the five­
fold increase in e lec tro n  em ission , bu t the effect o f  u v  
rad ia tion  on emissivity is less p ro n o u n ced :
(i) T h e  in itia tion  o f  d ischarge  w ith laser pu lse in 
ex perim en t B2 show s th e  peak  c u rre n t d ep e n d en c e  
on  the tem p e ra tu re  ( T  ~  / )  o f  the poin t surfac«. T h e 
am plitude  o f the in itia ted  pulse m ay be considered  
to  be p ro p o rtio n a l to  th e  qu an tity  of em itted  electrons 
a t voltages below  th e  onset o f co rona pulses. T h e linear 
d ep e n d en c e  In imix =  f ( \ / Z 7) (figure 7) really indicates 
[24] th a t the height o f the in itia ted  co ro n a pulse is 
co rre la ted  w ith the em issive site  tem p e ra tu re , th u s  being 
caused  by field-assisted th erm io n ic  em ission.
(ii) In the case o f  x-ray in itia tion  (experim en t C ) the 
charg ing  of an insu la to r on  the po in t e le c tro d e  surface 
is caused by p h o to e ffe c t Its  efficiency is d iffe ren t for 
diffe ren t po in ts (figure 5): cha rg ing  o f  large oxide layers 
on  an Al po in t is m ore effective than  th a t o f  m icro- 
inclusions on  a P t po in t. A n oil layer on  a P t po in t 
plays a sim ilar ro le to  an  oxide layer on  Al: it suppresses 
th e  low -curren t region. X -rad ia tio n  charges the layer 
to  high densities o f  positive ions, causing  the low ering 
o f co rona pulse o n se t po ten tial.
So we can  assum e th e  follow ing evo lu tion  o f  dis­
charge: a low -curren t d ischarge d e te rm in e d  by a f n  type 
o f em ission  p recedes  th e  co rona pulse in  a n  e le c tro n eg a­
tive gas as well as the tran sitio n  to  a s tro n g -c u rre n t 
discharge in p u re  n itrogen ; the c o ro n a  pulse and the 
transition  are b o th  triggered  by an  e le c tro n  em ission 
du e  to  the b reakdow n o f  the d ie lec tric  layer, in the  
la ter stages th e  d ischarge is susta ined  m ainly by th e  y ,  
secondary  m echanism .
T h e  d ielec tric  sw itching m echanism  is su p p o rted  
by c o rre la tio n  betw een  the s tep  an d  poin t p ro p erties  
d e m o n stra te d  in ex p e rim en t B l: a new Al point is 
covered with a homogeneous oxide layer and there is
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a stab le s tep  on  the lead ing  edge o f the corona pulse; [10] 
afte r the layer has been  destroyed  by d ischarge the step 
is no t observable. T h e hom ogeneous layer is charged  to 
high density  by positive ions, and  intensive injection o f 
e lectrons Into the gap a f te r  the layer b reakdow n causes [ u  
the  initial fast rise o f  cu rren t, o r step.
T he p roposed  em ission m echanism  is substan tia ted  
by the e le c tro d e  sp u tte rin g  because o f the form ation  o f 
a conducting  channel th rough the insulating layer [23].
In the ease o f  a negative corona sp u tte rin g  is observed 
[25,26], bu t the co rre la tio n  betw een  the m om ent of 
spu tte ring  and co rona pulse evo lu tion  is no t specially 
investigated. So the d e te rm in a tio n  of the m om ent o f 
spu tte rin g  should support o r go against the d ielec tric  
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4. Conclusion I15
In negative co rona studies the im portance o f po in t (i6 
surface p ro p erties  (p resen ce  o f foreign inclusions, ‘c o n ­
d ition ing ' p ro ced u re ) is always stressed . But usually it 
is assum ed that the ro le o f d iffe ren t inclusions is to 
c rea te  the first electron . In con tras t to  this, the presen t 
tre a tm e n t ind icates tha t for a co rona pulse form ation  
a large num ber o f electrons m ust be em itted  from  the 
poin t th a t is substan tia ted  by the b reakdow n of the di- I18 
e lectric  layer.
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